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Local News

Sports

Family backing
Wilsons support local
Murray Civic Music Assoc.
See page 2

i

ocal News

Woznichak hurt
MSU's No. 1 quarterback
injures foot during practice
See page 8

1

Special honor
Sid Easley selected to receive
CASE Silver Medal award
See page 2
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Gresham: bids to be let today

MSU library to extend hours for
area genealogists on Thursdays
Genealogists and other researchers will have access to
the Forrect C. Pogue Special Collections Library at Murray State
University on Thursday evenings beginning Aug. 28.
Keith.M..Heitn,.head of special rollectItins on the campus,
said Pogue Library will remain open until 8 p.m.
on Thursdays
to accomodate those who find it difficult to use the
collection during regulA r hairs
He emphasized that the extended Thursday hours apply
only to
periods when the university is in session. Patrons should
check with
the library at 762-6152 or 762-2053 when in doubt about
the hours.
Under the new schedule, the Pogue Special Collection
g Library
will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursday and from
10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday.

Elsewhere...

Plans for MCCH Medical Arts finalized

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
mendation from Gresham that a
Staff Writer
parking lot be paved immediateThe Murray -Calloway
ly, pending closing of the dee; to
-Hospital -Board -heard'
"-Itie-Iarid, to compensate for the
tions by Bob Gresham, Gresham
over 90 parking spaces that will
and Associates, and Jim Ingram
be lost immediately due to the
of Drexel Toialid-and Associates
construction of thenew building.
On the final plans of the Medical
Stuart Poston. administrator,
Arts Building II.
said, it is "very critical to get
Gresham said the plans were
the project underway imfinalized and were ready to be
mediately to have it finished by
let for bids beginning today. Inthe end of July 1987."
terested parties can get the apIngram said several physipropriate forms from Gresham
cians had indicated a desire to
and Associates in Paducah.
locate in the new building. He
The board approved a recomadded that a radiation therapy
..

group will be locating in the
building and he had a "signed
from-.- the-•.group.
stating that fact.
Dr. Robert Williams, bbard
_member. gave a report on the
recruitment committee. He said
the committee was planning to
interview two recruitment firms
and to select one firm to assist in
the recruitment of certain
specialties such as orthopedics
and cardiology while the committee recruits other
physicians.
Williams said the structure of

the committee i aimed at selling the institution and rornmunityY- - to- - prospective - -phyMciarig
locating in the area.
In other business, Poston announced that the child care
center for employees will be
open Monday
The board was also notified of
a request for a five-percent increase in anethseia fees
. A resolution approving the
hospital to purchase state
surplus equipment was approved by the board members.

Ely the Associated Press • •

JOHANNESBURG,South Africa - The government says it has
been stockpiling strategic materials for 10 years in preparation
for the time when foreign countries impose economic sanctions
against it because of its apartheid policies.
JAMBA. Angola - Angolan guerrillas claim the Soviet-backed
government forces have started using chemical bombs and
grenades for the first time in the 10-year civil war. The U/s4TA
guerrillas claim three rebels have been killed by the noxious
materials and scores were temporarily blinded.
EDMOND,Okla.- Puzzled law enforcement officers met dead
ends as they tried to unravel the events that drove Patrick Sherrill to kill 14 co-workers and himself in a bloodbath that shocked
the central Oklahoma community.
EDMOND. Okla. - Black crepe paper hangs from the counter
where patriotic stamps are sold at the post office and customers
murmur condolences to shaken clerks who survived the bloodbath. "It's spooky." said one woman hurrying out the door with
her mail.
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras - The aid hasn't even begun to
flow yet, but already Honduras is awash in charges that its
military is squabbling over the $100 million approved by the U.S.
Congress for Nicaraguan rebels.
WASHINGTON - The tax overhaul bill will accelerate a trend
that has made the Social Security payroll tax a bigger burden for
most lowand moderate-income Americans than the income tax.
NEW YORK - People accustomed to finding ways to shrink
their taxable income should start changing their habits.
.Today's highlight in history: Seventy-five years ago, on Aug.
22, 1911, the art world was stunned by the news that Leonardo da
Vinci's "Mona Lisa" had been stolen from the Louvre Museum in
Paris the night before.(The painting turned up two years later in
Italy.)

Redesigning solid rocket booster
To correct faulty joints that caused shuttle disaster
Original design
Filled
insulation
gap

Dud
0-rings

New design

Increased
insulation
unvented '
insulation
gap

••\
Leal

Capture
1-1-i latch

3d
0-ring
Zinc
chrornate
Putty,

Failure caused by cold weather on
sensitive rubber 0-rings, assembly
problems and rotation at joints as
rocket bulges during ignition
Chicago Tribune Graphic source NASA

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers v•ho have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5 30 p rr Mondoy
Friday or by 3 3,0 p m Soturdey
ore urged to Loll 753-1916 bet
wref• 5:30 p.m. and 0 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
a.m.•12 p.m. Seturday.
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Be prepared!

The Unknown Scout, as portrayed by Murray's Bob Valentine.
tells the- audience to "be prepared" during a special appearance
at the National Scouting Museum's media open house Thursday
evening. The open house was held to allow local media personnel
an opportunity to view the Museum's'. contents, including a

I let I.

number of original Notiman Rockwell painting... The National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of America. located on the Nliirra
State University campus.is open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m...e% en da:%s
a week until Octobv I.

School enrollment figures released here
New pots have metal lip to reduce
joint rotation at takeoff; 3 0-rings
made of less sensitive material;
capture latch and interlocking
insulation to prevent hot gases from
reaching 0-nngs

Today's Index
Two Sections - 32 Pages
Classifieds
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13
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13
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Horoscope
4
Murray Today
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By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
Early enrollment figures show
an -increase in the Calloway
County School District while the
Murray City Schools are resuming classes with a slight
decrease in enrollment from
compared to last year. according to figures released today by
the two school systems
A total of 2.972 students
registered for classes in the
county system for a 1.1 percent

increase over List August's
number of 2.940. An enrollment
breakdown of the county schools
shows 522 at East Elementary.
5ist3 at North Elementary, 467 at
Southwest Elementary; 421 at
the middle school and 957 at
Calloway County High School;
another 19 are registered for
special programs in the system.
The county elementary schools
house grades kindergarten-6;
grades 7-8 go to the middle
school and grades 9-12 attend the

high school.
Calloway County Director of
Pupil Personnel Jim Nix said
the county school system will
probably add a few more
students after the Labor Day
holiday
"Sometimes, people wait until
after Labor Day to move here."
Nix said "School starts later in
other parts of the country and
many times, parents don't know
that we've already started back
to school when they move "

In the Murray City Schools.
1,294 have signed up for classes.
including 321 in kindergarten.
second grade at Robertson
Elementary. 20s in grades 3-4 at
Carter Elementary. 3t;3 in
grades 5-s at thc Murray NI Arlie
School and 402 in grade-'- 9 12 at
Murray High School
Last August. 1.329 stipients.
enrolled in the elly school
system, according to Murray Ci(('Ofltd tin page

t

Collins seeks information on possible improprieties
Forecast
Tonight. partly cloudy. Low
around 70. Light south wind.
Saturday. partly sunny.
High in the upper 80s.
Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies and
seasonably warm weather
with a chance of daily
thunderstorms Sunday
through Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.1
Barkley Lake
357.1

FRANKFORT, Ky
Al' Any member of the governor's
staff who wonders about possible conflicts of interest should
ask her. Gov. Martha I Ayne Collins advised in a memo.
Collins said she as -angry.
hurt and disappointed" over a
report that her former aide.
A.D. Wright. told investigators
from the attorney general's office tiTht he'sought busineSs for
the governor's husband -s invest •
ment company
Wright, who left state government last fall to return to
Paducah. said he made the
solicitation in 1984 as a favor to

Dr. Bill Collins
Attorney General David Armstrong concluded Wright's actions were not illegal, except for
use of state phones That offense
is no longer punishable because
of a one -year statute of
limitations
The report is very disturb
ing." she said in a memo circulated Thursday to her offit4
staff.
While.1 remain confident in
the integrity of the members of
my staff. I want to stress that
each person must be very sensitive to potential conflicts,'• her
memo says _

•"

"Certainly state employees
are entitled to privatelives and
private business interests," the
memo said. "We must bear in
mind, however, that the
business of governing Kentucky
is our foremost responsibility."
Collins said anyone with questions about "actions that could
he construed as conflicts., of interest" Rhould consult with her
Collins also said she was
unasCare of any other employee
in her office soliciting business
for Collins' Investments Her
husband sold his interest in the
company earlier this year

The governor said she briefly
discussed the matter with her
husband, who is out of the state ,
"He indicated to me that he
didn't know anything about it."
r7ollins said.
With her new directive. Col
lins said she did not see any need
for an outside ...investigation.
which is what she also said after
an earlier review of Collins Investments Inc in June
The Courier-Journal reported
in June that almost half of the 98
investors in Collins Investments
had received state appolntments
or contracts.
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Court rules mandatory sentences for DUI constitutional
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The mandatory punishments
contained in Kentucky's law on
driving under the influence are
not an unconstitutional intrusion
Into the separation of powers,
the Kentucky Court of Appeals
ruled today.
In a sweeping opinion on the
controversial 1984 "Stammer
Bill," the court also said that
separate sentencing trials are
not necessary when considering
second or third offenses for drunken driving.
While upholding the law's constitutionality, the appeals court
overturned the convictions of

the twO men who brought the
case because of procedural
mistakes committed during the
trials.
The appeals court combined
the cases of two Lexington men
who were convicted in Fayette
District Court in 1984 to reach its
decision on the law. The cases
were returned to district court.
The Court of Appeals agreed
to review the convictions directly rather than waiting until the
cases had passed through
Fayette Cfrcuit Court.
Danny S. Ratliff and Leonard
L. Carter first argued that the
law's mandatory sentencing

provisions violate the constitutional separation of powers between the legislative and judicial
branches.
Judge William Dunn, who
wrote the unanimous opinion of
the three-judge panel, said it
within the prerogative of the
General Assembly to prohibit
suspension or probation of
penalties for violation of the DUI
law.
"Simply enough, the task of
setting a punishment for a given
crime is a legislative function."
Dunn wrote. "Thelegislature in
its exercise of that authority is
free to determine on a policy

basis that certain offenses do not
warrant resort to probation or
conditional discharge as an appropriate form of punishment."
The two men also complainea
that it was improper for
exidence of their prior DUI convictions to be introduced as
evidence during their trials.
They contended that such
evidence could only be introduced if they were found guilty of
the pending charge.
Dunn said there is no law that
requires a split proceeding for
punishment in a DUI case.

WeeKeno Sale
Save $6 on
Eber top.

9

Dr. and Mrs. William Wilson

Wilsons support
local MCMA

Orig. $16. Check Out the prints of our
Eber4 long sleeve Shirt. They're
new and lively to match the Styling.
Tucked in our Out, color up or down. it's
an expressive top, Of polyester/cotton.
Junior SiZeS.

Jan and Bill Wilson have supported the Murray Civic Music
Association since returning to Murray in 1976. He is a radiologist
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Jan, has been tireless worker with the MCMA
children's concerts attended by nearly 2000 Calloway County
school children annually in Lovett Auditorium.
She fondly remembers attending these concerts as a child. She
now works with MCMA to continue to bring these cultural experiences for her own two sons, Richard and Brad, and for all
children of the community.
Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, are charter
patrons and have supported the MCMA since its beginning in
1959.

Save $8 on
fashion denims.

Volunteer of the Year

Sid Easley to receive
Silver Medal award

Orig. $28. Juniors'•Manisha-v stonewashed denim jeans feature fashion front
seams with pleats. Of 100% cotton denim
with straight-leg styling. In blue or black
for junior sizes.

Sid Easley of Murray has been
selected by the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) to receive a
Silver Medal in its 1986 Volunteer
of the Year national competition.
He is among 14 volunteers from
across the country who will be
honored at a ceremony in
Washington. D. C., on Oct. 28.
Each recipient will be recognized for voluntary contributions to
a CASE-member institution.
Easley was nominated by Dr.
David W. Perrin, vice president
for university relations and
development at Murray State
University, for his leadership role
in the fund-raising drive that exceeded a $2.5 million goal for the
National Museum of the Boy
Scouts of America (BSA).

Bonja handbags.

Only 8.99 ea.
Your choice from three popular styles of
cloth bonja bags. Multi-compartment,fully
lined handbags with leather trims and
canvas straps. Assorted neutral colors.

The JCPenney Annual

COAT
CARAVAN
Expanded storewide for
savings of 25% off all coats
for Adults and children.
*Any Outerwear Purchase
Qualifies You to Register for

for your family (Limit 4)
.Drawing held Aug. 31st.
Need not be present to win.

JCPenney
irtat

Prices Effective Thru Sat.

Further renovation and exhibit
development is scheduled in late
1986 and early 1987 before the
museum re-opens permairntly in
mid-1987.
Easley, a 1962 alumnus of Murray State and former president of
its Alumni Association, is a
member of the museum board of
directors and the BSA regional
executive council. He has also
been active as a merit badge
counselor and local BSA fund
drive chairman.

Free commodities
distribution set

FREE COATS

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 530

An attorney and community
leader, Easley served as chairman of the community-based effort which, in a matter of months,
led to contributions and pledges
sufficient to ensure that Murray
State would be the new museum
site.
The BSA national executive
board confirmed the campus
location in February 1985.
Following several months of
building renovation and exhibit
development, the museum opened May 24 for a four-month
preview season to run through
.September.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161
•••••••••••••••1

Free government commodities will be distributed
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug
27-28 at the county road department on East Sycamore Street
fiern 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain
these items should bring proper
Identification. Persons picking
up commodities for another individual, must bring a signed
authorizatfon, according to
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks' office.
Residents are also urged to bring with them a bag or box for
carrying the Items.

His nomination was supported
by letters from Dr. Kala M.
Stroup, Murray State president,
Ben H. Love, chief scout executive. U.S. Sen. Wendell H.
Ford and Darwin Kelsey,
museum director.
A former district judge, Easley
has served as president of the
Murray-Callbway
County
Chamber of Commerce and is a
member of the board of directors
of Leadership Murray. He is also
on the board of the MSU Foundation's Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
The native of Sedalia in Graves
County has also been active in the
community in leadership positions with the parks board, the
mental health-mental retardation
board, Red Cross, Needline
Association and the Murray
Baseball Association.
Volunteer of the Year is one of
a series of awards sponsored
each year by CASE,an orgar.!zation which has more than 2,800
member institutions and is the
largest education association in
the country.

Sasser to hold hearing
on lake's water (walk).
PARIS. Tenn. lATh — U.S.
Sen. James Sasser will hold a
public hearing here today to explore the deteriorating water
quality in Kentucky Lake, a
spokesman says.
Public officials and experts
from several fields are scheduled to testify at the 2 p.m. CDT
hearing at the Henry County
Courthouse, the spokesman
said.
The Tennessee Democrat.
who toured the lake Aug. 2, has
called on the Tennessee Valley
Authority to conduct a systemwide study of water quality,
which has been damaged by
drought conditions and high
temperatures.

Enrollment...
(Cont'd from page I)
ty Se/IC*1s Assistant Superintendent Eli Alexander. This year's
enrollment of 1,294 shows a one
percent decline, but Alexander
expects enrollment to top 1,300
after Labor Day.
— We anticipate being above
1,300," Alexander said. "I -know
of at least 10-12 students who are
reporting late due to summer
camp activities."
Both school systems began
classes Tuesday.
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PERSPECTIVE
Sanctions debate not over
U.S. Catholic bishops have
added an extreme and unjustified statement to their call
for tougher U.S. sanctions
against South Africa. The
bishops, in a letter to members of the Senate, took the
position that a failure to take
action at this time would be
"morally indefensible."
It is one thing for the bishops to recommend a course of
action for the U.S. government in South Africa. Religious leaders do it all the time
on this and other issues, despite indications that not all
Americans are comfortable
having their clergymen using
the pulpit to advise the government on foreign and do-mestic policy.
The Catholic bishops, who
have been mOre cautious than
some of their Protestant
counterparts in calling for
sanctions, advocated limited
measures that they said
would minimize the potential
harm to blacks in South Afri-

Letters To The Editor

. Diplomas may be earned through KET
Dear Editor:
Almost one-half of Kentucky's
adults over age 25 do not have a
high school diploma. Without a
high school education, Kentucky.
adults are limited in their opportunities for a better job, a better
life.
KET offers these adults a convenient way to prepare for the
high school equivalency test
with the GED Study-at-Home
program. Study -at-Home
students watch 43 television programs in the privacy of their
own home at times suited to
their individual schedules. For a
$15 enrollment fee, students are
provided with a set of three GED
workbooks, pre- and posttestings services, newsletters
and other information througout
the course of study, a $10
voucher which pays the GED
testing fee, and tutorial help via
a toll-free hotline. KET will offer
three enrollment periods during
the 1986-87 year: start dates are
October 7, January 6, and April
14.
The KET GED program has
been recognized and supported
by Governor Martha Layne Col-

lins, Honorary Chairman Tom.
T. Hall and businesses and civic
groups statewide. Your attendance at a luncheoon meeting
about the GED Study-at-Home
program illustrated your concern about Kentucky's educational level. KET is requesting
your continued support of the
GED Study-at-Home program.
Updated color posters and
brochures have been printed
and are now ready for distribution in places such as grocery
stores, gas stations, public
assistance offices, and other
high traffic areas.
We would appreciate your
help in promoting this program
to the adults in your community
who want to earn a GED certificate. Posters and brochures
are available by calling Carol
Hensley at 1-800-432-0951.
Please join us in this important educational effort. Your
help can make a real difference.
Sincerely,
Angie Krusenklaus, Director
AdultOutreach Services
KET Network
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, Ky.
40502

Accountants to meet in Lexington
Dear Editor:
The Kentucky Association of
Accountants, a professional
organization of independent accountants who are engaged in
public accounting, will hold
their 1986 Annual State Convention at the Continental Inn, Lex-
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ington on the 18th, 19th and 20th
of September.
Guest speakers will be, Mr.
Donald Cordano, an Accountant
in Public Practice, National
Society of Accountants Lecturer, Instructor of Accounttrig
and Tax at Lewis University.
Mr. Cordano's topics will be
G.A.T.A.P. (General Accepted
Tax Accounting Priciples) and
Financial Statements Analysis.
Also appearing as guest speaker
will be Mr. Michael Davis, CPA,
Attorney, and Instructor of Accounting and Tax at U of K. Mr.
Davis will speak on "The Accountant's Responsibility and
Liability." IRS will also provide
us with a speaker on the topic of
"When a Revenue Agent walks
into your office."
The convention will begin on
Thursday at 2 p.m. and conclude
at 12:30 on Saturday. For additional information contact any
KAA member, Norman Tyree or
Charles Hines at 606-231-0737 or
255-2711.
Sincerely,
Kentucky Association
of Accountants
P.O. Box 7733
Louisville, Kentucky,
40207
Aar
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Royko Says

ca and leave room for more
severe sanctions if needed
later.
Still, the issue of sanctions
is open to serious debate.
The goal should be to help
South Africa achieve a political and social system that
proVides equal justice and opportunity for all its people.
No one has demonstrated that
sanctions would be an effective way of bringing about a
non-violent transition to a
system of government that
guarantees racial justice.
While economic sanctions
have their supporters, questions exist over whether sanctions would hasten a peaceful
transition or set the stage for
more unrest and violence.
The bishops should have
made their recommendation
and let it stand or fall in the
debate. Their tactic of labeling a failure to act at this
time as "morally indefensible," however, was arrogantly indefensible.

ISISISilien

By Mike Royko

Fisherman uses a whopper as bait
This bizarre story was first
told to me by a retired Chicago
broadcasting executive, who
now lives on Washington Island
in Wisconsin.
He said: "I was having dinner
with this friend of mine named
Lee, who has a vacation home
up here.
"Lee is an avid fisherman and
he likes to go out on Lake
Michigan and catch those big
salmon.
"When he goes back to
Chicago he takes one of the
salmon with him, and he has a
chef at his country club fix it up
real nice, with all the trimmings, and he has some friends
over for dinner.
"Well, the last time he did
this, he had about 18 people over
to his home.
"While the guests were
gathering in the living room,
Lee's wife went into the kitchen
and was horrified to see that the
cat was up on the table nibbling
on the fish.
"She grabbed the cat and
threw him out the back door.
Then she went and got Lee and
showed him what the cat had
done.
"Lee said there was no problem, because the cat had only
nibbled a little bit of it. An inch
or two.

•
"He just flipped the fish over,
"Lee said: 'Sorry for what?'
names: I'd just like to talk to
rearranged the vegetable gar"The neighbor said: 'For killthem about their experience."
nish, and went on with the
ing your cat. It was me. I ac"No, that would just stir
dinner.
cidentally backed my car over
things up, get them mad at me
"Well, at about 9 o'clock, one
your cat earlier this evening and
again."
of the guests had to leave, so Lee
I'm afraid it's dead.'
"How about your neighbor's
went out to move a car in the
"So the salmon wasn't tainted
name,- the man who ran over
driveway.
at all. And isn't that the darnyour
"But when he went outside,
dest story you ever heard."
"Leave him out of it "
what does he find but his cat, lyI told him, yes, it was an
"Uh, Lee. aren't ybu being a
ing there dead as a doornail.
unusual story, and that I'd call
bit secretive about these peo"Lee took one look at the dead
Lee and confirm it and get a few
ple's names?"
cat and he went to the phone and
more details.
"You don't need their names
called his doctor and told him
Lee, which is his first name, is
It's a good story anyway, isn't
what had happened, about the
a retired executive at a major
It?''
cat eating the salmon.
Chicago electronics corporation.
"Lee, are you sure you
"The doctor told him: 'Get all
where he still does consulting
haven't, let us say, embellished
your guests - and I mean all of
work. He's also active in charity
this a bit?"
them - over to the hospital in 20
fund-raising.
"I haven't embellished
minutes and I'll pump out all
When I called him, he said
anything."
their stomachs.'
"Could you give me the name of
- "Uh-huh."
"So they all went to the
the doctor."
"It happened just the way I
hospital. You can imagine how
"What do you want the doc- said it."
some of them reacted. They
tor's name for?"
"!Sure."
were pretty mad.
"I just wanted to ask him
"I mean, it's a funny yarn "
"And they were even madder
about it."
"Uh-huh."
after they got their stomachs
"No, leave him out of it."
"But I don't see why you want
pumped out. That's not a plea"OK, but how about giving me
to use a lot of names. I don't
sant experience.
the names of some of the guests
want my name used. either.'
"After it was done, Lee went
you had that night - the people
"I kind of expected that."
home. He was feeling pretty low,
who had their stomachs
"But it is a good yarn, isn't
having all those friends mad at
pumped."
it?"
him.
"Leave them out of it. I don't
"Oh, yes. A fine yarn. A very
"Just as he was getting out of
think they'd want their names in
good fish story. But, then, so was
his car, his neighbor walked up
the paper. How would you feel if Moby Dick, and just as true."
to him and said: 'Lee, I've been
you had your stomach pumped
"What?"
trying to reach you to tell you
and read about It in the paper?"
"Never mind. It's a fine
how sorry I am.'
"Oh, I don't have to print their yarn."

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Enrollment in Calloway County schools has increased by 5.69
percent this year, compared
with enrollment in the system at
end of first month of school year
in 1975, according to Calloway
County Superintendent Jack
Rose and Director of Pupil Personnel Charlie Lassiter.
Sandra May, Murray Head
Start director, said Head Start
will officially open on Sept. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lynn
Bizzell will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Aug. 28.

The mother-daughter team of
Sue and Kathy Outland won
women's doubles in third annual
Murray City Open Tennis Tournament at Murray State.
Twenty years ago
New officers of MurrayCalloway County United Fund
are Ray Brownfield, Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. Hall McCuiston
and Keith Hill.
Construction is now underway
on Southern Bell Cable Project
to provide additional telephone
lines to fast growing sections
located in southwest areas of

Murray.
Murray Investors Corp. announced today that Murray Holiday Inn would be increased to
100 units immediately. The hin
now has 60 units.
Brent Manning, chief of Murray Police Department, urges
all persons to purchase their city
auto stickers as a check of
houses and businesses will start
soon.
Thirty years ago
Holmes Ellis of Murray has
been named a vice president of
Kentucky Better Roads Council.

Elected as officers of Murray
Hospital Auxiliary are Mrs.
Blanche LarS,on, Mrs. Audrey
Simmons. Mrs. Whit Imes. Mrs.
Harold Douglas and Mrs.
Ronald Churchill.
The course of study for Murray schools will be enriched by
addition of two new departments
this year. They will be industrial
arts for junior high and art for
the entire system.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Valentine
and son, Alan, have returned
home after a week's vacation at
Biloxi. Miss.

Commentary:

Communication is the real issue
The rankings of both the Calloway County and Murray Independent School Systems on the 1986 Essential Skills test support the contention that our local school systems are doing an
excellent job in educating our youngsters.
Both school systems were ranked among the top of all area
counties in the scores released Thursday.
Murray's scores for the tenth and seventh grades was the
best of the 16 school systems in this area. Calloway's fifth
graders scored better than any of the other 15 systems.
As I have said in recent columns, our school system are
generally doing an excellent job of educating our children.
Everyone connected with the educational process, from the
boards of education and superintendents on down, deserves our
thanks and congratulations.
When I posed the question of couple of weeks ago suggesting
consideration of a testing program to identify those few administrators and teacher that might need a little brushing up in
spelling and grammar, I tried to be certain that my comments
to not reflect on our local teaching corps as a whole.
I said then, and I repeat, communication skills are the single
most important thing our children can learn. The most brilliant
legal (or medical or computer) mind in the world can never
reach fts potential if its possessor cannot adequately communicate those thoughts to others.
By that, I'm not trying to say that every high school, or even
college, graduate should have professional writing skills. As is
correctly pointed out in one of the letters below, those skills
reflect all the facets of learning as well as continual practice
and honing of those skills for many, many years.
I do feel, however, that high school and college graduates
should have enough mastery of our language to correctly compose a corporate memo or a business letter, or present an oral
report to a board of directors, for instance.
I have received a couple more letters on the teacher testing
issue, which are shared with readers below. Also this week. I
received a phone call from Bob Paschall who pointed out that
this newspaper has its share of misspellings and grammatical
errors, too.
As I told Bob, we are constantly striving to improve our product. He said he knows the speed with which we must meet one
deadline, then turn around and begin producing the next issue.
contributes to typographical errors. But he wondered why that
has anything to do with errors in usage and spelling.
I agree with his assessment. Even though I abhor it. I accept
that when dealing with the printed word in the news business,
typographical errors will occur.
But proper training, proofreading and editing should
eliminate misspellings and incorrect grammar from our columns. That is our goal and I. for one, will appreciate any such
errors noticed by our readers being pointed out
Now, on to the two letters. Each is printed in full, without comment from yours truly. Response from readers of this column
is encouraged The first is from a parent who is currently
working on a degree in education at Murray State
he says
"I have read with interest your articles on testing teachers
And administrators. To tell you the truth. I am surprised that
only three people have contacted you. Arou see, for the past two
or three years, some parents have been trVing to bring this
problem, of which you have had first hand experience, to the
public's attention in order to get someone to do something

about it. Unfortunately, these parents, like myself, have been
branded as troublemakers.
"I have two children in our public schools, and I want to see
them get the best education that they possibly can. I want them
to be able to write, speak and spell the English language
without destroying it.
"I agree with you that it is a good idea to routinely have
teachers and administrators tested. Our schools keep showing
us how our cildren rank with others across the state. Just
because our schools are near the top of these lists does not
mean that our administrators and teachers are near the top
also. Butr sometimes parents can be deceived if they do not
look closelyt.
"I guess most of all I want to applaud you on the fact that
you have taken a stand on this issue. Finally, someone other
than a few 'branded' parents, has said something. Thank you
for putting this before the public as you have."
Connie Burkeen, Dexter. Ky
The second letter, from a librarian, student and mother,
says:
"Since I have just returned from vacation, it was only this
morning that I had the chance to read your commentary on
teachers and testing. I am afraid I am among that small
minority. I suspect, that would not be able to respond to your
poll.
"As a librarian. I have worked pretty much continually with
teachers for the past 15 or so years, but it was not until this
summer that I. as one of the participants in the PUrchase Area
Writing Institute at Murray State, had the opportunity to work
closely with excellent teachers from the western Kentucky
area as a fellow student and writer.
"I don't mean to be offensive. Mr McCutcheon, but your
comments on communication skills do reflect the general felling of most of us out here in the non-teaching community t e
'Let's get back to the basics' and 'Let's test those teachers' $
And, with due respect to your profession, I think you are
mistaken.
''Good writers such as yourself write well for many reasons.
but the constant barrage of grammar, the constant drill in
what you yourself call 'editing' skills will not produce good
writers
"Good, adequate or indifferent teachers who practice only
the art of spelling drill and tense agrement Ito cite your ex•
amples 1, will not produce writers of any dimension.
"Writing is a skill that reflects all the facets of learning
reading, discussion, cognitive skills at all levels, and writing writing practice and routinely used at all levels of the learning
process and by all teachers, not just English and journalism
"You know that. You are a writer. Think about why you are
such. Areyou
a consummate writer because of grammar
drills, or because of a love of the language?
"Give the teachers a break. Mr. McCutcheon You can lead a
student to pen and paper, but drills won't give him or her a
love of the language without practice with that language at all
levels, in all disciplines, at school and at home.
"Should teachers be tested on their communications skills,
and other skills" I don't know that testing would prove a thing.
other than that adults have learned the art of taking a test. Is
that what we want for our children"
"I really have no response to your poll. but I did work with
marvelously interested and interesting teachers this summer.
Give them some time in your column.••
Linda Bartnik, Murray, Ky
- GENE WeCUTCHEON
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Menus for Murray-Calloway schools have been released
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in city and
county schools for the
week of Aug. 25 to 29
have been released by
Judy Hine. food service
coordinator for Murray
City Schools, and Joanna Adams. food service
director for Calloway
County Schools.
Menus are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
— — — —
Murray High
Monday — chuck
v‘agon. ravioli
casserole: Tuesday —
chicken fried steak
.c gravy and rolls, hot
log v1' cheese: Wednesday — hot ham and
cheese sandwich.
urkey salad on croisAant bun: Thursday
crispy fried chicken
rolls, cheeseburger;
Friday — burritoes
v, meat sauce,
Oat-beetle pork sand-

choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are
available daily,
Murray Middle
Monday — chili
burger, hamburger;
Tuesday — submarine
sandwicti. hi* ham and
cheese; Wednesday —
spaghetti w, French
bread, hamburger;
Thursday — corn dog,
fish sandwich; Friday
- beefaroni. hamburger. Salad bar,
french fries, pizza.
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are
available daily.
Carter
Monday — hot dog on
bun, grilled cheese,
peas and carrots,
erCanted potatoes, pear
half, fruit juice; Tuesday — pizza, sloppy joe.
corn on cob, broccoli.
gelatin w /fruit, •
apricots;-Wednesday--- burgers. cheeseburgers, chef salad

chuckwagon, mixed
vegetables, baked appies. sliced peaches.
peanut butter and
crackers; Thursday —
fish sandwich w/cheese
wedge, cheeseburger,
tri tates, white beans,
fruit wedges or mixed
fruit; Friday — ham
and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich,
vegetable sticks, potato
chips, fruit. Milk is served daily.
Robertson
Monday — ham.
burger, grilled cheese,
creamed potatoes, mixed vegetables, pear
half, fruit juice; Tuesday — pizza, Sloppy Joe,
pinto beans, green peas,
gelatin w/fruit, peach
half; Wednesday — corn
dcg, Chef salad, whole
k rnal corn, blackeyed
pas, mixe
it, fruit
jpice; Th
y — hamb. :er, sh sandwich
/ekee-se
potatoes,
green beans, orange

Tanning
shouldn't be
this much
work!
Call or Come by

THE TROPICS
901 Coldwater Rd.
753-8477
••••

SPECIALS
15 Consecutive days of Tanning
30
•30 Consecutive days of Tanning
$45
Single Visits— '2.99
Three Visits —'7.99
Five Visits—'12.99

THE TROPICS TANNING SALON, says....
Now you can bring home the sun.
Check with the Tropics for the best prices
on home tanning equipment

-

wedge, pineapple; Friday — ham and cheese
sandwich, peanut butter
sandwich, vegetable
sticks, potato chips,
fresh fruit. Milk is served daily.
————

CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
Calloway High
Monday — crispy fish,
chili dog; Tuesday —
sliced turkey/gravy,
Sloppy Joe sandwich;
Wednesday — roast

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

beef, chicken fillet sand- and vegetables, milk
wich; Thursday — fried and drinks are available
chicken, philly roast daily.
beef sandwich; Friday
Galloway Middle
— burritoes/chili,
Monday — pizza, fish
BLT/cheese sticks. sandwich; Tuesday —
Salad bar, pizza, ham- spaghetti with meat
burgers, choice of fruits sauce. cheeseburger;
Wednesday — pizza,
barbecue sandwich;
Thursday — chicken
nuggets, cheeseburger;
Friday — pizza,
BLT/cheese sticks.
Salad bar, choice of
fruits and vegetables,
milk and drinks are

What kind of day will tomorrow he? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Though you're getting ready for a
concerted work drive, the accent
today is on pleasure and faraway
places. Some grandparents get a
last-minute call to baby-sit.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
What starts as a restful day at home
turns into an exciting day, as you get
new ideas about property improvements and financial interests.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It won't be a boring day for
couples. One of you plans an exciting
and surprising day for the other.
Singles meet with romantic introductions.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
tlith
You'll meet with a job opportunity
in an unexpected way. A get-together
with some distinguished company
highlights your weekend social calendar.
LEO
cot
(July 23 to Aug.221
You'll be soon buyit "ourself
something new. It's a carefree day
with impromptu get-togethers, stimulating new. contacts, and —fun
hobbies.
VIRGO
sit
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Intellectually, you'll be exploring
new hqrizons. Computers and other
electronic gadgetry become part of
your world. Watch extravagance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
After an invitation to a club
meeting, you may decide to join
yourself. The accent is on interesting
new people, places and activities.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
CAE
Social life will soon be picking up,
but today your mind's on career and
new sources of income. Originality is
accented.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You'll introduce children to a new
activity or skill. YOU yourself wan_ be
placing a new emphasis on career
now and in the coming weeks.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jaii:T9)
Travel may soon be on your
agenda, but for now home is the
focus of your activities. A family
discussion revolves around financial
interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 14
The same old thing is not for
couples today. Doing something special means doing something new. It's
a good time for heart-to-heart talks
and decision making.
PISCES
. Nene
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
The accent for this day is on
sharing, but you'll also be investigating new ways to increase income.
Accept an unusual oppprtunity.
YOU lit /RN TODAY like adventure
in your work,-hut need self-discipline
to make the most of your talents.
Both the arts and the sciences are
likely to appeal to you. You have good
diagnostic,abilities and may be drawn
to medicine and research. You tell a
story well and can make a successful
career as.a writer. You tend to get
lazy if you don't like your work.
Birthday of: Gene Kelly, actor; Vera
Miles, actress; and Keith Moon, rock
musician.
C lam Kna FealureS Synckale. Inc

...

A

Billy Smith, left, and Mark Mclnteer, right, will
be featured speakers Saturday at the Ninth Annual Christian Teens in Service being held at the
University Church of Christ. Smith is a member
of the Bible Department of Freed-Hardeman
College. Mclnteer is associated with 20th Century Christian Publishing Co. Also at the service
will be special music by members of the Henderson Station Quartet and by the Ambassadors
from Freed•Hardeman College.

DATEBOOKPap smears offered
The Calloway County Health Department will
again be offering fvee "Pap"smear clinics during the month of September. For an appointment, please call the center at 753-3381.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Brim, Rt. 7, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Justin Zon, weighing seven
pounds 11 ounces, measuring 21 inches , was
born Wednesday, Aug. 13, at 7:26 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Janet Hart on leave from FisherPrice in Murray. The father is also employed by
Fisher-Price. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd A. Hart, Rt. 7, and Mrs. Dorothy Brinn
Puckett, 302 N. 18th St., all of Murray, and the
late Mr. Herbert J. Brim. Great-grandparents
are Mn, and Mrs. Willie Everett. 1315 Vine, Murray, and Mn, and Mrs. Floyd H. Hart, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.

Home Tanning Units Start at '695.00 Ea

Call 753-8477

Who says you can't judge a good book by
its cover? These 3fabulous homes are as pretty on the inside as they are on the outside. Give
us a call and check them out for yourself.

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

(Bargain Matinoos)
Sc?. & Sun.• All Soots '2."
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MURRAY THEATRES
Cheri • Cine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314
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Learn how to
make your
business look
great on paper
FREE SEMINAFk
Learn how to
make your
business look
great on paper
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On Wednesday, Aug. 27, Judy Latimer will
serve as golf hostess for Ladies Day Golf at Murray Country Club. Those not listed in the line-up
who wish to play should call Mrs. Latimer, or
come and be paired at the tee. Following is the
line-up, with play to begin at 9:30 a.m. First tee
— Mary Bogard, Venela Sexton, Dianne
Villanova and Lois Keller; Tee 02 — B.J. Purdom, Betty Stewart, Toni Hopson, Rebecca Irvan; Tee 03 — Jerlene Sullivan, Virginia Schwettman,Lula Bingham,Faira Alexander; Tee 0.1 —
Inus Orr, Betty Lowry, Sue Brown, Anna Mary
Adams; Tee 05 — Frances Hulse, Della Miller,
Betty Scott. Mary Frances Bell; Tee 05b —
Elizabeth Slusineyer, Mary Bazzell; Tee 06 —
Nancy Haverstock, Peggy Shoemaker, Edith
Garrison, Jane Fitch; Tee #7 — Sue Costello,
Rowena Cullom, Frances Parker, Chris
Graham; Tee #8 — Evelyn Jones. Ethylene McCallon, Patty Claypool, Madolyn Lamb; Tee 09
— Margaret Shuffett, Louise Lamb, Rainey Apperson, Martha Sue Ryan.

FREE SEMINAR

ROB LOWE sr DEMI MOORE

GB

753-3263
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The winners of Ladies Day Golf at Murray
Country Club on Aug. 19 have been announced by
Edith Garrison, golf hostess for the day. Championship flight — B.J. Purdom; First Flight —
tie between Toni Hopson and Venela Sexton; Second Flight — Anna Mary Adams; Thira Flight
— Jane Fitch; and Fourth Flight — Sue Costello.

— We're Growing With Murray —

1:30, 3:20, 7:05, 8:55
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Golf winners announced

Golf line-up listed
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Come to our Apple DeskTop Publishing
Seminar on Thursday, August 28 at the
Executive Inn - Riyerfront in Paducah
and we'll give you expert input on
improving your output.
We'll show you how Apple's Macintoshrm
business computer and LaserWriterrm
printer can generate memos, reports
and presentations that are a generation
beyond anything that's ever been
produced by a computer before.

Due to Construction
Problems...
moving at
WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
in Mayfield, Ky.
will be delayed!
We will be open today and
Saturday of this week

You'll even see how to save time and
money by using Apple's DeskTop Publishing System to create your own
newsletters, business forms, flyers,
overheads, manuals, and data sheets.
Not to mention ads like this one, which
was produced entirely by using the
Macintoshrm and LaserWriterTM.
Call 442-9726 for reservations and learn
how to give your business a look no one
will be able to overlook. Representatives from Apple and other major
manufacturers will be present.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!
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STARTS TON1TE
1:30. 3:20, 7:15, 9:10

available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — corn dog,
BLT/cheese sticks;
Tuesday — pizza, hamburger; Wednesday —
sliced turkey/gravy,
fish sandwich; Thursday — ham and cheese
sandwich, spaghetti/meat sauce; Friday
— sack lunch — hot dog,
bologna/cheese sandwich. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk
are available daily.

COMPUTER

MICE

211 Broadway • Paducah ••• 516 Main • Murray
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Carraways to celebrate anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Wilson Carraway will
celebrate their 50th
weddbig anniversary on
Sunday, Aug. 31.
A reception given by
their children and
grandchildren will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Social Hall of the First
United Methodist
Church in Murray.
The couple was married Aug. 29, 1936 near
the old chestnut tree at
the Kentucky Tennessee state line by
the Rev. Claude Wilson.
Witnesses were
Thomas Carlisle, Opal
Thompson Hill, J.V. Hill
and Frances Carraway
Dunn, the groom's
sister.
Mrs. Carraway, the
former Dortha Mae
Jones, is the daughter of
Luther Jones and the
late Dola Jane Jackson
Jones of Calloway
County.
Pat W. Carraway is
the son of the late
Thomas Lee and Lula
Viola Miller Carraway
also of Calloway
County.
They have -two-daughters, Mrs. Janice
Norsworthy and Mrs.
--Terette—‘3trewrwell
Murray ; three grandaughters. Tammy
Cook, Molena Norsworthy and Tiffany grandson, Benjie
Shemwell and one Norsworthy, deceased.

DR.GOTT
Peter io
Gott, M.D.

Side effects
of gold shots
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have gotten
gold shots once a month foroabout
three years for my rheumatoid arthritis. This has done the job, but will this
treatment damage my liver or cause
other problems?
DEAR READER — Gold often
gives considerable relief to patients
with rheumatoid arthritis. However.
the drug — in either injection or pill
form — does present some dangers.
And, in my experience, these dangers
are relatively common.
Gold can be toxic to the kidneys; it
can cause a form of hepatitis(liver inflammation). generalized weakness.
intestinal upset, lung injury, eye damage and severe ulcers in the mouth.
Gold can depress the blood-forming

All relatives and
friends are cordially in-

vited to come and share
In this special occasion.

The Sigma Chi
chapter at Murray State
University received the
highest iiiicPittadirate
chapter award from the
International Fraternity at its 39th annual
Leadership Training
Workshop held Aug. 8-11

Community events announced

The Dia- betes Association will meet at 7 p.m.
in the third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. The subject
will be "Living with
Diabetes."
————
Murray Country Club
will have a drawing and
auction of teams for
Saturday's Mixed
Scramble at 7 p.m. at
the clubhouse. Any
member wishing to play
must call the pro shop
by 5 p.m. Friday.
————
Saturday, Aug.23
National Scouting
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Unknown Scout will
appear at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m.
————
Dance featuring Frontier will be from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
Hawaiian Open Mixed
Scramble Tournament
will be at Murray Country Club. Hawaiian

Events in Laud Between the Lakes wW include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 2 p.m. at The
Horneplace-1850 ;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Planting
A Late Garden at 1 p.m.
at Empire Farm; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m..
Summer Fishing &
Smoking Fish at 2:30
p.m. and Nighttime.
Discovery Walk at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
The Murray Country
Club Hawaiian Luau

Saturday, Aug.23
Sunday, Aug.24
will be held. Dinner will Your Home at 3 p.m. at
be served from 7-9 p.m. Woodlands Nature
with a dance featuring a Center.
live band will follow
— ———
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
AA will have a closed
Aloha.
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
There will be a gospel Building, South Sixth
singing at Independence and Maple Streets.
United Methodist
————
Church at 7 p.m. featurNational Scouting
ing the Bowles Family Museum will be open
from Tennessee.
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Unknown Scout will
The Murray Band appear at 11 a.m. and 2
Boosters will be having
— — — —
a free car wash at the
Gospel singing featurSirloin Stockade parking lot in the Bel-Air ing The Challengers will
Shopping Center from 9 be at 2 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church.
a.m. to 3 p.m.
————
Monday, Aug.25
Sunday, Aug.24
Ladies' -- Stag Night
Mr. and Mrs. Riley will be at 5:30 p.m. at
Kay will be honored on Oaks Country Club with
50th wedding anniver- Shelba Barnett, Sue
sary with a reception at Stone and Carol Dick in
Maple Spring United charge.
Methodist Church from
————
2 to 4 p.m. The couple
Hazel and Douglas
requests that guests not Centers will be open
bring gifts.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
for activities by senior
The Rev. and Mrs. citizens.
Leon Crider will be
Parents— Anonymous
honored on 50th wedding
Chapter
will meet at 6
anniversary with a
p.m. For information
reception at Southside
Baptist Church. Peach call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Street, Martin, Tenn.,
Events
in Land Betfrom 2 to.4 p.m.
ween the Lakes will in— ——
clude Birding Basics at
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- 9:30 a.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
clude Archery TournaWoodlands Nature
ment, Lakeland 3-D
Animal Shoot at LBL Center; Iron Industry at
Field Archery Range off 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
U.S. Highway 68; Iron at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at The p.m. at Golden, Pond
Homeplace- 1850; Visitor Center
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1.00 p.m.and
Attracting 'Wildlife to

Monday, Aug.25
The Great Books
Discussion Group
meeting scheduled in
the library has been
postponed until Sept. 22.
————
,The Executive Board
of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 11:30
a.m.

MC'CII dismissals
are reported
Dismissals for Thursday. Aug. 21, at Murray.
Calloway .County
Hospital have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Mr. William Foy, Rt.
7, Box 726, Murray;
Mrs. Teresa Nixon and
baby boy, 1704 Melrose
Dr., Murray; Mrs
Patricia Winn, Rt. 1.
Box 79, Fredonia;
Mrs. Rebecca
Williams and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Box 186B. Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Carl
Elkins. Rt. 1, Box 131,
Kirksey; Mr. David
Tibbs, Rt. 2, Box 114A
Dresden, Tenn.;
Miss Janice Pritchett,
Rt. 7. Murray; Mrs. La
Rue Wells, 1508 Cardinal Dr., Murray; Mr.
Riley Dunn, 600
LaFollette Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Beatrice Smith.
1001 Vine St., Murray.
Mr. Edgar Williams,
Mur-Cal Apts. B-9, Murray; Mr. Herbert
Miller, Rt. 1, Box 112,
Dexter; Mr. Walter
Hillard (expired), Rt. 6,
Box 242, Murray.

UNCLE
JEFF'S
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

AN EXCITING
TRAVEL CAREER OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
A 6-wk. comprehensive travel industry course will help you
qualify for a position with the airlines, travel agencies, cruise
ships, car rentals and other travel related companies.
Enroll Now for
Class Beginning Sept. 8, 1986
(Registration: Wednesdays And By Appointment)
•Financial Assistance & Payment Plan Available
•Job Placement Assistance Upon Graduation
•Licensed In Ky. By The State Board For Proprietary
Educro.on
IvsriTurt f+r- ri?-11 ti

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL
IIP

12 Exposure

Dr. A.H. Titsworth
announces the partnership with

Dr. James B. Pickens
for the

Practice of General Dentistry
Office Hours
By Appointment

Murray. Kentucky
-

Telephone
-S3-50C2

Walter Mohr
Pharmacist-Owner

PHOTO COUPON

3137 Olivet Church•Podecoh•302-442-6463

706 Main Street

$1.99

15 Exposure $2.59
20 or 24 Exposure $3.99
36 Exposure $5.99
Offer good from 110,
126, 135 and Disc color
print C-41 orders for
regular prints
Does not include CustoMot 35, Mark 35,
foreign film or processing by K?clok
Good Aug 25 Aug 31 with coupon

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 South

cells of the bone marrow, causing clinic for examination. Most state
various blood disorders. It frequently public-health departments — and
causes marked skin reactions. con- many private hospitals — offer free
sisting of diffuse redness, itching and services in these clinics, and the facilinflammation,sometimes followed by ities are staffed by experts who
exfoliation(shedding)of skin, hair and should be able to diagnose your condinails.
tion or refer you to a specialist if
If your doctor checks your urine be- necessary.
fore each injection. obtains blood
DEAR DR. GOTT — Can a lot of
tests at periodic intervals and alerts
you to the early danger signs of rash tension in the neck cause nerve damand mouth ulcers, you can continue to age? I have so much tension there
take the medicine. I advise you to that I get headaches and dizziness,
learn as much as you can about the and this affects my eyes.
drug. Ask your pharmacist or doctor
DEAR READER — Neck tension is
for the package insert describing the 'a ubiquitous
human ailment. It is
potential complications of gold caused by
muscle contraction and
therapy.
will not affect any nerves. However,
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have had a in the event
that your neck tension
persistent infection on the upper part may be caused
by a treatable physical
of the glans of the penis for about a
condition_ — such as arthritis or poor
year and a half. The doctors says it is
circulation — I advise you to see a
nothing and will go away. I have been
doctor. If everything checks out all
found negative for syphilis and gonor- right,
you might want to consider sperhea. I am bisexual. The doctors as- cific
ways to reduce muscle tension,
sure me that I do not have herpes or
including massage, trigger-point
any of the symptoms of AIDS. What
therapy, hypnosis, counseling, behavshould I do next?
ioral alteration or biofeedback.
DEAR READER — Any bisexual
male with a genital sore has a sexualDIVERTICULAR DISEASE is a
ly transmitted disease (STD) until common problem, and Dr. Gott's new
proved otherwise. I think you should Health Report tells how it can be
take this symptom very seriously. I treated and managed. For your copy,
don't agree with any doctor who tells send $1 and your name and address to
you to ignore the condition, especially P.O. Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 95201.
since you have had it for 18 months. Be sure to mention the title.
Got to an STD or venereal-disease
1964 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

at Colorado State
University.
The Peterson Award
is the highest honor an
undergraduate chapter
of Sigma Chi can
achieve as it recognizes
outstanding performance in all major
fields of operations, programs and activities.
Each of the fraternity's
1,94 active chapters is
encouraged to apply
anually for the award.
and 67 won the distinction for the 1985-86
academic year.
The Peterson Significant Chapter Award
was presented to the
chapter's delegates by
the Fraternity's International President at
the workshop, where
members of the fraternity were involved in
various lectures and
discussions on ideas and
methods for successful

chapter. operations, activities and scholarship.
The Sma Chi
Werksop, the largest in
the Greek-letter world,
is a four-day program
which annually attracts
more than 1,000 student
and alumni leaders of
the fraternity from its
194 campus chapters in
43 states and four Canadian provinces.
The college or university where each winning
chapter is located
receives a donation for
its counseling and tutoring program from the
Fraternity's Foundation, which spousors the
award. The criteria for

..
the award include acceptable performance
levels in the areas _of
member graduation
persistence, scholarship
and leadership, along
with campus, community, faculty and alumni
relations.
In addition to its 194
undergraduate
chapters, the Sigma Chi
Fraternity has 127 active alumni groups and
more than 150,000 living
members, students and
alumni. It was founded
in 1855, at Miami
University, Ohio. and is
headquartered in
Evanston. Ill.

Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy once wrote that
he would like to thank the American people for
the great help he had received from Emerson.
Thoreau. Whitman and other American writers
— and asked why Americans "do not pay more
attention to these voices."

We think you'll
find no other
store quite so
enlightening.
See our new
shipment of
lamps.

itsp ness
pi104 Iate,
'tor

713-17167

Holy
Moses!
He had to be Holy to do %hat he did. When's the last
time you parted the sea?
Some interesting things. happen at the Youth Club
meetings too. We have a real nice dinner and play games.
After that wt may study, sing in a choir, do arts and crafts
and other things. The only age limitation is that you must
be alive.
It sure beats hanging out on the square. Call 753-3824
and find out hoss you can join in the fun. ,

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David C. Roos. Mihister

•
gra

753-7688
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MSU Sigma Chi chapter receives award

Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wilson Carraway

Friday, Aug.22
Saturday, Aug.23
Games are scheduled Luau Dinner and Dance
at 8. p.m. at Murray will be from 6:30 p.m. to
Moose Lodge. This is for midnight.
members only.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Final Twilight Golf meet at 8 p.m. at
will be at Murray Coun- American Legion
try Club. Also practice Building, South Sixth
round for Hawaiian and Maple Streets.
Open aild bidding for
————
teams will be at 7 p.m.
Calloway County High
————
School Class of 1971.will
Twilight Golf will be have its 15-year reunion
at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks at Executive Inn,
Country Club.
Paducah.
————
————
Fellowship meeting of
Hooper Cemetery.
Apostolic Pentecostals located in Center Ridge
will be at 7:30 p.m. at area of Calloway CounLake-Land Apostolic ty, will have its annual
Church, 402 Sunbury cleaning day at 8 a.m. A
Circle, Murray.
basket lunch will be
served.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Steve Wariner and
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th Johnny Russell will apStreet Extended, pear at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake Music Hall,
Mayfield.
Aurora.
————
Round and square
Shotgun start for the
dancing will be held at
the Lynn Grove Roller one-day Mixed ScramRink from 7:30-11 p.m. ble at the Murray CounThe Sharecroppers try Club will be a 1 p.m.
Band will be featured.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22. HMS
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Edmond burying dead from post office carnage
EDMOND, Okla.(API - A
shocked community today
began burying 14 victims of a
mail carrier's post offic rampage, and counselors w
ed
with survivors as police sught
to learn why the man killed his
co-workers and himself.-4a
'
The first of a weekend of
funerals was scheduled today,
as were the counseling sessions
for survivors and relatives of
those killed when Patrick Henry
Sherrill opened fire in the post
office Wednesday.
As mail delivery resumed
Thursday, stunned residents

greeted their letter carriers with
newfound appreciation and
decorated mailboxes, telephone
poles and windows with yellow
ribbons.
A search of Sherrill's cluttered home in Oklahoma City
found BB guns, bull's-eye
targets, military magazines and
Russian books, but gave no clues
to the ex-Marine's motivation.
said police Lt. Mike Wooldridge.
"That's the one thing we were
hoping for - a note to let us
understand this." Wooldridge
said at a news conference
Thursday.

Five people remained
hospitalized today with gunshot
wounds. Three were in fair condition and two were in serious
but stable condition.
All but one of the 80 workers
who escaped injury returned to
work voluntarily Thursday, jothed by volunteers from other post
offices in Oklahoma and Texas.
Officials advised residents that
mail delivery would be slow
because workers would be attending funerals of friends.
The early morning reunion of
surviving workers was laced
with emotion.

Top earners

"People were hugging each
other and crying," said mail
carrier Joe Sturgil. "I can't
describe what was felt there. It
was the 'first time we'd seen
each other since it happened. It
was a hellish day, a long day."
Employees and families of
victims were to begin meeting
today with counselors, including
Michael Mantel of the National
Organization of Victim
Assistance, who led the response
team in San Ysidro, Calif.,
following the killing of 21 people
at a McDonald's restaurant in
1984.

_

:

President Reagan, in his letter
last month to 'Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev, proposed to
delay as long as 714 years the
deployment of an anti-missile
defense system and offered to
share research for such a
system.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes. in California
with the vacationing president.
insisted Thursday that the
Soviet Union should "get down
to business" and respond to the
president's arms control and
summit proposals.
"Literally, the ball in arranging a timetable for a summit and
in arranging agreements is in
the Soviet court," Speakes said.

Open Daily 10-10 Sun 12-6

In percent of
U.S. households
by selected characteristics

The president invited Gorresponding to the Presidents
bachev to the United States durletter and in the discussions at
ing their first summit last
Geneva."
November, but as yet no date
White House chief of staff
has been set for the second
Donald T. Regan, in separate
meeting. Gorbachev has said
comments to reporters, termed
progress in arms control was
Gorbachev's speech made
necessary for a superpower
earlier this week a "disappointmeeting. The Soviet leader sent
ment" because he did not adhis proposals to Reagan in June
dress Reagan's arms control
and the president responded in
plans with specifics.
late July.
But in contrast to Speakes'
-The Soviet government
---Yetilarkt; Regan said the Mar*"
not responded to the president's
of the Soviet response does not
letter with serious, detailed
worry him.
arms control proposals,"
"We've given him a very
Speakes said. "If the Soviets are
thoughtful response, and we're
interested in eliminating
hopeful of getting back a very
nuclear weapons, then they
thoughtful response from him,"
should get down to business in
Regan said.

419pAre
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AnO Receive A $1 Rebate From Glob

Special Bonus Mei From Olod!Get

SUN.
MON.
TUES. 49"
ONLY!

A Popermote Per,!nude Spec,adV
Marked Bores 01 150 SorlavoCb Bags
Debris Avoidable In Store
ot.
"411,
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SANDWICH

73

Sale Price. 2-drawer file
cabinet has oak finish*
•SOOK1 ooI OnO ook

NI

UNION
CARBIDE

Sale Price. 150 sandwich
bags; fold-lock top

$11
Pkgs.

It is hoped the health center
will be able to serve even more
people, and would like to encourage anyone interested in the
services, to call for an appointment at 753-3381.

Van Buren

2 '0% net re

Deaf Student's Plea Is For
Handicapped to Be Accepted

--411111111+11k

Save 37°/0
toothpaste
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sheec
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/
3
40
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Our 1.58.6-pr. pkg.
misses' nylon kneehi's in popular basic
shades. Perfect for
wearing under
slacks. Fit sizes 81
/
2-11.
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COTTON
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Save
Sale Price. School kit.
Filled binder includes
1
97 theme book. filler paper.
index dividers and dictionOur 3.77 Pkg. 3
ary Great for back-toprs. men's
Our 17.118. 4-pc. car school studies
crew socks in
mat set in choice of
white cotton/nyclear vinyl or heavylon Fit men's
duty rubber in popusizes 10-13.
lar colors. 2 front and
rear mats
Save 27%
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2$=
For lea

Save 33%

89c 1994

Sale Price.
Sale Price Ea.
Dry Idea roll- 5-oz.* Colgate Our 29.97.
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fights cavities. solid oak with
4.5-oz.* K mart sculptured
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old
deaf student at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. I was born
with German measles, which left
me deaf, blind in one eye and 50
percent brain damaged, but I feel
fortunate to be alive.
All my life I have tried to get
people to be a little more patient
with handicapped people because I
have been discriminated against
because of my disabilities, and I
hate discrimination.
I wrote a piece for my 12th grade
high school public-speaking class
presentation. It was"The Handicap
Plea." Many people loved it. I have
met a few famous people who have
visited the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf, and I typed
up my "plea," framed it and gave it
to a few special people I thought
deserved it. They are Annie Glenn,
Peter Jennings and Jeff Float. I
even gave one to my best friend,
Tim Sly, who never treated me any
different.
I am sending you a copy, hoping
you will print it and wake up some
people to realize that handicapped
people are normal. Thank you for
your time and good luck with
yourself.
HARRISON F. PARSONS JR.,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

333

DEAR HARRISON: I think
your "plea" should be shared
with my readers, and here it is:

Sale Price. Pkg. of 50
durable plastic trash
bags. 30x36 size fits
20 30 gallon capacity
cans Back -to-school
bargain at K mart

THE HANDICAP PLEA
We the handicapped may look
strange. But look around carefully,
we all have the same needs. As
nature goes, we all have the same
form of body. But some part of our
body may be missing or deformed.
Some parts-of-us may not function
the same way as yours do. We may
lose it at birth, or get hurt in an
accident or have a disease. But we
are lucky to be alive and are willing
to sacrifice for that.
Normal people can become handicapped from old age, accident, war
or disease. If you look around
carefully, you will understand that
people who are handicapped are
just like people who are not. We are
still people, who want the chance to
walk-the golden road to success. We
don't ask you to give us success,just
the chance to succeed without put...

\M-

'"I'S

USE OUR LAYAWAY
for buy vg ease

time can be significantly lessened by the new system.
It will be extremely important
for the center to be informed of
any school groups that might be
in need of services well in
advance.

By Abigail

Sale Price. Microwave
popcorn in 2 flavors.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL BARGAINS
itipo

Chicago Tribune Graphic:
Source: The Conference Board

Due to an increased demand
for all services offered by the
-Calloway County Health Center,
the center will be seeing patients
by appointment only, beginning
Sept: 2, 1986. This change is being
made as an attempt to better
utilize employees' and patients'
time.
Residents who have taken advantage of the services offered by
the local health center recently,
are well aware of the waiting
time involved and the waiting

In111111 411=1111
s
Otter! Buy 3 Gloa PrOduCIS

E"All households
Households earning $50,000 or more
Married-couple households
158.0%
184.8%
Husband and wife work
124.2%
135.9%
Graduate school-level education
Fincyti
26.8%
.Managerialorprofessional occupation
126.9%
152.6%

Health center to begin
seeing its patients on
an appointment basis

'5-A7Ainerica's Favorite Store

ON SALE SUN., AUG. 24
THRU TUES., AUG. 26
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Officials unhappy with arms control progress
SANTA BARBARA. Calif.
(API - In the latest round of
U.S.-Soviet wrangling. White
House officials are making it
clear they're unhappy about the
lack of progress in arms control
and the recent outpouring of
Soviet criticism directed their
way.
Despite this spate of oneupmanship. the administration
announced Thursday that a new
- round-of - -high-level U,S,Soviet
meetings will take place in
Washington next month as it
pointed to an "unprecedented"
level of superpower discussions
under way.
At the same time, administration officials are confirming that

-••••--
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downs or ridicule. You can give us
the courage to succeed.
You look at nature as a thing ol
beauty, yet no two snowflakes are
alike. We would be honored to be
treated the same, because we know
your needs are the same as ours
The needs we all have are physical
(natural), emotional and spiritual
So after all is said and done, please
give us the chance and encouragement to prove to all that people who
are handicapped are normal people!
see

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column
concerning nursing homes, you said
it was not necessary to tolerate
thievery. Obviously you have never
had much experience with nursing
homes. I have.
When a relative of mine was
admitted to a very fine nursing
home, he was advised to keep
nothing of value in his room. Also,
he was told that all medication, hair
oil, shaving cream, hand lotion, etc.
were to be left at the nurses station,
and when he wanted to use any of
these items, he should ask for them.
Some senile patients who were
ambulatory would walk into the
rooms of fellow residents and pick
up whatever wasn't locked up.
They'd drink after-shave, hair oil,
etc., and take medication without
realizing that they are doing anything wrong.
There is not enough personnel to
watch each patient 24 hours a day
to see that they don't get into
trouble. It takes a lot of patience to
work id a nursing home. And those
who do deserve a lot of credit.
MRS. R.L.C.,
EL CENTRO,CALIF
DEAR MRS. R.L.C.: Watch
this space for more on nursing
homes. I was blitzed with letters, pro and con - mostly con.
Cs.

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new, updated, expanded boq,klet.
"How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send your name and address clearly
printed with • check or money order
for $2.50 and•long,stamped(39 cents)
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.D. Box 35923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)
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inimniimninitition Replenish The Earth And It's Riches Will Be Ours

PRACTICE CONSERVATION
Calloway County
Conservation District's
Annual Report
For Fiscal Year 1986
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planting of corn. milo, or soybeans in
crop residue stops severe soil erosion, helps provide more water infiltration, and helps hold
molsthre in the ground during the growing season.
Danny Adams, left, and Marvin Lassiter are
shown examining Marvin's crop residue cover
after planting second year no-till corn on Paul
Lassiter's farm near Taylor Store Area.

•

Gully erosion can be controlled by installing riprap grade stabilization structures along with grass
waterways like this on the Charles Hoke farm
near Murray. C'haries Paschall is standing in one
of two rock chutes that were installed above
and
below Hoke's grass waterway. This past year 14
grade stabilization. structures and 14 acres of
grass waterways 'sere installed. Erosion control
practices similar to the ones described above are
available for cost-share thru ASCS with technical
assistance provided by SCS.

40.
•
a

Hood inlet pipe drop structures with embankment work well in controlling erosion in problem
areas that have too much drop for rip-rap grade
stabilization practices to work effectively.(From
left) John Clendenon. Soil Conservation Technician.(SCS, Larry Hale, farmer, and Alt-in Hale.
Larry's father are shown installing a section of
pipe and anti-seep collar prior to construction of
embankment. Larry Hale is presently an active
member of the Calloway County Conservation
District Board.

The District has completed its 37th year of operation as organized under the
Kentucky Revised Statutes.Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program of development and to use those renewable natural resources of land, water, woodland, and
wildlife for the best interest of all people.
To assist in carrying out the District program,a memorandum of understanding
is in effect with the USDA Soil Conservation Service (SCS)in furnishing technical
help. This teelmical assistance is in the persons of Steve Alcott, District Conservationist, and Brent Miller, Soil Conservationist, John Clendenon, Soil Conservation
Technician, worked first quarter before retiring. Part time assistance was provided by Ralph Darnell, Intermittent employee.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation program
in planning and application. Through the technical assistance of Soil Conservation
Service the following accomplishments were made: 260landowners and operatorswere assisted with plannin-g and—application to their land, 173 landowners applied
one or more conservation practices, 21 new cooperators were added,landusers were
assisted in planning 8,558 acres of conservation decisions and 93 referrals were serviced for ASCS's Conservation Programs. Three conservation plans ofoperation were
prepared for ASCS's Long Term Agreements makinga total of26current participants
carrying out conservation practices under contract. Some of the conservation practices installed in the county this year were:-no-till, Minimum tillage, conservation
cropping systems, parallel strip cropping, terraces, underground tile outlets, contour farming, crop residue management, pasture and hayland planting, wildlife
habitat management, tree planting, woodland improvement,drainage ditches, ponds,
diversion ditches, grass 'waterways, pipe-drop and rip-rap grade stabilization structures. By applying these various conservation practices on approximately 9,000
acres, there were over 10,244 tons of soil saved.
The District also has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky Department
of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, Division of Conservation.
Through this program the district shares in the, financial aid for office assistance
and a revolving fund for heavy equipment.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in assisting the financing
of the district program. From this support, plus the direct aid, the district was able
to maintain program operation and to help cover the cost of office secretarial help.
Promotional and educational activities of the District include sponsoring locally
the state wide conservation essay and poster contests and presenting Conservation
Education programs and tours for sevekal agriculture classes at Murray State
University. The District sponsored two high school students for one week in order
for them to attend a Forestry Camp for youth. The District participated with the
Calloway County Young Farmers Association's farm tour and their no-till contest.
Soil Stewardship material was provided to the Ministerial Association and to the
Calloway County Public Library for the nationwide observance of Soil Stewardship
Week.
The District assisted ASCS with the new Conservation Reserve Program. Soil loss
information was calculated for all individuals who applied and submitted bids in
Calloway County. Fifteen conservation plans for this program were developed and
approved for individuals who were accepted under the 1986 program.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped to make this a
successful year in soil and water conservation: the Soil Conservation Service(SCS)
for furnishing technical assistance, the Kentucky Division of Conservation and
Calloway County Fiscal Court for financial aid. the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS)for cost sharing on conservation practices; the Extension Service and the Calloway County Young Farmers Association for educational
help; the Murray Ledger and Times for publishing news articles; local radio stations for news releases; Murray State University-Mid America Remote Sensing
Center for providing soil erosion information from satellite data; Farmers Home
Administration; Kentucky Division of Forestry; Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife; Murray and Calloway school systems and teachers, chemical and fertilizer
companies, agri-businesses, local banks, civic clubs, and churches of the county.
This report respectfully submitted by:
Albert Wilson, Chairman
Clifford White, Vice-Chairman
Thomas Armstrong, Sec.-Treas.
Darrell Clark, Member

C.H. Guthrie, Member
Jamie Potts, Member
Larry Hale, Member
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Here Is an aerial view of Jim Stahler's IS acre
parallel striperopping system of corn silage which
Is another conservation practice for erosion control. This agronomic practice has strips of corn
silage planted across the slope parallel to a grass
and legume hay crop in alternate strips.

Charlotte Dawson, right. l'allonay-County High
School student, is holding her winning conservation essay for C'alloway County. Pictured with
Miss Dawson.is Jerry Ainley. Principal. This past
February, l'harlotte's essay was ranked first
place over 42.000 essays that were written in the
State of Kentucky. The conservation essay and
poster context is sponsored by the Courier Journal. Kentucky Department of Education and the
Kentucky Association of ("0:Nervation Districts
which involves the local conservation district and
the school systems. .4 total of 390 essays and 934
posters were prepared this year in Calloway
County.
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Woznichak injures foot

Reds
sweep
Cards

Murray State's top
quarterback, Mike Woznichak, was examined
this morning to assess
whether or not he suffered a broken foot in
practice last night.
Woznichak, who is the
leading candidate to
assume the signal-4
calling duties vacated

Davis, Bell
hit home runs
since the damage was
suffered in a non weight-bearing area
and could be splinted.
permiting Woznichak to
continue playing.
Meanwhile, head
coach Frank Beamer
continued to be pleased
with the development of
the defensive unit.

Mike Wosnichak
by the graduation of
Kevin Sisk, stumbled
while setting up to throw
and came down wrong
on his right foot.
MSU trainer Tom
Simmons said normal
treatment of the injury
would not call for a cast,

-Our defense is showing good quickness and
great fly-around,"
Beamer said. "I'm extremely pleased with
that, since we knew going into practice that we
would need to move
more on defense."
Continuing his progress is tackle Rickey

Brewer. Beamer said
the junior from
Jackson, KY, has made
tremendous strides in
his pass rush, utilizing
his quickness to his
advantage.
Senior linebacker
Tony Woodie, of
Bradenton, Fla., has
picked up his game
where he left off last
year.
An All-Ohio Valle?,
Conference candidate at
outside linebacker,
Woodie has assumed a
leadership-by-example
role, a position he is
qualified for after
leading the Racers with
112 tackles last season.

McNamara wins Open
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP — Rob McNamara
fired a two-over-par 74
to hang on and win the
Kentucky Open golf
championship by six

strokes, thanks to the
distance he put between
himself and the field
with a 63 in the opening
round.
McNamara received

Couples scramble tourney
being held at liuler G.C.
The Miller Memorial Golf Course is holding its
second annual,Couples Scramble Golf Tournament on Saturday and Sunday. Aug. 30-31.
The entry fee is $40 per team and includes a
practice round on Friday. Aug. 29.
For more information call 762-2238.

Matt photos by Reel Stowe

Calloway County and Murray high schools resume their football rivalry a week from today at CCHS,
and the athletic boosters from both schools held get-togethers Thursday- everting-to- introduce the
coaching staffs and players to the public. Above, Kacee Stonecipher, 2, sans spoon, eats some of the
watermelon that was served at CCHS. Holding the melon is Kacee's mother, Dana Stonecipher. CCHS
coach Joe Stonecipher is her father. Below, Murray High School principal Bill Wells holds on to the
balloons that the cheerleaders used in a routine. Chicken dinners were served at MIN.

a set of irons donated by
tournament sponsor
HiIlerich & Bradsby Co.,
while top pro finisher
John Phillips, also of
Frankfort, picked up the
$3,000 prize for
professionals.
Phillips had a threeunder-par 69 in his final
round for a 215 total that
edged fellow pro Ralph
Landrum of Burlington
by a stroke.
Steve Flesch - of
Edgewood fired a 68 in
the final to trail
McNamara at 213 for second place among
.
amateurs.
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Red Sox score 24 runs

SNAPPER

SUPER SUMMER

SPECIAL
FREE ATTACHMENT - NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS•
During SNAPPER's Spring Savings Event it's easy to join the millions
of satisfied SNAPPER owners. You'll discover that SNAPPER offers
you More value and quality for your dollar.
Now, for a limited time, SNAPPER has created a spectacular
value on a limited quality of 3.5 HP self-propelled walk-behind mowers. The spectacular price of $399.95 gives
you the best SNAPPER value ever! Plus you will receive a
Grass Catcher Kit absolutely FREE with your purchase!
Now's the BEST time.to buy a SNAPPER For all the details
visit your nearest SNAPPER dealer today.
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-Credit
Plan which features no down payment and no payment for 90 days.

(AP) — Scoring runs,
Spike Owen said, can be
contagious.
Owen, Boston's newly
acquired shortstop,
started an epidemic
Thursday night by scoring a record-tying six
runs in a 24-5 victory
over the Cleveland Indians. The Red Sox
scored the most runs in
an American League
game since 1979 and had
the biggest inning in the
majors in three years
with a 12-run sixth.
Owen. in his third
game 'since being acquired by Boston from
Seattle, tied the modern
major-league record
with his six runs. The

p

kair
4

NEP

.4 4

Manufacturers Suggested List Price $464 00
Model 2135IPD(While Supplies Last)
(Prices may vary from dealer prep and freight)

Sa

SPECIAL:
Chicken
Sandwich and
French Fries

fi4

ONLY $399.95
r
o.)./'s

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special Good Aug 18 23

nap with

PPER

last time it happened Detroit 6-1 and Kansas
was 1957 by Frank Torre City tripped Texas 4-3.
of the Milwaukee New York, which fell six
Braves.
games behind the Red
"I can't score unless Sox in the East. was
the guys behind me pick rained out against Seatme up," said Owen, who tle and Oakland had a
had a solo homer among doubleheader rained out
his four hits. "My feet at Baltimore.
are a little sore. I did a
whole lot of running, but
The Red Sox scored
It was well worth it."
the most runs by an AL
Other offensive stars team since the Angels
far the Red Sox included scored 24 times against
Bill Buckner, with five the Toronto Blue Jays
hits, and Tony Armas, on Aug. 25, 1979. It was
with six RBI on two the most runs by one
homers — including a team in a major-legue
grand slam in the 12-run game since
inning.
Philadelphia beat the
Elsewhere in the AL. New York Mets 26-7 on
Chicago edged Toronto June 11, 1985.
4-3, California defeated
Boston had 24 hits.

Chestnut St. Murray

L
I'CI
-1•1°116

753-0045

A divisiJn ol Fuoo3 industries

—Sign Up for A
Weekly League

•

Snap 'credit

Our Winter bowling leagues ore being
formed now Don't miss out on the exercise,
isnioyment and teem spirit...Sign up nowl

AS LOW AS

S20

2 YEAR UMITED WARRANTY

HURRYI OFFER ENDS SOON
•Finence charges accrue from date of delivery

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

Sunday Night

Couples
Aug. 24, 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Men's Hdcp.
Aug. 25, 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Men's Scratch
Aug. 25, 8:30 p.m.
[ Tuesday Night Ladies
Aug. 26, 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night Men's Hdcp Aug. 27, 7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night Couples
Aug. 28, 7:00 p.m.
Friday Morning Ladies
Aug. 29, 10:00 p.m.
Saturday Morning Junior.
Sept. 6, 10:00 a.m.
Meeting At Western Sizzling, All Others at Corvette Lanes
Other Leo. ues to be Announced Later

speC101

k

Bowl I Game Al Regular Price
Offer And Gel Second Game FREE

\
ic
r
ob
j

With This Ad! Expir•s 10 1 86
(Clip this ad and bring to Corvette lanes)

CORVETTE LANES_

OEM

'

1415 Main St. — 753-2202
4

(AP) — His body had
done him wrong, so Eric
Davis did the best he
could.
His best turned out to
be a two-homer, fourRBI performance that
led the Cincinnati Reds
to a 9-4 victory Thursday night and a sweep of
their three-game series
with the St. Louis
Cardinals.
"My whole right side
hasn't been doing me
any justice," said
Davis, who has suffered
from pulled muscles in
that side. "No matter
which way I swing, I'm
going to aggravate it, so
I've-got-to-bloek it-out-ofmy mind."
Davis now has 19
homers, including three
in the last three days.
The Reds also got
homers from Buddy
Bell, who has seven in
eight games, and Nick
Esasky, who homered
two nights earlier to
break a longball
drought that dated back
to July 26.
In the rest of the National League, San
Francisco defeated
Philadelphia 7-6, Atlanta downed Chicago 5-2
and San Diego beat
Montreal 64.
Left-hander Chris
Welsh, 5-4, did not give
up a hit until Jose
Oquendo led off the
sixth with a single. The
Cards got two in the
sixth and two more in
the seventh, on Terry
Pendleton's two-run
single, to chase Welsh.
Bell's recent home
run binge has given him
16 for the season, the
most since he hit 17 in
1980 for the Texas
Rangers.
"I don't know how to
act." Bell said. "I've
never done this before. I
even checked my bat
once."
Giants 7,PhiWes6
San Francisco rallied
for five runs in the
eighth inning to snap a
four-game losing streak
and. beat Philadelphia,
which had won four in a
row. The loss dropped
the Phillies_ 19 games
behind the New York
Mets in the NL East.
Dan Gladden drew a
bases-loaded walk, Luis
Quinones hit a two-run
single and Candy
Maldonado drove in the
tying and winning runs
with a two-run double,
pinning the loss on Kent
Tekulve, 6-2. Mark
Davis, 4-4,, was the
winner.
Phillies right-hander
Kevin Gross took a fourhitter into the inning
before loading the bases
on singles by Chris
Brown and Robbie
Thompson and a walk to
Mike Aldrete.
Rick Schu hit a tworun homer for
Philadelphia.
Braves 5,Cubs 2
Atlanta won its fourth
in a row, getting a tworun homer from Dale
Murphy to break an
eighth -inning tie.
Braves right-hander
Jim Acker allowed just
six hits through 7 1-3
innings.
Murphy's 23rd homer
came off Ed Lynch and
broke a 4-4 tie. The Cubs
contested the homer,
saying it didn't clear the
fence in left field, but
second-base umpire
Fred Brocklander said
It had gone into the
screen basket atop the
wall and thus was a
homer.
Padres lipExpos0
Steve Garvershit his
18th home run, a threerun shot in the third inning, to help pitchers
Dare Draveeky and
Gene Walter hand the
Montreal Expos their
fifth straight loss with a
five-hit shutout. Terry
Kennedy also homered
for the Padres.
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Tyson
eyeing
title
shot
NEW YORK (AP) —
"I was always ready to
fight for the title, even
when I started fighting"
20-year-old Mike Tyson.,
a professional for not
quite 18 months, said. "I
was always
fantasizing."
Fantasy could turn to
reality for the unbeaten
Tyson in late October or
early November.
The muscular young
man from Catskill,
N.Y., who has 24
knockouts in his 26
fights, has signed a contract to challenge
Trevor Berbick for the
World Boxing Council
heavyweight title at the
Las Vegas Hilton if he
beats Alfonzo Ratliff in
a scheduled 10-round
bout on Sept. 6.
Tyson's entry into
HBO-televised series of
title bouts designed to
produce an undisputed
champion next year was
announced Thursday by
promoters Don King
and Butch Lewis at a
news conference at the
headquarters of the
cable television
network.
Jimmy Jacobs and
Bill Cayton, Tyson's comanagers, said they
have signed an agreement for three fights in
the HBO series. Should
Tyson beat Berbick. he
would then fight the
World Boxing Association champion, who currently is Tim Withers.
poon, next year. with.
the winner to fight the
International Boxing
Federation champion,
at this time Michael
Spinks, for the undisputed title.
In the 31-year-old Berbick, Tyson would be
fighting a veteran of top
competition, who has a
31-4-1 record, with 23
knockouts. The native
Jamaican, who lives in
Miami. won the title
with a 12 -round
unanimous decision
over Pinklon Thomas
last March 22 at Las
Vegas.
But first there is
Ratliff. a former WBC
cruiserweight champion
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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HEALTH • LIFE

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE
BASEBALL STANDINGS

Though the camera angle doesn't show it, S T Due, against the rail, and Charge Plate finished
in the
fastest dead heat in pacing history (1:55) at Scioto Downs in Columbus, OH, Saturday
night. Cowley
Vernon of Murray owns S T Due, who is scheduled to race in the $180,000 Little
Brown Jug Preview at
Sciotq Downs Sept. 8.

S T Due takes part in world record
Cowley Vernon's 3-year-old pacer, S T Due,
"To run a 1:55 after a long layoff like that is
entered the record books Saturday night at
almost unheard of," Vernon said. "The Scioto
Scioto Downs in Columbus, OH.
Downs track is
of a mile, too. At a mile track
Going off as the fourth choice (at 5-1) in the
like the Red Mile (in Lexington) his time would
$7,500 ninth race, S T Due scorched the mile in
have been around 1:53."
1:55 and finished in a dead heat for first with
Vernon now has Don Irvine, Jr., training and
Charge Plate.
driving
his horse and keeps S T Due at Scioto
As soon as the result was official, the public address announcer notified the crowd that the 1:55 • Downs instead of the Red Mile.
As of Aug. 13, Irvine had driven 14 winners at
was the fastest dead heat ever recorded by
Scioto Downs, the track's third highest total.
pacers, that it was a world record.
Vernon calls Scioto Downs "one of the top tracks
the-fourth fastesttime ever recorded,
in the nation."
at the 27-year-old race track.
"That was the first real fast track that S T Due
Abercrombie sired both S T Due and Charge
has had to race on," Vernon said. "He had been
Plate — and two of the other winners and a thirdrunning on muddy and poor conditioned tracks.
place finisher at Scioto Downs Saturday night.
This track really let him show his speed."
Vernon plans on racing S T Due at Scioto
Vernon said ST Due's effort was especially imDowns tnis Saturday night, as he is trying to get
pressive because he was coming off a five-week
his pacer ready for the $160,000 Little Brown Jug
layoff
Preview on Sept. 6 at Scioto Downs.

Raiders seeking revenge tonight
(API— Thanks to
what happened last Jan.
5. the Los Angeles
Raiders consider it
more than just another
exhibition game when
they. - meet the New
England Patriots.
The two teams play
tonight at the Los
Angeles Coliseum for
the first time since the
Patriots beat the
Raiders 27-20 in that
AFC semifinal playoff
game last January. Two
games later, New
England was in the
Super Bowl and the
Raiders were harboring
bitter memories of what
happened on and off the
field.
The memories include
two things — six turnovers that led to the
defeat and the postgame melee involving
Matt Millen and Howie
Long of the Raiders and
Patriots general
manager Pat Sullivan
over Sullivan's tauntin'
of Long from the

sidelines during the
game.
"It was a game we
thought we should have
won," Los Angeles cornerback Mike Haynes
said. "The way we lost,
of course it stuck in our
craw. We thought we
were a much better
team."
"It's a great disappointment anytime you
lose a game you
shouldn't have lost."
Long said. "We just
didn't get it done."
There are two other
exhibition games
tonight — Pittsburgh at
Dallas and Minnesota at
Seattle.
Then the third
weekend continues
Saturday with
Washington at Tampa
Bay; Green Bay at Cincinnati; 'Miami at
Philadelphia; Cleveland
at Atlanta; the New
York Jets at the New
York Giants; Detroit at
Indianapolis; Buffalo at
Kansas City; New

Orleans at Houston; St.
Louis at Chicago; San
Francisco at Denver
and San Diego at the Los
Angeles Rams.
The Raiders are 1-1 so
far this year after going
1-3 in each of the last
three preseasons. The
Patriots are 3-0 and
Coach Raymond Berry
says he'll go all the way
with starting quarterback Tony Eason.
"I just feel like he
needs the work," Berry
said of Eason. "You've
got to get your No. 1
ready to play."
Marc Wilson. who
missed practice earlier
this week with a sprained right wrist, will be
the starter for the
Raiders and Coach Tom
Flores said he hopes to
use Wilson for at least a
half.
ABC, which will
televise the PittsburghDallas game nationally,
probably won't get to
show Herschel Walker
— except standing on

the sidelines in civilian
clothes.
Neither team has won
a game yet — the
Cowboys are 0-8 and
Steelers 0-2
but
neither Coach Tom Landry of Dallas nor Coach
Chuck Noll of Pittsburgh- says he's
worried.
"I think our players
still think they can win
even though we haven't
won anything this
year." said Landry,
whose team finally
scored its first
touchdown in a 24-19 los§
to the Raiders last week
after just two field goals
in its two previous
losses.
Tommy Kramer will
start at quarterback for
Minnesota, 2-0, despite a
sore elbow. The Vikings
will also revamp the offensive line, including
giving ex-USFL star
Gary Zimmerman his
first start, at left tackle.
The Seahawks, 1-1,
also have offensive line
problems. Right tackle
Bob Cryder is still a
holdout and left tackle
Ron Essink has an injured elbow
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Atlanta
Los Mhgeles
San Diego

58 62
483
58 63
479
58 64
475
Thursday's Games
L
Pct
GB
Atlanta 5, Chicago 2
Roston
49
595
San Diego 6, Montreal 0
New York
55
545 6
San Francisco 7. Philadelphia 6
Toronto
57
533 7%
CInclruiati 9, St Louis 4
Detroit
56
528 8
Only games scheduled
Baltimore
57
521
0
Friday's Games
Cleveland
60
508 101
,
Cincinnati iPower 4-50 at Chicago i Moyer 4.3
Milwaukee.
60
500 11%
Atlanta Mahler 11-12) at Pittsburgh McWilliams
2 91. In,
California
54
554 —
Houston Ryan 8.7 • at St Louis 'Tudor 12-6. In,
Texas
59
512 5
Philadelphia I Ruffin 5.3, at San Diego . Whitson
Kansas City
66
455 12
15...n•
Chicago
66
445 13
Montreal Youmans 11-9 at Los Angeles .Welch
Oakland
66
438 14
6-9.. in,
Seattle
53 69 434 14%
New York 1-Gooden 12-4, at San Francisco Blue
Minnesota
52 69
430 15
Thursday's Games
Saturday's Games
Chicago 4, Toronto 3
Cincinnati at Chicago
Oakland at Baltimore. 2. ppd rain
New York at San Francisco
Seattle at New York. ppd . rain
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. n
California 6. Detroit 1
Houston at St Louis, MP
Boston 24. Cleveland 5
Philadelphia at San Diego. n
Kansas City 4. Texas 3
Montreal at Los Angeles. in,
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
Oakland . Andujar 75, at New York 'Guidry 6-10).
Houston at St Louis
In,
Cincinnati at Chicago
Seattle 'Morgan 9-120 at Detroit 'King 8-3.. to,
Philadelphia at San Diego
Boston 'Hurst 7.6, at Cleveland .Schrom 11-41. in o
Montreal at Loa Angeles
California Sutton 11-9m at Baltimore I Boddicker
New York at San Francisco
14-71. In,
Chicago 'Bannister 7-9. at Texas I Mason 6-3,. n0
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
Toronto 'Clancy 13-6, at Minnesota 41illyieven
12-101. in.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Kansas City I Jackson 8-8, at Milwaukee 'Nieves
BATTING '388 at batsi—Brooks. Montreal. 340
10-5.. I n o
Raines. Montreal, .336; Gwynn, San Diego. 334
Saturday 's Games
Backman. New York. .333, CBrowm. San Francisco.
Boston at Cleveland
.332
California at Baltimore
RUNS—Gwynn. San Diego. 81
Hayes,
Oakland at New York. in
Philadelphia, 73; Kklerruuidet. New York. 72. MurSeattle at Detroit. In,
phy. Atlanta, 72; GDavis. Houston, 71
Chicago at Texas. In,
RBI —Schmidt, Philadelphia. 89, Carter, New York,
Toronto at Minnesota. In,
87. Parker. ancirmati, 84. GDavis. Houston. 77.
Kansas City at Milwaukee. In'
Hayes, Philadelphia. 69
Sunday's Games
HITS—Gwynn, San Diego. 160, Sax. Los Angeles,
Oakland at New York
151, Ftaines. Montreal, 145: Bass. Houston. 140. SandSeattle at Detroit
berg. Chicago. 135
Boston at Cleveland
DOUBLES—Hayes, Philadelphia. 31: RReynolds.
California at Baltimore
Pittsburgh, 30; Ray, Pittsburgh. 29. Sax. Los Angeles,
Toronto at Minnesota
29; Dunstan. Chicago, 28, Raines, Montreal. 28.
Kansas City at Milwaukee
TRIPLES—Raines. Montreal, 10, Samuel.
.Chicago at Texas.
Philadelphia. 10. Webster. Montreal. 8. Coleman.
— ——
StLouls. 7; McGee, StL•ouls. 7
NATIONAL LEAGUE
HOME RUNS—Schmidt. Philadelphia. 27; GDavis.
East Division
Houston. 25: Parker, Ctncinnati. 24: Murphy. Atlanta,
New York
80 41
661 —
23. Stubbs. Loa Angeles. 20
Philadelphia
61
BO
504 19
STOLEN BASES—Coleman. StLouls. 86, EDavis.
Montreal ,
50 59
500 19%
Cincinnati. 60, Raines. Montreal. 52; Duncan. Loa
St Louis
59 62
488 21
Angeles, 44. Doran, Houston, 38
Chicago
52 69
430 28
PITCHING 00 decisions I — Fernandez. New York,
Pittsburgh
48 72
400 31%
14.4..778. 3.43; Ojeda,. New York, 134..765. 2.84. DarlWest Division
ing, New York. 1241, .7150, 2.84. Gooden, New York,
Houston
69 52
570 —
12.4. 750. 301. Bedrosian. Philadelphia. 8-3. 727. 298
San Francisco
62 59
512 7
Deshaies, Houston. 8-3. 727. 345. RRobinson, Cincin,'Incinnatt
60 61
496 9
nati. 8-3. 727. 255
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
72
66
65
65
62
62
60
West Division
67
62
55
53
53
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TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
We
do all types of muffler repair & installation

•-7-2

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
51S. 12th St.
753-1750

TUCK'S

PANEL1NG

7:30, 5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

"Armstrong

4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and Decks

VINYL $2.50 up
TUB UNITS
WHIRLPOOLS

With Essink's return
uncertain, the
Seahawks have switched guard Alvin Powell, a
former USFL player to
left tackle, where he has
no experience.

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

We'll do your dishes clean automatically
with a Tappan Dishwasher.
The expensive built-in look
without the built-in expense.
Nancy Holm, 22, of Gladstone. Mich., displays
the physique that recently won her the top prize
In the Miss Upper Peninsula Body Building
Championships against competitors from
Wisconsin and Michigan. Besides winning the
overall championship. Holm also captured six
body part awards. She is the sister of Linda Alex,
ander of Murray and trained at the l'nique Body
Fitness Venter in Murray while spending a couple of weeks with her sister this summer. She is
considering returning to Murray next summer
and training with Shane McEndree at the fitness
center.
"4.M 01".1.• Ilk

TAPPAN®

10 roar Warranty on Tub.

hcni Itr.,en

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!

We have tile features you
want most is a microwave
plus the size to fit every need.

SOCCER
REGISTRATION
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday 4-7 p.m.
There will be a $2 late fee charge for
any player missing the signup dates &
team placement will not be
guaranteed for late signees.

Factory Trained
Service
Department

We Stock
All the Parts
Needed for Repair

StELEALLBRITTEN

For more information contact
Nancy Ewing 753-9949
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209 S. 3rd St.
753-5341
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Duck season rules clarified

Bass anglers subject
of professor's study

A change in bag limit
for this year's five-day
September duck season
has been announced by
Jeff Lawrence.
Migratory bird coordinator for the Depart-

•

ment of Fish and be wood ducks,.641id no
more than one of which
Wildlife Resources.
tiunters will be allow- may be a species other
ed four ducks per day than wood duck or teal.
during the September The change was
10-14 season, no more precipitated by data
than two of which may that indicated increased
band recovery rates and
reduced survival rates
for wood ducks.
17—
C
One other very important regulation this year
prohibits the use of lead
shot for waterfowl hun141
eS
0413.
C40
ting in the Western
F URN, FOLK ART, & KENTUCKY CRAFTS
Waterfowl Zone, where
• ANTIQUES
• REPROD. FURN.
most of the state's
• COLLECTiBLES
WE BUT SELL. TRADE
waterfowl hunting takes
`
1140/
• CALICO GIFTS
place. The regulation
Mon Sat 10 a m 1,1 5 p.m.
After Hours by Appointment
also states that hunters
may not have lead shot
shells in their posses1341,
103W
sion at any time while
hunting waterfowl in the
western zone.
The Western Waterfowl Zone includes an
area west of a boundary
VW% Vita a a
beginning at the
HIEsTAt RANT
MARKET
Kentucky-Tennessee
border at Fulton, extenl'adur•sh. K.
ding north along the
*Lel
thru sat
Purchase Parkway to
1-24, east on 1-24 to U.S.
from F re.h Fmk,
or S.agroold or • Ho,
641, north on U.S. 641 to
I un. h
ol
•••r 1.14.41.••1 ele•Pw.
U.S. 60, northeast on
444-7701
here ..r
F
U.S. 60 to U.S. 41, then
Fah
north on U.S. 41 to the
Kentucky -Indiana
border.
Hunters should practice shooting steel loads
before the season opens
Premium Pour Bar
since steel does have
dif ferent
a aa aaaaa'aaaa
characteristics than the
NIAXXXXX..
lead shot most hunters
THE JONES
are accustomed to. A
OOP
free
brochure about
NW •
shooting steel shot is
available to hunters
lr
CO
IFt IE
through the depart( I fie.i;itiful !\tfltU ky Lake
ment's Division of
Ptiblic Relations by callWhy Pay More Far Your Next Boat?
ing (502) 564-4336.
In order to legally
*Bass Hawk Boats
*.1 C Pontoons 00
participate
in the
*Authorized Evinrude
141 September season for
...megmeboom...
Soles 8. Service
ducks, hunters must
101 have a valid Kentucky
EvInnuotSALES &
4.40.•:""
hunting license, a
SE RVICE
SO federal migratory bird
and conservation stamp •
IL IL ENAN-ILENEILEEEMIL IL IL
(duck stamp) and a
Kentucky waterfowl
"A.AkAVNWWA.
‘
- -IAV&A-N'
;;I‘
X -k
f
do stamp. These licenses
are available at county
-The lit..1 In
clerk offices statewide,
I)initt.t: Out
I i.it...
except for the federal
duck stamp, which is onThe
ly sold at post offices.
Famous Iron Kettle
Free permits are not required for the early
Restaurant',01
duck season in 1986.
The possession limit
•
•
-.)
F. ON
for ducks after two or
NY 47,
r
more days of shooting is
Salad Bar.
double the bag limit, but
Old Fashioned
does not permit a double
L;RANI)
Home
Cooking
1-11VEH.F.
bag limit in the field.
362-8396
40, Hunters dressing ducks
in the field for transport
EILEEE.
.41LE. EA.E.E.E.E.
are required to leave
either the head or one
laNalta alataa N'a a Wiritaa? fully feathered wing on
the bird for identification purposes.

527-3471

blies 0.11

Prepared In The
Southern Tradition

John R. Hendon caught this 17-pound catfish
while fishing in Blood River recently.
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MURRAY BAIT CO.

Weekend fishing activity
at major Kentucky lakes
varied, according to report
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP I — Fishing activity
at major lakes in Kentucky was varied over
the Aug. 16-17 weekend,
the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources
reported today.
The lake-by-lake rundown of conditions:
KENTUCKY — Clear
to murky; falling slowly. 34 feet below summer pool, 82 degrees.
BARKLEY — Clear;
falling slowly, 2 feet
below pool, 85.
BARREN — Clear;
stable at pool. 82.
NOLIN — Clear;
stable at pool, 83.
ROUGH RIVER —
Clear; stable at pool, 86.
TAYLORSVILLE —
Murky; stable, one-half
foot below pool, 82.
HERRINGTON — Incomplete report; 1 foot

below. pool.
GREEN RIVER —
Clear; falling slowly. 80.
CUMBERLAND —
Clear; stable, 19 feet
below pool, 81.
DALE HOLLOW —
Clear: stable, 1 foot
below pool, 87.
LAUREL — Clear;
falling slowly, 8% feet
below power pool, 84.
CAVE RUN — Clear,
stable at pool, 80.
PAINTSVILLE —
Clear; rising, 3 feet
below pool. 82.
BUCKHORN —
Clear: falling, 414 feet
below pool, 84.
GRAYSON — Clear;
stable, 1 foot below pool,
80.
DEWEY — Clear to
murky; stable at pool,
79.
FISHTRAP --'Clear:
stable at pool, 82.

ALLIANCE, Ohio
(AP) — As an avid
angler, sociology professor Jeffery Hahn
could write a book on
what makes bass and
musky tick.
But Hahn, who runs
the sociology department at Mount Union
College, has held true to
his discipline by studying what goes on at the
human end of the fishing
line.
More specifically, he
is taking a close look at
bass anglers, especially
the competitive ones
who are the Type A's of
sport fishing. The bass
anglers are also part of
one of the fastest.
growing types of fishing
in the last 15 years.
Halin's choice of subject says something
about changes in
fishing. Just as people in
all kinds of endeavors,
anglers are
specializing.
That point came up in
a meeting this spring
with the handful of
sociologists who study
anglers, said Hahn, 34,
In a recent interview.
"One thing that really
dominated our conversation was that people
do not identify
themselves simply as
fishermen any more,"
he said. "They're bass
fishermen. They're
salmon fishermeie
"We're all spretty
much convinced that
wasn'tthe case 30 years
ago. People fished, and
they fished primarily
for meat. And other
than species that they
just wouldn't eat,
anything would do for
the stringer and on the
table."
Without passing judg-

ment on the results,
Hahn says his recent
study shows that the,
fanatical bass fisherman may be squeezing
his family, or at least
his wife, out of any
fishing action, even
when she fishes.
"It appears that what
these guys are doing is
enjoying occasional
trips with their children
but trying to avoid trips
with their wife," he
said. Children were
taken along on 10.2 percent of the fishing trips
In the study period,
while spouses went
along only 6.5 percent of
the time.
Hahn is intrigued by
the results, part of a
projected larger study
on angler satisfaction,
because a number of
magazines devoted to
the sport stress the need
to teach it to children
and promote fishing
schools and camps. He
suggested in his study
that publishers might
realize that male
devotees have been
negligent.
"Interestingly, these
sources have little to
say regarding fishing
with one's spouse,"
Hahn noted in his study.
Hahn learned to fish
by going on trips with
his family, and he
speaks fondly of those
outings and how they
brought everyone
together. But he also
knows he's become
specialized, while his
brother and father are
still "meat fishermen."
The study leaves
room for some technical
and physical explanations of what appears to
be a case of rampant

chauvinism, or at least
for exceptions to the
rule when you look at all
the specialties.
"In a bass boat that's
really designed for two
people, you kind of have
to be a participant in
order to be in the boat,"
Hahn said.
As bass anglers know,
their kind of fishing requires constant casting,
accounting for wind
shifts, manipulation of a
foot-controlled electric
motor, and breakneckspeed trips from one end
of the lake to the other,
depending on where the
fishing might heat up.
Since the specialists
can't seem to get out of
the competitivemode of
thinking even during
leisurely outings, the
compulsive behavior
tends to dominate the
family trip, Hahn said.
On the other hand.
Hahn says some
research indicates that
competitive salmon
anglers who fish on the
Great Lakes or the
oceans can bring the
family along, because
the boats are large
enough for the nonfishing family members
to read or play games.
Hahn says maybe a
detailed study of competitive walleye
anglers, who fish both
inland waters and the
Great Lakes, could help
solve the riddle.
There were too few
women in the sample for
any meaningful conclusions to be drawn about
them, he said. Hahn
surveyed members of
the Research Angler
Team, a group of
anglers formed by
Alabama fishing guru
Tom Mann.

Bell urges hunters to -use
care around telephone lines
With dove hunting
season upon us, it's important to remember
that if you shoot at a
dove on a telephone line,
the bird might not be the
only thing you hit.
"Try to be careful if
you're hunting around
telephone lines," said
T.D. Tucker, manager
for South Central Bell.

"And please do not said Tucker. "We just
shoot at birds sitting on urge hunters not to
a line."
shoot at birds flying
According to Tucker, near or sitting on phone
many cases of damage lines and poles.
to telephone lines and
Tucker pointed out
equipment caused by that an interruption in
gunfire occurred during Ore service is not only
past dove hunting Otfi) inconvenience, but
seasons.
vould also prevent an
"We're not asking emergency call from
people to stop hunting," getting through.

For over 30 years we have providea fishermen with the "freshest- bait
,r) the Lakes Area
•Weekly wholesale route service
'Bait available 12 months
•L. P. Gas-Ice-Tackle
Open 5 a.m.
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2'2 miles 94 E. Murray
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753-5693
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)1 Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
DON McCLURE
01

GRAYSON McCLURE

0,

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E. r4",
ol
Telephone 502-753-6116

Jerry Pat and Tracy Pendergrass are show with the squirreLs they took on
the opening day of squirrel season.
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We
to use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.

Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
catfish, seafoods, plate lunches and
sandwiches.
'Savings up to $2.00 on some items!

t-

We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
512 S. 12th

Frank and Jeff English display the 19 bass and one crappie they caught in a
Marshall County farm pond earlier this month.

Tune-Up. Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel iniections Service

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
to

75A-4563

GERRALCI BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
111 SERVICE CENTER INC.

Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora. Ky
Open 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days A Week

to 514 S. 12th

t-E.A.E.EVE.9.1111

Estb. 1956

753-1730
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Cruising Cumberland reveals beauty
A
The 101-mile-long lake
cool spray. ,
promotes the area's
"For many of our
CUMBERLAND, Ky. has its beginnings in the
The unspoiled scenery boat docks,
clients, it's almost a
resorts and
I AP ) — To appreciate Daniel Boone National
leaves visitors with a tourist
attractions. year-round vacation
the vastness of Ken- Forest south of Burnfeeling of having been Tourism
and travel ex- They come down every
tucky's largest man- side. Ev4n during the
as close to real outdoors penditure
s in Pulaski Thursday night and
made lake, cruise for most crowded
grandeur as one can be• County
increased from spend the weekend on
hours in one of its arms weekends, visitors are
in this state. The $8.6
million in 1980 to their houseboat or
without ever reaching able to find plenty of fishing, boatin
g, $20.4 million in 1984.
cruiser. Some retired
the main lake, or drive room for water skiing, lakeshore camping
and
Dr. Charles E. Peck,a couples even stay from
across Wolf Creek Dam sailing, houseboating
water-sports fun that Russell
Springs family mid -March or April
and look out over the and fishing.
abound have made Lake practitio
ner and owner through November or
broad expanse of water
With an average
Cumberland alluring to of
Indian Hills Resort- December, and then
that fills the horizon to depth of 91.2 feet, Lake
many people, and have
Alligator Boat Dock No. take off to Florida for
the southeast.
Cumberland has about
made this area of
First-time visitors to 50,250 surface acres at southcentral Kentucky 2, said: "We're having the winter.
the best season (finan"December, January
Lake Cumberland summer pool. Neither
one of the state's top at- cially)
we've ever had. and February are our
"can't get over the Kentucky Lake (49,511) tractions for both
in- The demand for covered only slow
months. but
beauty of the lake and nor Lake Barkley state and out-of-sta
te boat slips, lodging and we still have
a lot of
its enormous size," said (42,020) has more survacationers.
houseboat rentals is regulars spending
David Davenport, a face acres in Kentucky;
Davenport said the
great."
weekends on the lake
Jamestown newspaper a large part of both of
most recent figures
A Paducah native who during the wintertime.'
Jeanne Edwards with 17 pounds of bass, plie. one 1 1 '2-pound striper,
publisher and chairman these lakes lies in
available show a mark- went
into the boat-dock
Peck said he felt that
caught on Kentucky Lake.
of the Russell County Tennessee.
ed increase in tourism business
as a sideline in "tourism was an invisi
Tourism Commission.
The emerald -green and travel expenditures
1967. Peck has seen the ble industry. ... Many
"They remark on how waters of Lake since 1980 througho
ut vacation area blossom Kentuckians
don't
clean the lake is ... how Cumberland lap against the nine-county
develop- over the past two realize
how big
they can see their toes 1,255 miles of rugged
ment district that in- decades
(tourism) is."
when they're swimm- shoreline — rocky cliffs cludes Lake
ing, the water's so crowned with forested Cumberland.
clear."
knobs that beckon
"In Russell County
Davenpor
t
attribute
The rainfall we had
boaters
s
to come ashore
Tony Fowler amyr
reatty—tbinfs bright for
the lasting beauty of the and hike through the alone, the (tourism and
last weekend really wife Jo Ann, fished with her now!
34-year-old lake to the pines and hardwoods for travel) expenditures
helped to improve me Tuesday out
Dale and Jackie
of the
jumped from $8.3
fishing conditions a lot.
Kenlake marina and we Maupin managed to get U.S. Army Corps of a glimpse of the lake
Engineers decision to from above. Gravel million in 1980 to $23.2
The most important worked the stripes
over out for about an hour
limit shoreline develop- islands jut from the cool million in 1984. I'd guess
thing was cooling the pretty good.
We had 58 last weekend and we
ment. "There are a lot depths along the old 90 percent of this
water temperature on nice whites and
one 412 found some more
of
the surface. It brought a pound rockfish
local people who river channel. In amount is directed at
ibig smallmouth working a
"Your Satisfaction is Our Satisfaction"
would
lot of good smallmouth striper) which
have liked to have sheltered coves, water. the lake," he said.
I caught deep rocky bank. Jackie
built homes overlooking falls tumble over mossand Kentucky bass into on a white slab spoon. is a newcome
Increases have also
r to bass
Deer Mount Specialists
the shallow waters For a minute or
the lake, but now I think covered ledges and been noted in the countwo I fishing; also, but you
along the main lake thought I had hooked
they
realize it's the splash into the lake ties along the upper end
on- will hear, good things to
banks where there was to the back
Coles Campground Road
of a Mack come. She took to lake's natural beauty below, inviting swim- of the lake, where the
some wood. After the truck going full
throttle! casting like a duck to that keeps bringing the mers to put on a life Somerset-Pulaski CounMurray
rain, it remained cool
753-6491
preserver and catch the ty Tourism Commission
Jeanne- Edwards fish- water and on a better vacationers back."
and cloudly for a Couple ed with me one
day
she
will
morning
weigh some
of days. at least during early and we
really got good bass!
the early morning hours onto the fish.
sk
‘
.-Maiiiiiiiiaiiiilaiaiia lk alaa
The lake elevation is
We caught
and quite a few anglers eight largemo
uth., holding around the
brought in good catches. smallmouth and
.
A1
Ken- 357-foot level for now so
. Willie Jackson and tucky bass and
when the we have a couple of feet
le.
Good Old Fashion Homerria
BRIDGETON, N.J. crossing in London.
Lloyd Hasty fished top- action slowed
a monkey in the house," le,
we fished to go before winter level (AP)
le,
fe,
— When officials
For
water stickbaits and for stripes
the
Cakes
animal
For
so
the
would
"Mornin
All
g
Occasio
ns
w_.
fis„
and kept 22 is reached. However, of
the American Zoo" album cover shot, wind up in the
caught 14 bass and nine good whites.
Weddings. Birthdays Anniversarse,
I had a there are a lot of stumps Assoc
W,
iation of Roscoe kept scamper- menagerie, he said.
Of_,
of them were good 442-pound
largemeouth and bars which are just
Club Parties. Church Eve-'
W.,
W
.
.
Zoological, Parks and ing around until zoo
keepers.
The city-owned zoo, W
and Jeanne's larrest under the surface so
Novelty Cakes made to 04- Aquariums visit this director Robin Riley which has an operating
Gary Jones landed a was a three-p
Of,
ound please run carefully.
city's Cohanzick Zoo, figured out how to slow budget of $250,000, has
We Put Price and That Little Etra
four-pound smallmouth smallmouth!
0'
We are entering into a
Roscoe's gonna have to the cub down by grown to hold some 250
during a night tournaInto Our Cakes Becadse
Jeanne is fast becom- fall phase now and I
keep his mouth shut strategically placing a exotic and domestic
ment and Owen ing an excellent
We
Make
Oar Cakes -To Be Remember ec
think
conditions will imfisherabout the Stewie's line of Stei.vie's Chewies species visited by more
Norsworthy, his son man. She
has caught prove steadily. The best
Chewies.
Chris and Tony Lorey several stripes
cookies across the path. than 100,000 people a
more fishing season is yet to
The on-site inspection
caught some bass in the than two pounds
"He's a real pickle," year.
01 759-4492
and come so don't put your
437-4455
by the group's ac- Riley said affectionateearly evening hours but then of course
"We're a little heavy
tackle
away
the big
yet!
Vrt..cd5t5a5an_S_Vt_
creditation panel is part ly of the cub, who drops on cats here," Riley
I don't know how many. smallmouth. The
Happy Fishing!
future
of a comprehensive down on his paws as if says, walking by lions,
analysis the association wounded when the zoo mountain lions, a
COACHMEN' ARGOSY
1;4
makes of a zoo before director approaches his leopard, cougar and
Art$
imparting its coveted cage. "That's his lynx. In another cage
seal of approval.
favorite fake, so he are Lewis and Clark,
R.V. SALES AND SERVICE
But when it comes to knows I'll come in and twin bear cubs that
OWENSBORO, Ky. buy the carp. His office after failing
to control proper care and feeding check him
out," Riley Riley has raised.
AP
— When the has received 97 requests the algae in Yellow
of bears, the zoo profes- explains.
The Cohanzick Zoo,
wonders of modern for the carp in its Creek Park -lake
with sionals might have to
Inside the cage. named for an Indian
technology fail to keep 14-county area since the chemicals. It will
Hwy 68 - Jct. 641
stock stretch their standards Roscoe gives
his buddy chief, seems to have had
algae and weeds out of program went into ef- the lake with
Draffenville, KY
8- to to allow for Roscoe's ap- a real bear
hug before a round of bad luck.
their ponds, some park fect June 1. he said. But 10-inch grass
carp as petite for chocolate Riley
disentangles
directors are turning to a permit must be obtain- part of a new state
pro- chips.
himself and heads out to
Several years back,
natures way.
ed before the carp can gram to control weeds
The 18-month-old cub conduct a tour of the the zoo was planning a
Nature's way, in this be purchased from one with the fish.
last year appeared on zoo, which he is leaving zebra wedding and had
case, is a creature call- of nine approved
Parks Director Deb- an album cover with as director.
decorated the place with
ed the triploid grass dealers.
Philadelphia disc
The zoo inside a black and white
carp, a sort of aquatic
We Sell LP Gas
Mon.-Sat. 8 till 5
Bell said a permit is bie Elder said she had
sheep native to the Far issued when authorities heard of the fish about jockey John DeBella 1,100-acre city park was streamers when one of
East that eats rooted determine the fish will five years ago, but the and other members of founded in 1934 as a the striped beasts was
his "Morning Zoo" menagerie that grew struck by lightning the
vegetation and algae.
be kept in ponds and not state has only recently
radio
show in a pose out of a local police of- night before the
approved
their use.
A sterile version of the in public waters. where
reminis
cent of the ficer's efforts to save in- ceremony. Another
carp has been approved they could compete with
The fish can grow to Beatles' "Abbey Road" jured or
abandoned zebra died earlier this
for weed-control use in other types of fish and 100 pounds
and can live album, where the Fab animals, Riley
said. year after running into a
Kentucky ponds by the eat aquatic food that to be more than
15 years Four walked in step "Sometimes, somebod
y pole and suffering a
Kentucky Department waterfowl depend upon. old,
according to the through a pedestrian would die and
there'd be massive ,concussion.
of Fish and Wildlife
"We don't want them Department of Fish and
Resources.
in the creek, and if they Wildlife Resources. The
David Bell. district (applicants ) paid average carp
can grow
biologist with the money for them, they to 25
to 30 pounds.
Rumsey field office of don't want them in the
Because the fish are
.Dry Storage In Wet Slip •No Weight on Docks
HANOVER, N.H. River or into the White rustic lodge high on
the Kentucky Depart- creek either." he said.
sterile. "you don't have
•For Private or Commercial Docks •A Clean Boat
ment for Fish and
Mountains.
'The Daviess County to worry about them 1AI ) — Freshmen at
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value
Mount Moosilauke.
Wildlife Resources, said Parks Department went taking
More than 800 of the
over the lake," Dartmouth College have
BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.
anyone could apply to angling for some carp. Ms. Elder said.
In 10-person groups.
the option of spending first-year students —
Cypress Creek, New Concord, Ky. 502)436 2213
their first three days of some 80 percent of the the freshmen are led on
college in the out-of- entering class — have the trips by experienced
doors by taking part in signed up for the trips, outdoorsmen. 'many
which include hiking, drawn from the ranks ot
excursions into the hills biking, fishing or canoe- Darmout alumni,
h
stall
of nearby Vermont. ing and wind up with a and
faculty the excur"Kentucky Afield." a
The weekly program, Kentucky University. along the Connecticut fireside gathering at a sions run Sept. 4-14
five-minute radio pro- produced by Bruce
One of the judges called
gram produced by the Smith, a senior radiothe show "the best interKentucky Department of television specialist with
view I've heard on a fish
the fish and wildlife and game show in
Fish
and
14
Wildlife
Resources, has won top department's Division of years."
honors in a competition Public Relations, is proDENVER
AP) — representatives
Radio stations invided to radio stations
also has an 18-hole got(
sponsored
by
the
across 'the state as a terested in carrying the Many ski resorts in ColOne example is the course. indoor and out
Association of Conserva- public service. The "Kentucky Afield" pro- orado are open yearCopper Mountain door tennis courts, raction Information (ACD, award-winning program gram may call Bruce round, not just when
Resort. some 75 miles quetball courts and a
nation-wi
a
de association was an interview with Smith at 15021 564-4336 there's snow on the
west of Denver. which simiping pool as well
of
wildlife Jim Wayne Miller. poet- for
additional ground,- avcordins -to -featureamkiing about six -as a 40-mile paved bike
753-6448
communicators.
in-residence at Western information.
tourist industry months of the year but path.

1),v Jerry Maupin

For All Your v-:•.•
Taxidermy .44:••Needs
Wallace's Taxidermy

Cub likes `Stewie Chewies'

0
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'
S CAKE HUT .e.#.

410 Main St

Carp used for weed conYrOl

CAMP-A-RAMA

(502)527-7807

Ski resorts open year-round

'Kentucky Afield" wins award

Cain's

AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.

Dartmouth offers outdoor course

Pittman Whee
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Ti-actor Tires •
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Yamaha
4 wheelers
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Complete Line of Fishing
ond Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Serviee, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp, Tackle, Bait.
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THE ACES'

1-22-A
NORTH
•8 52
•7 5
•K Q 109
A Q 96

EAST
WEST
+643
•Q J 10 9 7
In general. a defender tries to •J 1063
Q94
prevent declarer from establishing •5 4 2
•A 8 6 3
one of dummy's long suits Some- *3
•K 4 2
times thotigh. there are other more
SOUTH
important jobs at hand
+1K
'V
411 A K 8 2
South won his spade king and
•J 7
utckls led his diamond jack East
J 10 8 7 5
teared dummy's solid diamonds and
Vulnerable
Both
made an unthinking duck Since
South was not foolish enough to give Dealer South
l•:ast another chance, he switched to The bidding
clubs East won his king and led a South
East
North
West
All pass
Pass
3 NT
spade. but it was too late South 1 NT
could now claim nine running
Opening lead Spade queen
!ricks
BID WITH THE ACES
Although it was true that isolatrig dummy's diamonds might he a
8-22-B
:zood idea, it was an idea for another South holds
hand on another day In today's lay+852
)ut. dummy had a sure entry in
V75
..lubs There was therefore no rea•K Q 1.0 9
son to think about isolating dum4A Q 96
-7v's diamonds
East should pounce on South's di
.imond jack and return a spade to
-stablish West's suit With only
-1ght tricks on top. South would be
ced to try the club finesse. and
• Len _that_ lost_. another spade lead
West's good spades would heat
game one trick

North
1
2+

South
2+

ANSWER: Three no-trump. Jump
to game over North's reverse
(strong hand) to show limited but
excellent strength in the unbid suits.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. P 0 Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 19114 Coned Feature Syndicate

WORKA110
Nothing works
harder than a
Kubota B-Series
tractor And there
are seven different
B-Series models,
ranging from 12 to
'22 horsepower
With that much variety, you're sure to find one that meets
your needs Plowing, spraying. hauling. tilling, mowing and more.
There's a Kubota Just right for the job
You can also choose features
to make the work go easier. Like a
ticlrostatic transmission, 3-point
hitch. 2-sped live mid or rear
PTO or 4-wheel drive.
So if you're looking for a
hard worker, look no further
than a Kubota B-Series
tractor.

KUBOTA
Nothing like it on earth7

8.5% A.P.R.
Financing Available

McKeel Equipment Company, Inc.

--)03 Walnut
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BOBBY WOLFF

There is no useful rule without an
exception
Thomas Fuller
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Murray

753-3062

Local churches list Sunday services
Various churches in
Murray and Calloway
County have released
information to the Murray Ledger & Times
concerning their services on Saturday. Aug.
24, as follows:
- -- First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, minister, will
speak about "The Joy of
Living" with scripture
from John 15:1-11 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services at First United
Methodist Church.
Special music at the
8:30 service will be
presented by Eleanor
Duiguid and Violet
Speight who will sing
"His Name is Wonderful." The Agape and
Wesleyan Classes will
present "So Sweet is the
Spirit" and "Majesty"
at the 10:50 service.
Paul Sheehan is the
music director and Mrs.
Richard Farrell is the
organist.
Church School will
begin at 9:45 a.m.
---Lynn Grove Methodist
The Rev. Calvin
Clark, paster will speak
at 9:30 a.m. service at
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church.
Charles Osborne will
direct the song service
with Fay Nell Kelso as
pianist and Judy Kelso
as organist.
Sunday School will
start at 11 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David
Brasher, pastor will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:45 p.m. service at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
• Music will be directed
by Don Rowlett with
Glenda Rowlett and
Teresa Suiter as musicians. The sanctuary
choir will present "I Go
To The Rock" at the
morning service.
Sunday School with
Brooks Oswalt as director will start at 10 a.m.
Church Training with
Jack Owens as director
will be a 6 p.m. Junior
Choir.will also meet at 6
p.m.
---Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
pastor, will speak about
"The Purpose of the
Church" with scripture
from Acts 1:1-3 at the
10:50 a.m. service and
on "The Power of the
Church" with scripture
from Acts 1:4,5,8 at the 6
p.m. service at Westside
Baptist Church.
Lori Taylor and Tony
Oliver will he featured
as soloists at the morn-

mg service and the choir will sing the anthem,"0 preaching/teaching sesSunday School will
will present "His Hand Lamb of God" by sion at Lake-Land
begin at 9:45 a.m.
in Mine." At the evening Wolfgang Amadeus Apostolic Church.
---In the 6 p.m. service
service Julie Tucker Mozart (1756-1791).
First Christian
Church School begins Dan Walker will present
will present a solo.
Dr. David C. Roos,
Tommy Scott will at 9 a.m. A nursery is the fifth in a series of pastor, will speak about
direct the music with available for all lessons on "Concerning "A Cloud of Witnesses"
the Kings of Israel from
Patsy Neale as Organist services.
with scripture from
---the books of Kings and Hebrews 11:32-12:2 at
and Susie Scott as
Poplar Spring Baptist
Chronicles." The 10:45 a.m. service at
pianist.
Pastor Chester P. evangelistic service will First Christian Church.
Sunday School will
culver will be speaking start at 7 p.m. Lake- Raylene Gagel will be
start at 10 a.m.
on the subject "Look Land Apostolic is the worship leader.
---Up" at the morning wor- located at 402 Sunbury
Goshen Methodist
Acolytes will be
Goshen United ship service at 11 a.m. Circle.
Willian Hollander and
---Methodist Church will Leading the music will
Chip Richardson,
South Pleasant
hear the pastor, Rev. be Terry Byesly. At the
Church Visitor wil be
The Rev. Bob Dotson, Max Miller.
Calvin Clark, speak at organ is Hazel Brandon
the 11 a.m. service. Ron- and at the piano will be pastor, will speak about
The choir will present
"We Become Like That the anthem "Ye Sernie Hutson will be the Carol Kelly.
At the evening wor- We Worship" at the vants of God."
lay assistant.
Agnes Watson will ship service at 7 p.m., 10:45 a.m. service with
Sunday School will
give the children's Jeff Norsworthy will be scripture from II Kings start at 9:30 a.m.
the guest speaker.
17:1-23 and direct Bible
devotion.
---Sunday School is at 10 study on Acts 8 at 6:30
Sunday School wil
University
begin at 10 a.m. and Bi- a.m. under the direction p.m. at the South PleaCharley Bazzell will
ble Study will be at 6:30 of Marty Futrell. sant Grove United be the speaker at the
Church Training is at IV Methodist„(hurch.
p.111.
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. at 6
p.m. under the direction
Truman Whitfield wil p.m. service of the
— — —of Nathan Futrell. Both direct the choir as they University Church of
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Sim- have classes for all present the special Christ.
musit during the mornmons, pastor, will speak ages.
Ernie Bailey will be
---ing service and Jamas the song leader.
about "Secondhand
Russell Chapel
Mahan will be the evenFaith" with scripture
Others assisting will
Worship service at ing song leader. Kathy be Sherrill Gargus, Bill
from I John 1:1-3 at the
11 a.m. service and Russell Chapel United Erwin will be the morn- Boyd, Steve Cochrum,
about "Pastor's Methodist Church at ing organist and even- Leroy Eldridge, TomMailbag" at the 7 p.m. 9:45 a.m. will be con- ing pianist and Tommy mye Taylor, Hamp W.
service at Memorial ducted by the pastor, Gaines wil be the morn- Brooks and Jimmy
Rev. Marvin L. Napier, ing pianist.
Baptist Church.
Ford.
Fred Stallsfrwill lead who will speak on:
"Good News This Sunboth music services.
Kay Outland will pre- day!" scripture Prosent "There is a Savior" verbs 25:25.
Church School will be
at the morning service
LOS ANGELES (AP) "F-Troop," had arrived
and Cindy Vance will at 10:45 a.m.
- Actor Forrest Tucker for the ceremony Thurs---present "Hosanna" at
is being treated at day aboard a tour bus
Palestine Methodist
the evening service.
Hollywood Presbyterian when he became ill, said
Church School will be
Sunday School will
Medical Center after Kathryn Shepard,
start at 9:40 a.m. and at 10 a.m. with Eugene collapsing shortly spokeswoman fo • the
Church Training will be Rudolph as before his star was plac- Hollywood Cha
er of
superintendent.
at 6 p.m.
ed in the Hollywood Commerce.
Worship service at 11 Walk of Fame.
---a.m. and 6 p.m. wil be
Grace Baptist
The nature of his ilThe five-minute
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, conducted by the pastor, lness was not disclosed. unveiling of Tucker's
pastor, will speak at Rev. Marvin L. Napier. Tucker earlier this star continue
d,
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. At the morning service month complained of however, with his sister,
he
will
speak
on
"Keep chest pains while on an Betty Hitchcock,
services at Grace Bapand
the Wood on the Fire" airliner from Memphis.
tist Church.
daughter, Cindy
with
scripture
Second Tenn., to Chicago.
Leland Peeler, music
Tucker, attending. They
director, will direct the Chronietles 2:16 and ProTucker, 67, known as went to the hospital
verbs
26:20A.
choir as members sing
Sgt. O'Rourke in the afterward, said Ms.
---"He's on the Throne" at
1965-67 television series Shepard.
Seventh and Poplar
the morning service and
John Dale, minister
the special music at the
will speak at 8:30 and
evening service.
Dwane Jones will 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
BILOXI, Miss. (API Lt. Art Haubold.
serve as organist and services at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. - A woman was robbed Authorities said they did
Anita Smith as pianist.
Sunday School with His morning topic will by a naked man in what not know how much
James Rose as be "Tolerance of authorities say ,is the money was in the purse,
superintendent, Regina Brethren!' with scrip- fourth such purse - and declined to identify
Peeler as organist and ture Romans 15:1-6. The snatching in less than a the woman.
Susan Jones as pianist evening topic will be month.
The woman, an
The purse-snatcher,
-Back to School."
will begin at 9:45 a.m.
employee
at Keesler Air as in two robberies in
Leading
the song ser---vices will be Jerry Force Base, was con- downtown Biloxi on July
First Presbyterian
fronted by the naked 28 and a third two days
The Rev. Thomas Bolls.
Bible classes will man early Wednesday later, was described as
Schellingerhout will
and forced into a closet a tall, black man who
have as his sermon topic start at 9:50 a.m.
before he took her purse wore a mask over his
---"Living Like the
and fled, said Air Force head, authorities said.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Pioneer" with scripture
The Rev. James H.
from Hebrew 11:14 at
Cain, pastor, will prethe 10 a.m. service.
The choir, directed by sent a lesson entitled "If
Daniel Craig and ac- the Iron be Blunt" from
HUNTSVILLE, Texas her and to continue on
companied by organist Ecclesiastes 10:10 in the
(AP)- A man Sentenc- without me and tell her
1
Oa
.
m
Susan Chamberlain,
.
ed to die for fatally may God bless her,"
shooting a convenience Smith said just before
store clerk in the back of the execution. "I also
the head in a robbery want to tell the other
that netted $25 was ex- guys on death row to
ecuted early Friday.
continue their struggle
Larry Smith, 30, was to get off death row."
pronounced dead at
12:24 a.m., said sta.te AtThe U.S. Supreme
torney General Jim Court on Thursday
Mattox. He was the se- refused to grant a stay,
cond inmate executed and Smith's lawyer said
by injection in Texas in Thursday night that he
,' By James H. Cain
48 hours.
would not seek a
"All I want to do is tell reprieve from Gov.
my mother that I love Mark White.

Forrest Tucker hospitalized

Naked man robs woman

Texas executes convict

FROM THE
Mtiiray Ledger & Times(PLATTER
PARSON'S
Hot Off The Press!
7 SCRAPBOOK
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4

Alcoa workers face layoff
1. God does not comfort us to make us comfortable, but to make us comforters.
2. The brook would lose its song, if you took
away the rocks.
3. We can never see the sun rise by looking
into the West.
4. Many people spend their health for wealth,
then spend their wealth for health.
5. If you growl all day, you will be dog tired
by night.
6. He who is not grateful for the things he ha ,
would not be grateful for the things he wished
he had.
7. Most folks do not know what they want, but
It is something they don't already have.

Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Name
Address

Box No.

City
Zip
For More Information Call 753-1916
.
1

State
Phone(
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) - About 450
ALCOA workers face
layoffs in the wake of a
strike against the
aluminum company's
ick Operations.
C mpany officials
blar4ed the cutbacks on
dec ased production,
but 'they are going to
do e erything they can
to get the market share
back," said ALCOA
spokesman Mark
Schaefer in a telephone
interview Thursday

"We believe the loss in
business is short-term."
However, "There's no
way to project how
many employees will
come back in the
future.," he said.
"The bottom line is
that our order level is
about two-thirds of what
It was before the
strike," Schaefer said.
About 75 jobs will be
lost because the national ALCOA contract
eliminated the extended
vacation benefit.

Ag Brokers
Custom Spreading Service
•Ag Lime
•Stac-Dust Spreading
•Seed Wheat &Spreading
All sales earn points
toward vacation
For all your Fall spreading &
seed needs see Ag Brokers
Industrial Road

753-4533

8 OZ. RIBEYE
Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad &
French bread.
$
Thurs , Fri. & Set Aug. 21st-23rd

45°

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
)

45°

'Every Thurs., Fri. & Set. Everting

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

;
4
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Kentucky News In Brief
MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP)- The field of candidates for Morehead
State University president has been narrowed
from 88 to six, said
former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, a Morehead
regent and chairman of
a five-member search
panel.
Breathitt would not
identify the finalists or
say whether they are
from Kentucky. The
names will not be formally announced until
after they are notified

and interviewed, he
said.
The screening committee considered each
of the 86 apalkiints during two days of
meetings at Natural
Bridge State Resort
Park in Powell County
and took votes to
eliminate candidates,
Breathitt said.
Breathitt and four
other Morehead regents
will now take the names
of the six people and
consider them further.
He said he hoped inter-

views could be conducted sometime after
Labor Day and be completed this fall.
"We pointed out to
every member of the
screening committee
that most of the applicants had requested
that, at this stage, their
names not be made
public," he said.
Former MSU president Herb F. Reinhard
Jr. resigned June 30
after a stormy two
years on the job.
Morehead regents hired

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to
Previous Puzzle

ACROSS
30 Anger
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Popular
outcry
35 Skillful
38 Chapeaus
39 Greek letter
41 Living room
in Madrid
42 Before
43 Sting
45 Unit of
Bulgarian
currency
46 Paid notice
47 Seamen
49 Brother of
Odin
50 Evert-Lloyd
specialty
52 Rented
54 Peruses
55 Surgical
thread

1 Pamphlet
6 Secret agents
11 Scanty
12 Shred
14 Either
15 Unity
17 Tellurium
symbol
18 Weight of
India
20 Units of
Chinese
currency
21 Devoured
22 Greenland
settlement
24 Ruby or
Sandra
25 Raised
26 Style of
automobile:
pl.
28 Bowling
tallies
1

2

3

4

5
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REAPED
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1 Cylindrical
2 Sun god
3 Time gone by
4 Penny
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HERE,
SIGN
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WHAT
15 IT?

8 12

lUll

5 Walks on
6 Gravestones
7 Free ticket
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Latin
conjunction
10 Sofa
11 Biblical
prophet
13 Willis and
Robert
16 Born
19 Diffuse
21 Advent
23 Damages
25 Skin and —
27 Prefix for new
29 Coolidge
nickname
32 Swindle
33 Pantry
34 Negligent
35 Burnett, et al.
36 Football team
37 Ranted
40 Hindu
cymbals
43 Declared
44 Woody plant
47 Nahoor
sheep
48 Follows Fri.
51 Neon symbol
53 Thus

Knox's outdoor recreation program planner.
The pistols fire
.68-caliber pellets of
water-soluble paint
Each pellet makes a
two-inch stain on an opponent's clothes or
body, indicating that the
player has been
eliminated, Ragland
said.
"If you can't capture
the flag, then the winner
is the team that has the
most players left," he
said.
The program, on the
grounds of Fort Knox, is
open to the public, with
games beginning at 10
a.m. A $9 entry fee is required; "Paint Wars,"
unlike Star Wars, is not
funded by the Pentagon.
"Ideally, you should
wear camouflage
clothes or something
that will blend into the
woods," Ragland said.
"Most people will wear
hunting boots, fatigues,
or a camouflage start."
The organizers will
try to combine players
who arrive singly or in
small groups into the required 15-member
FORT KNOX, Ky. teams, he said.
(AP)- Part of the U.S.
The event is being
military establishment organized by a private
may be concerned with group, Paint Wars Inc.
the program known as of Radcliff. Similar
i'Star Wars," but Fort events are held around
Knox is gearing up for a the nation, Ragland
different kind of event said.
Sunday.
"Paint Wars" pits two
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
15-member teams, arm- (AP)- The Blue Grass
ed with pistols, against and Louisville
each other, with each Automobile Clubs latest
team trying to capture fuel gauge survey shows
the other's "flag," said the overall cost of gas in
Eddie Ragland, Fort Kentucky is still 3 cents

lower than the end of loss of federal revenue tax increase
approved
June prices and 31 cents sharing funds and the by the
1986 'General
lower than August 1985. skyrocketing cost of Assembl
y.
The survey of stations liability insurance.
This has not set well
along the state's major
These officials also with legislators, who
highways shows the reasoned that a logical said
they had assured
average price per gallon source of aid was the 122 their
constituents that
at full service pumps is million a year that coun- the tax
increase would
now $1.02 for regular, ties receive from the be used
exclusively to
$1.07 for unleaded and nickel-a-gallon gasoline build
roads.
$1.18 for premium
unleaded.
Self service prices
ranged from 18 to 24
cents lower with the
average price at 78
Leg at
1
Legal
cents for regular, 85
Civil Action File No. 88-CI-101
cents for unleaded and
Commissioner's Sale
$1 for premium
unleaded.
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Diesel prices are now
Calloway Circuit Court, Bank of Murray,
eight cents lower than at
Plaintiff, versus Paul F. Bennett and
the end of June, with
Judith L. Bennett and Calloway County.
average costs of $1.03
- Defendant.
per gallon for full ser-.0
NOTICE OF SALE
vice and 96 cents for self
By virtue of a judgment and order of
service.
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
The survey also showrendered at the July 11th Term thereof
ed that 88 percent of the
1986,
in the above cause, for the sum of
stations will be open
Thirty Three Thousand Five Hundred
Labor Day and 20 perForty Three and 34/100 Dollars, with incent are now operating
terest in the amount of $1,205.44 through
24 hours a day 7 days a
week.
April 17, 1986, and with interest at the
rate of $10.11 per day from the 18th day
---LOUISVILLE, Ky.
of April 1986, until paid and its cost
(AP) - The 1988
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
Legislature will be askthe Court House door in the City of Mured to approve a bill that
ray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
would prevent fiscal
public auction on the 25th day of August
courts from dipping into
1986,
at 10:00 o'clock a.m., or thereabout,
county road funds to pay
upon
a credit of 30 days the following
members' salaries.
described property, to-wit:
The measure is being
A part of the Southeast Quarter of Secprepared for Rep. Virgil
tion 36, Township 1, Range 3 East, and
Pearman, D-Radcliff,
more particularly described as follows:
who said that "unless
action is taken, the
Beginning at a point in the center of
public's not going to
Kentucky Highway No. 783; thence in a
trust the Legislature."
southerly direction with the center of said
Some county officials
road for a distance of 511 feet to a point;
have been contending
thence in a Westerly direction passing a
that they must find new
utility post for a distance of 210 feet to a
ways to make up for the
point;

CLASSIFIEDS

Social Security facing task

OUR FAMILY 5NOULP
HAVE NAP AN
A6REEMENT LIKE THI5
A LONG TIME AGO...
"Lc

YOU'VE BEEN
HITTING THAT 6TOPID
ENALL WITH THAT
5TUPID PADDLE FOR
OVER AN 1400R

retired educator A.D.
Albright, 73, so serve as
president until a permanent successor is
chosen.
---ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) - How is a
pizza that is 10 feet in
diameter made?
Officials in
Elizabethtown say the
recipe includes 65
pounds of dough, four
gallons of tomato sauce,
60 pounds of cheese, and
four pounds each of beef
and pepperoni.
After you've combined all those ingredients,
just pick the pizza up
with a forklift, put it in a
giant oven, and cook for
14 hours. '
The Elizabethtown
Visitors and Information Commission plans
to use that recipe at the
Kentucky Heartland
Festival on Friday,
Aug. 29, said chairman
Larry Schmidt.
The pizza is expected
to feed 3,000 people. But
officials still haven't
figured out how to cut it.
Schmidt said.

\NW DON'T YOU
DO 6OMET1-kINIG
DIFFERENT FOR
A CHANGE-?

WASHINGTON I AP
ing final passage in
- The Social Security Congress.
Administration is facing
James M. Brown, the
the task of opening system's press
retirement accounts for spokesman, said Social
9 million children nex,i/ Security Administrator
year as part of an anti- Dorcas Hardy has
fraud provision in the ordered a task force
tax overhaul bill near- established to determine how best to accomplish the task.
UJI-IY NOT ?ALL I'M
The compromise tax
ASKING FOR 15
overhaul bill, now
e CREATIVE CONTROL!
awaiting final congressional passage, would
require that children
ages 5 and older and
claimed as a dependent
be listed on the tax
return by their Social
Security account
number - a number
many of them do not
have.
The intention is to
make sure that parents
who separate or divorce
do not both try to claim
a child as an exemption,
a scam characterized
by the Internal Revenue
Service as the fastest-

growing area of individual tax cheating.
But issuing the new
cards will more than
double the number of
new accounts the agency is expected to open
during 1987.
The agency estimates
9 million extra accounts
must be opened to comply with the tax law.
That compares with an
average of 6 million new
accounts Social Security
ordinarily opens each
year. The system also
distributes between 6
million and 7 million
replacement cards.
Children already account for most of the
new cards. Parents
opening a bank account
In their child's name
must obtain a Social
Security number for the
child. And children who
technically are on a
payroll, such as child
models, also need a
Social Security number.
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THE RAT? THEY'RE MEAN,
WITH LARGE POINTV TEETH

HOLD ON, BOY. REMEMBER
YOU'RE A CAT. A FIERCE,
CARNIVOROUB, PREDATORQ
ANIMAL
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Sharks attacking new
undersea laser cable

WOODS HOLE, Mass.
(API - A new undersea
ftk_
11111111111gr' telephone cable that
carries conversations
on lasers has been
6'
repeatedly attacked and
-%rere
P'
damaged by a group of
vir-7;•tough-skinned, sharpJTA1 PAvi's
toothed saboteurs:
sharks.
The cable has
developed electrical
shorts three times since
it was laid near the
Canary Islands in
September. and each
time gashes in its insulation were found to
be studded with shark
teeth. said Richard

(114111g
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THE FAR SIDI
WOW .8
T)-(ANK NADU.
EVERYTHING
ELMO
SMELLS
50
G000

I'LL GET
SAO( 10 THAT
TREE wHGRE
I Sollw THAT
CHOPPER.
AMP START
FROM TIRE

YOU MUST BE THE BEST

COOK IN THE
COUNTRY

PROOASLY
IN THE
WHOLE
wORLO

HELP
YOURSELF
ELJA0

THERE'S A 'LOT To BE SAIO
FOR FLATTERY

Mondello of American
Telephone & Telegraph
Co.'s Bell Laboratories.
Marine biologists are
still arguing over what
kind of sharks are attacking the cable. said
Mondello, head of
undersea cable and apparatus design at the
Holmdel. N.J., research
center.
But one thing is clear.
"They're relatively
small sharks,"
Mondello said in ,an interview Thursday.
"They're not the kind of
thing you see in 'Jaws.-

By GARY LARSON

thence in a Northerly direction for
a distance of 78.5 feet to a point; thence
in a Westerly direction for a distance of
730.8 feet to a point; thence in a Northerly direction for a distance of 432.5 feet to
a point in the property line of Mrs.
Hildred Paschall; thence in an Easterly
direction with said Paschall's property
line for a distance of 940.8 feet to the point
of beginning.
Being property conveyed to Paul F.
Bennett and wife, Judith L. Bennett of
record in Microfilm Book 159, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 11, Card 1511, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Civil Action File No. 86-CI-042
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court, Republic Savings
Bank, formerly Home Federal Savings Sr
Loan Of Paducah - Murray Branch,
Plaintiff, versus Sharon H. Greenfield,
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the June 27th Term thereof
1986, in the above cause, for the sum of
Twenty Thousand Three Hundred Sixty
Nine and 95/100 Dollars, with interest at
the rate of $6.26 per day from the 27th day
of June 1986, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of August
1986, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months with deposit
of 20e-r day of sale, the following described property, to-wit:
Commencing 122 feet south of the northeast corner of what is known as the
Matthew's home place at a rock in the
center of the street; thence, west 100 feet;
thence, south 51 feet; thence e.ast 100
feet; thence, north 51 feet to the beginning, and the remainder of the lot that this
grantor bought from H. L. Starks.
ALSO: A part of the northgast quarter
of section 27, township 2, range 4 east and
known as the Daniel Matthew's home
place, and the parcel of land herein conveyed being more particularly described
by commencing 172 feet south of the northeast corner of the said Matthew's lot at
a rock in the middle of the street: thence,
west 100 feet: thence, south 15 feet;
thence east 100 feet to the middle of the
street; thence, north 15 feet to the
beginning.
Mortgagor obtained title to the above
described property by deed from Mark A.
Howard et ux, dated the 10th day of
November. 1982 and of record .on
Microfilm in Book 163, Card 2313 in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must deposit 209r day of sale, execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the 'force and effect of
a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Court Of Justice
In The Calloway Circuit Court
Civil Action File No. 86-CI-0l3
COMMISSION ER'S Sale
Commercial Bank And Trust Co. Plaintiff, versus Albert %%inn Jackson, et al.
Defendant.
Nancy. OF SALF
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the May 12th Term thereof.
1986, in the above cause, for the sum of
TWO HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND
ONE HUNDRED AND 18100 dollars,
with interest at the rate of $60.31 per day
from the 9th day of December. 1985, until paid and its cost therein. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray. Kentucky. to
the highest bidder, at public auction pn
the 25th day of August, 1986, at 1:00
o'clock, P.M., or thereabout, for cash: the
following described property, to-wit
Tract I:
Beginning at an iron stake on the south
line of A.J. and I.. A. Wilson land and being the southwest corner of TVA land:
thence north with TVA line 38-1.
2 poles to
an iron stake: thence west 42 poles to an
iron stake; thence south 38-1t poles to an
iron stake thence east 42 poles with TVA
line to the beginning. containing 10 acres
more or less.

This being the same real estate conveyed
to Albert Winn Jackson on September 1.
1969, by deed of George Wilson and wife.
Robbie Wilson, of record in Deed Book
140, Page 404, in the Office of the Clerk'
of the Calloway County Court.
Tract II:
Being on the waters of Tennessee River
in Calloway County and described as part
of the Elkins land on Tennessee River
and known as the Ratterree land, and
beginning at a birch corner on the banks
of Tennessee River. being the southeast
corner on L.P. Moody land; thence running west with said line to the corner of
same on the L.P. Moody line; thence
south with D.F. Bucy's line to James A.
Patterson's northwest corner; thence
east with James A. Patterson and L.P.
Nloody's line to a rock on river; thence
north with the meanders of said river to
the beginning, containing 300 acres, more
or less. EXCEPT a part'el of land conveyed to Earl Knight. et al, dated March
9, 1971, and recorded in Book 149, Card
317. and also EXCEPT a tract of land
conveyed to George' Wilson, et ux, dated
April 30, 1954. and recorded in Deed Book
97, Page 304 in the Office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court. and also except that portion heretofore sold to TVA.
A 1,2 interest in the mineral rights in the
above described real estate was retained by A.J. Wilson for a period of 30 years
from date hereof; however, it is
understood that should operations involving mineral deposits on said lands begin
within the said 30-year period, then such
mineral rights so retained will not terminate at the end of said 30-year period
but shall remain vested absolutely in the
Grantor until such time as the said
minerals are exhausted, or at the end of
20 years. whichever expires first.
This being the same real estate conveyed
to Albert Winn Jackson on April 30, 1971,
by deed of A.J. Wilson and wife, Lurley
Wilson, of record in Book 149. Cabinet 1,
Drawer 1, Card 1054 in the Office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Tract III:
Lying and being at Fort Hymon in
Calloway County, Kentucky, in and near
to Sections 30 and 31, Township 1. Ranges
6 and 7 East. and bounded as follows,
to-wit:

_
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Beginning at a point designated as U.S.
TVA Monument 66-1A. located in the Second Magisterial District of Calloway
County Kentucky. !Coordinates: N
70,050; E 1,321.341 in the boundary of the
United States of America's land; thence
South 50 degrees 23 minutes East. 1024
feet to an iron pipe: thence South 0
degrees 8 minutes East. 417 feet to an
iron pipe; thence North 74 degrees 03
minutes West, 240 feet to an iron pipe;
thence South 33 degrees 10 minutes West,
971 feet to the TVA Monument 66-1E;
thence South 44 degrees 53 minutes East,
352 feet to TVA Monument 66-1F; thence
North 38 degrees 21 minutes East, 1630
feet to TVA Monument 66-1G; thence
North 66 degrees 05 minutes West, 281
feet.to TVA Monument 66-1H; thence
North 27 degrees 24 minutes West, 246
feet to TVA Monument 66-11; thence
North 30 degrees 14 minutes West, 475
feet to an iron pipe; thence North 86
degrees 16 minutes West, 530 feet to TVA
Monument 66-2; thence North 86 degrees
16 minutes West, 149 feet to the point of
beginning.
A one-half interest in all coal, oil, and
other mineral rights in and under said
real estate was specifically reserved by
Rainey T. Wells, et ux. and not conveyed.
This being the same real estate conveyed
to Albert Winn Jackson on September 18,
1953, by deed from Rainey T. Wells and,
wife. Tennie D. Wells. of record in Deed
Book 95, Page 521. in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must pay cash. Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Notice• 2

Shop Around
& Compare
before you buy a
Medicare Supplement.
Cancer Insurance or
Nursing Home Policy
Don't pay more
than nacerssary

Call Bennett
& Associates
St Murray
753 7273

305 N 4th

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Dale
Yes!
Well imagine
that.

Notic

6

Help

Wanted

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 Enterprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
EXPERIENCED over
the road truck driver.
Must be at least 25 yrs.
of age & 2 yrs. over the
road verifiable. Call
436-2837.
FIVE People needed.
Appications will be taken
for full time employment,
with earning opportunity
of $300 per week while in
training. Age is not important providing you are
18 years of age or over. If
you are selected you will
be expected to start to
work immediately. To
appange for personal interview. Call 502-443-6460
between 10 am • llam.
'ME Gold Nugget, west 4:30 pm-5:30pm. EOE.
side of square. FOOD Service SuperMayfield, Ky. 247-6762. visor. High school
Diamonds, black hills graduate or equivalent
gold. I4kt. gold chat- with 4 years of ex"We sell for less!" " 'e perience in general food
guarantee it." Jim y service. Must be able to
Thompson Jeweler.
supervise, schedule &
plan. Must be able to
work weekends. Over
time required with
limited advance notice.
Salary $6.60 per hour.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University. EOE/MF.
FilLL-time position
available, IKT Auto
Parts. Experience
preferred. Apply in
person. 504 Maple St.,
Murray.
HEALTH care assistant
administrator for 100
bed personal care facility. Health care experience required. LPM
with business background preferred. Send
resume to Marla
Gosnell, Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr., Murray, Ky.
42071.
LEGAL Insurance sales
rep. Multi level
marketing strategy.
Minimal sales experience necessary.
Phone for appointhient
474-8884.

GUESS
WHO'S
39?

New York
Concerts at
Murray Prices
PAMS eAtcr trt7T.
Have you got an anJoin MCMA
niversary or wedding
coming up? Then stop
Downtown
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
Bank of Murray
discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
Aug. 25-29
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
753-0711
and we use scratch
made butter cream
icing. We put that extra
effort into ur cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4492, 410 Main
St or 437-4455.

Lygdia Cacientut
Dame8 Gyoutaatite
Register Now
753-4647

Buying?
Selling?
Trading?
Renting?,
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916

Face
Brick
Start At

S'°°..

1000

Vowell &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

5

WANTED, Folks who
like to get aquainted
with more folks. Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church, Hwy. 732.
near Center Ridge.
Songs you like to sing.
Bible sermons. Church
service every Sunday at
9:45a.m. Phone: 4742347.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless

still

in

School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free

it.. al

claim •ersire"

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1 406 W. Main
Murray, Ky
753-5315

Lost and

Found

FOUND
Small female dog
with white short
hair and black
patch on eye &
ear.(May have had
puppies recently).
Black flea collar.
Hit by car on
College Farm Rd.
SURVIVED
Please Call
753-6749
6. Help Wanted
3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 -159.230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
ARTIST model. Department of Art. part
time. Salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester 1986. Contact
Department of Art.
Murray. Ky. 42071 502762-3784. EOE.
needed
about 30 hours a week.
Prefer close to MSU but
not necessary. References required. Call
753-9277.
1)0 you need a job and
hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
and placement. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
School diploma and
have been out of school
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
22 Call us at JTPA
753-9378 Monday-Friday
its m -1p.m.

nABYSITTER

753.1916

puts you in the
Classifieds

LOOKING for persons
interested in advancing
the reading skills of
children in our community. Postion also
icludes presentation of
reference materials to
families concerned
about education. No
sales experience
necessary. Excellent
benefits including profit
sharing. Send resume to
P.O. Box 332, Murray.
KY. 42071. EOE.
MURRAY Company now
taking applications for
sales persons for Murray,
Paris area. Will consider
some part-time. Must
have transportation. No
experience necessary,
will train. Hourly salary
$7 per hour when on appointment plus commission for those who
qualify. Please call for
appointment3-0229.
NEED or temporary,
part-time, temporary
full-time, or temporary
permanent positions.
We are an employment
placement service with
vacancies to fill in the
following categories:
Secretarial, business,
security, general maintenance & much more.
Skilled & experienced
individuals need only to
apply. Send brief resume to ESA University
Station, P.O. Box 2080,
Murray, KY. 42071.
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Help Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

WANTED: career DRAPES, carpet, orminded individual to g a n , couch, bed,
S ervice pro- springs, mattress, ocperty/casualty insur- cupied Japan dishes,
ance accounts in our misc. Small AMC car.
Benton. Ky. office. Ex- $950. After 5p.m. 753perience is preferred. 5292.
Send resume to David EARLY American hideMoffitt, Vice President, a-bed & chair. Also,
Peel & Holland, P.O. 3-speed ladies bicycles.
Box 97. Benton. KY. Call 474-2765 after 6p.m.
42025. No phone calls
sale: new John
please.
Deere lawn & garden
tractor. Cash & carry.
Fall clean-up. 1- 212
9. Situation Wanted
lawn & garden tractor
FOR all of your with 38" mower. $2,775.
fireplace repair work- 1- 214 lawn & garden
dampers, gas pipes, tractor with 48" mower,
firebox, chimney $3,130. Vicent Implecleaning. For estimates ment Company, Paris-Rick- 753-0953.
901-642-7080 or Martin,
Tn. Home 502-759-4650.
MOTHER of two will care
for your children. Plenty LARGE, large, large
of love and space. Call selection of storage
buildings in stock for
anytime 759-410-4.
immediate delivery.
Q U Al... I TY, dependable Acree Portable
Child care, in our home. Buildings, Mayfield,
Centrally located. Day Ky. 502-247-7831.
•
or night. Mon.-Sat. 18
CRYTES Used Office
month old toddlers &
Furniture, 1016 Jefferup. Reasonable rates. son St., Paducah, KY.
Limit of 3 children. 7 442-4302. Desks, chairs,
years experience. Call files and much more
753-8083.
Good quality used
WILL do cleaning furniture.
houses, officed, apartments. Call 436-5481.
Oak ANTIQUE hutch
WILL do general clean- (bottom only). $250.
ing, $S hour. Excellent 1947 console RCA
references. 435-4338.
radio/record player,
WILL sit with elderly or $125. Girls 10-speed
sick. Good references. Schwinn bicycle, $50.
Call after 5p.m. in the Girls 3-speed Sears
bicycle, $30. Tandy
eve. Phone 753-4590.
TRS80 model 4 computer, 128K, 2 disc drive,
1 1 . Instruction
DWP 210 printer with
DANCE instruction for tables. 759-4496.
ages 4-adult. Call Be- PROTECT your inverley Peeler for in- vestment put a rubber
formation and re- bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Also,
gistration, 753-8226.
have tool boxes for
compact pick-ups.
14. Want to Buy
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
WANT to buy- very old
RANCH oak bunkbed
furniture- old baby
set, includes mattress &
items. Call 753-3842
bunky board, $200. Call
days, 753-5738 nights.
753-4055
WANT to buy good farm RESTAURANT
wagon, excellent condiequipment, gas Vualcan
tion. Also F600 for sale.
deep fryer, hood. 2
Ask for Kim or Tim
steamer, pizza oven, 11
40
753-9844.
wells sink, 50 cup coffee
WTLL buy Fescue seed pot, chrome napkin
and Sertca seed. Call holders & misc. items.
345-2681.
436-2658 after 3p.m.
RON'S Muffler will
15. Articles for Sale
change your oil filter
ALFRED Angelo wed- with lube, $14.95; heavy
ding dress with match- duty shocks, $15.90 in
ing veil, size 10, retail stalled; mufflers, $26.95
$600 will sell for $200. installed. 400 N. 4th, St.
Flower girl dress, white 753-3514.
eyelet, size 5 with full SEASONED firewood.
slip, $25. Bridesmaid Oak, hickory, mixed
dress, baby blue, size 8. hardwoods, min. order$35. Call 759-1987 after 2 ricks- $30/ rick
delivered. For a full
51.m.
PORTABLE GE dis- measure- call John
hwasher, avocado Boyer at 753-0338.
green; G.E. avocado
green stove. Call 7594663.
WHIRLPOOL refrigerator, only $8 per
Discontinued
week. Rudolph
louvered window
Goodyear-Whirlpool.
shutters for inside
753-0595.

FOR

FOR SALE

16. Home Furnishings
7 FT. print couch with
matching solid, large,
corduroy chair, earth
tone, $175. Call 753-6002.
BUNK beds complete
with mattress & bed
spreads. Call 753-4506.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudoph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.
19. Farm

Equipment

2 DAMAGES- 18 ft. 3500
bushel grain bins with
new snap on corrugated
floor. New 7 1/2 H.P.
fan, gas dryer, complete doors, transition
unloading tubes. $1500.
474-2796.

NOW taking ap- 20. Sports Equipment
plications for 1 re
ceptionist,' phone girl. COMPOUND bow Bear
Call 753-0229 for Kodiak magnum. Call
753-7161.
appointment.
PART-time sales for NIGH standard 12
Courier Journal, be- gauge pump shotgun,
ginning now. Contact vent rib, skeet bore.
Bob Roger. Division 753-7161.
Circulation Manager.
For more information 22. Musical
call 753-4188.
BUNDY Alto sax, $300.
PERMANANT position Bundy trumpet, $150.
for childcare. for 3 Excellent condition.
month old in my home, 4 Call after 5p.m.
days a week, 8:30 to 5:30 753-8583.
Monday thru Thursday.
Tenor Sax with
Only experienced adult
case. Call 753-8487 after
need apply. References
5p.m.
required. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-F. MESA boogie guitar
amplifier, excellent
Murray.
condition. Call 753-1292.
SALE PERSON. Fullafter 6p.m. 436-2657.
time. Prefer exIAOSRITE
electric
perience. Selling foundations, sportswear & guitar, hollow body
accessories. Apply 10-12 style, collector's item,
8r 2-4 this Fri. & Sat. excellent condition.
$375. Call 739-1354.
Bright's, Court Square
WANTED- babysitter in 24. Miscellaneous
Hazel area. Call 4928762 for more 11x14 RED carpet;
harvest gold refrigerainformation.
tor, in excellent condition; Fisher stereo.
Mgt. Trainee
Call after 5p.m.
Area Rep to college
753-0997.
1 REPOSSESSED Perwomen $1500 per mo.
lick 3 door bottle This challenging lob in
cooler, never been used.
putting on pre
Call 502-564-5090.
Consumer
scheduled
ALTO saxaphone, -used,
Ed Sales Program to small
good condition, pair white
groups of college women
band shoes, purchased at
in the Murray area. The
Dennison Hunt, size 5,
company le adding personreal good condition.
nel due to expansion & proChild's universal size
helmet, purchased at
vides epos., full training.
Yamaha Shop good consalary, bonuses, health &
dition. Call 753-9910.
Nt. ins. & advancement in
ANTENNA with rotar
mgt. Primarily aft. &
and booster, $200
eve hrs. For local InterWeights $30. bicycle $15.
view call between I
Call 753-6684
p m -9 p.m. Mon.
ATTENTION comAmy Swingeord
mercial van owners- 2
, metal side racks lk 1
615-8113-2039
metal & plexiglas
American Future
divider Call after 6p.m
Systems. Inc
753-8393.

ni1NDY

Anima
,

use. $1.00 per
pound. While they
last.
Assorted
sizes.

MURRAY
LUMBER CO.
104 Maple
Murray, Ky.
SET of Goodyear Tires,
P 185x14, rear sliding
window, new, for GMC
pickup. Call 489-2869.
U SED aluminum
irrigation pipe, 3" thru
10", plastic roll-oiff
pipe. Brannan Irrigation 314-246-2240.
USED carpeting, good
condition; exercise
bicycle; trolling motor.
Call 753-4788.
USED satellite system;
Ham 4 rotor; Ham 3
rotor; Kenwood TS 520;
color TV.; mobile
home; steps; cash register; tower; power
plant; satellite repair
service. Call 474-2748.
W HIRLPOOL
microwave overn, only
1.4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear Whirlpool,
753-0595.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1971 12x40 MOBILE
home. 1 BR, utility
room with washer &
dryer hook-up, partially
furnished. $2900. Call
753-2928.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable. 753-5209.
28. Mobile Homes for

Rent

2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.

37. Livestock-Supplies

TIORSE for sale, 14
hands, everything goes
with him. $500. 753-6331.
nMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $850 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8704.

38. Pets-Supplies

ADORABLE ARC
Alaskan Malamute
puppies. Championship
Bloodline, wormed &
29. Heating and Cooling shots, $150. Call
435-4111.
23,600 BTU Hotpoint air
conditioner, 4 yrs. old, ARC poodles. Toy and
used very little, ,$275. miniature. 7 weeks.
$150. AKC Labradore
Call 753-8951.
puppies, $125. GroomWE71701MITJ111
i o- ing & boarding. Paraner. Phone 753-7273 or
dise Kennels. 753-4106.
759-1486.
ARC registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies, red
30. Business Rentals
female, mostly white
17x80 BUILDING
male, had shots, ready to
Available next to go. Parts Mee. 901-243California Concept, 4966.
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut adjacent to
MSU Campus. Carpeted. 41
Public Sales
paneled walls, central
heat and air, insulated.
$395 per month Call 7533018

Large
Yard Sale

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734
32. Apts for Rent
1 BR apts., near downtown, $125 a month plus
electric only. Call 7537196 or after 5p.m.
753-0292.
1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned, water furnished. 121 North. next
to Fairground. Call
753-3139.
2 BR duplex, TVA
energy efficient, in
Northwood, appliances
furnished, central heat
& air, on quite dead-end
street. Deposit. No pets.
Call 753-7185 after 6p.m.
APT. for lease. 2 BR,
semi furnished. Gas,
water & garbage pickup
included in rent. 6
months lease a
minimum requirement.
References required.
No children or pets. $195
per month. 1 month
deposit required. Call
753-8355. after 5p.m.
759-9854.
EXTRA nice. 2
duplex. Westwood Subdivision . $325 per
month. No pets. No
children. Call 492-8885
or after 8p.m. 753-9874.
MUR•Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. 'Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE efficiency apt.,
furnished, utilities included. For 1 or 2
female students. 2
blocks from University.
$250 a month. No
smokers please. Small
deposit requried. Call
753-2813.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
P ASSIVE solar
townhouse duplex. Heat
bills extremely low.
Appliances furnished.
Lease & deposit required. No pets. $425 a
month. 753-3343.
'TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.

Fri. & Sat.
Behind
Barber Shop
Hazel, Ky.

OPEN
HOUSE
Sunny Acres
Green House
Sat. 9-5
Sunday 1-5
Owned by
Betty Morris
Operated by
Sue Crenshaw
Take College Farm
Rd. turn right on
Johnny Robertson,
1st house on left.

BIT

34. Houses for Rent

Huge 4
Family
Yard Sale
923 N. 18th
Fri. & Sat. 9-4
Dehumidifer, rototillers, wood stove,
utility sink & cabinet,
clothes, many misc.
household & yard
tools.

1

INSIDE
HOUSE SALE
1513 Glendale
3rd house on right off

S. 16th.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Baby clothes, baby
furniture,
adult
clothing, yard chairs,
other furniture.

YARD
SALE

2 BR house, washer/dryer hook-up, wooded
lot, near Murray. No
pets. Responsible
Sat. & Sun.
couple. $185. References. Deposit. 753Ag Brokers Custom
Embassy Apts.
7551.
Spreading Service
Antique brass
BEAUTIFUL, lake
•Ag Lime
front house with private
bed, antique
boat dock, 3 BR, 2 bath.
•Stac-Dust Spreading
tools,
many
living room, den with
'Seed Wheat &
wood stove. Refrigeraitems.
other
Spreading
tor & stove furnished.
$300 month plus deposit
For all your fall
Call 753-1694 from 8-5,
spreading & seed
after 5p.m. 436-2219.
needs see
FEMALE roomate to
share furnished house
Ag Brokers
Reasonable expenses
753-4533
References required
Industrial Rd.
Call 759-4011.
Fri. & Sat.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
1907
house
Colto
responsible
26. TV -Radio
family. Central heat/dwater Road
MAGNAVOX console air, carpet, appliances.
color T.V., only $7 per garage. Lease & deAcross from
week. Rudolph posit. Call 247-4386.
Family Restaurant
Goodyear- Whirlpool, SMALL five
room house
753-0695.
Clothes and
k bath. $175 per month
plus deposit. Locate E.
furniture.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
94 toward the lake
1BR trailer & tot 354-6729.
for sale $7500. Call
750-1354
WANTED FOR EMPLOYMENT:
1972 SHALIMAR 12x80,
all electric, nice &
Person qualified for secretarial/receptionist posiClean. Call 489-2643.
tion. Must possess excellent shorthand, typing
'81 12010 MOBILE
and grammar skills. High school graduate or
home, 2 BR. 1 3/4 acre,
equivalent. Full-time position, good salary, fringe
Ky Lake development
benefits. Send resume to:
Call 436-2582.
tIOLtYPARK 1971
Nancy WeUs, Office/Personnel Manager •
12x65, 2 BR, good
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
condition, insulated for
Box 738, 480 N. 5th Street
Nozthern zone. ReMayfield, Ky. 42088
frigerator, stove, cell-Resumes will be accepted until the close of
ing fan, underpinning,
a.c Included Must be
business on August 29.1986 An Equal Opportunimoved Best offer Call
ty Employer
753-9673 or 436-5836

4 Party
Yard Sale

044444414144
42082
.
4•16'

8901m100101
.
.
4
.
1 111,14

41,3

FRIDAY, At (it ST

CLASSIFIEDS
38

Pets-Supplies

38 Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Collie AKC registered
boxer
pups. Full size. Male puppy Call 489 2346
and females Some
sable and white and
some tri color. Prices WALL size toy poodle
vary according to sex puppy, paper trained,
and markings. Call registered, orange
Paris, TN. number color. Last one
reduced $135. S. Fulton
901 642 9220 after 5p.m.
901 479 2229.

38. Pets -Supplies

41. Public Sales

YARD SALE
Household Sale

GARAGE
SALE

Hwy 121 across from
Mt. Carmal Chruch
Fri. 6:00-?
Sat. 7:0O-

Aug. 23
8 a.m.
1712 Miller Ave.
Sat.,

Dining room suit with
hutch, refrigerator. desk,
tables, chairs, buffet.
dresser. bed, rocker, old
sewing machine, wardrobe. air conditioner, kit
chen appl.. lamps. tools.
wall items, many antiques
and lots more

Fishing equip., tools,
guns, bookcases,
dining sets, end
tables, bed linens.
quilts,
curtains,
household misc.

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE
1660 & 1662
Calloway Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Yard Sale

YARD
SALE
Saturday
8-?
219
Woodlawn

Saturday
8-?
1612
Parklane

Lots of fabric
& sewing
accessories.

Furniture, dolls,
clothes, misc.

Saturday
7 a.m.
202 lrvan

Lawn mowers, tillers,
several samll wood
tables, antique oak
desk chair, garden
tools, vacuum cleaner,
sewing
machine,
clothing, miscellaneous
items.

Good livingroom suite,
lawn lounges,
misc.

YARD SALE
Sat. 8 til 2
Take Hwy. 94E,
then right on Hwy.
280, first road to
right past East
school. Watch for
signs.

Wed-Sat Aug. 20-23
8:00-5:00
Brass bed, small appliances, glassware,
clohes, jewelry. 1974
Dodge Colt, numerous
low-priced items added
daily. Some antiques.
Across from W Ky.
Trailer Sales

CB's, dishes, motorcycle, good boys
clothes, used tires.

CARPORT
SALE

Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
8-5

Sat., Aug. 23
108 S. 13th St.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

121 Bypass to
airport Road, go
4 miles, turn
right, follow
signs.

Clothing, weight
bench with weights,
love seat, lawn
mowers, tillers,
plants, misc. items.

•

.

N

IC1

YARD
SALE
Sat., Aug. 23
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
504 S. 9th
Cancel in case
of rain.

YARD

4 Party
Yard Sale
at Stella

•

Furniture, good kids
clothes, home interiors,
dishes,
vacuum
cleaner,
kerosene heater.

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE

2 Party
Yard Sale

812 North 20th
Fri & Sat

Sat., Aug. 23
Trailer Court
across from
G.Y. Tractor
& Trailer

PI 8`-‘---

a°3
Zottiut ft-ms

mi
a 1 6lt
• 6

•

(.519.1-

8-12-

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
3/9.50 Yesterday
5.17
Opened
Opened
Today
381.65 Today
5.18
Up
2.15 Up
.01
Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray

Ky

42071

753 7113
011- btry Gold Stiver S. Diamonds
W f • loan money on anything of value
Hours: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday

„SALE
1101 Story
Sat., Aug. 23
9-4
Vertical
grand
piano, new Tandy
printer, clothes,
odds & ends.
Cancel if rains

YARD SALE
Sat. 8-?
2nd house on right
past fairgrounds
on 121 North
2 cases of baby formula
(Prosobee). complete 6
place setting of Pfaltzgraff
stoneware, little girl's
clothing 0-4T, girl's
clothing 6-10. women's
and men's clothing and
morel

YARD
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.
1709 Melrose
Girls clothes, boys
clothes,
size
12-14, bring your
baseball cards to
trade for any item.

YARD
SALE
1607 Farmer
Avenue
Sat. 8-4
Clothes, furniture,
appliances, books,
etc.
No early sales
Cancel if rains

Yard Sale
& Car
Wash $3

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $74,500. Owner
will consider trade.
•
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
At Faith Apostolic
Church Parking Lot
located on 121
across from John's
Savings Center.

YARD
SALE
8-/
Sat.
B-10 Fox
Meadows
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43 Real Estate
ROPPERLD
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. MI
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
WE need listings- we
have buyers. Wilson
Real Estate 753-3263.

49

Used Cars

50 Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1975 CHEVROLET Im- LINCOLN 200 amp AC
GUTTER
SEWING
ING
Machine
by
Re
Sears
WET BASEMENT? We
pala, good condition. DC portable welder & 67
Sears continuous gut- pair
All makes and make wet basements
80.000 miles. 4 dr , 8875
GMC welding truck
ters
installed
models
Home
for
your
In
&
dry
Call 759-4876
Work completely
753 7161
specifications Call dustrial Bag closing guaranteed
Call or
1976 CHEVROLET
Sears
753-2310
machines
for
scissor
free
Also
write Morgan Con
51
Campers
Monte Carlo, ps, pb. air
estimate.
sharpen
ing
40
yrs
struction Co Rt. 2, Box
new front tires, $1400
1973 CREE 20 ft long RAMILTON Cultured experience
All work 409A, Paducah, 'Ky.
Call 753-1315
with air & awning Good Marble. tops- sinks - guaranteed
Kenneth
42001 or call 1 442 7026
1977 CADILLAC. Kathe- condition Price $2200
panels, custom made Barnhill, 7 5 1 2 6 7 4
WE buy, sell & repair
rine Lax. Call 489-2802 Call 753-7930
vanities Free Est 753- Stella, Ky
air conditioners Dill
after 6 pm or 753-3142
1976 20' Roadranger 9400.
SUMMER is the time to Electric 759 1577
1977 -OLD wagon, Camper, with air, sleeps
INSULATION blown in either deadwood; or
automatic 350 $500 or 6 Call 753-5702
WILL do bushhogging
by Sears. TVA ap- remove diseased an
best offer. Call 759-1354
and order gardens Call
proved. Save on those d/or unwanted trees
1978 COUGAR XR7, 52 Boats -Motors
high heating and cool- For all your needs call 753 8590
89,000 miles. 82000. 16' 1954 DURA-C
raft 14. ing bills. Call Sears Bover's Tree Service
Jonboat & trailer. $150. runabout,
44 Lots for Sale
40 h_p. 753-2310 for free the professionals at
12' Tdriboat. $125 Fur- Evinrude
motor with estimate.
DON'T miss this oppor- niture.
753 0338
759-9673 or 753- trailer. $500
Phone J.L McKnight & Sons
tunity to own 5 wooded 634r
435-4433 after 5:30p.m.
Sawmill on Poor Farm
acres only 1/2 mile
been
from lake. The location 1979 FORD Fiesta, 2 1977 DODGE 4 wheel Rd Buyer of standing UGLY stumps
bugging you'? For the
door,
hatchbac
k.
good
drive. Ram Charger
timber. Call 753-7528.
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff. condition. Call before 1985 17 1/2 ft. Bass JOINER'S complete easiest and most in
Installing
city
boat, 150 Mariner. 2 tree service. 32 yrs. expensive way to get rid
All it takes is a small 5p.m 492-8147.
sewer, water lines
down payment and $141 1980 HONDA Prelude. Diamond rings. 753-6129 experience. Also, of them forever. Call
437 4752 for free es
per month for 36 runs & looks good. after 5p.m
stumps mechanically
& septic tanks. All
months. This is at the excellent gas mileage. 1982 PROCRAFT 17' removed 10' below 1imates & information.
types backhoe
Call
759-9530
VINYL
siding
after 7p.m.
installed
low interest rate of 8':
bass boat, 150 Mercury surface. Call 753-0366
work
owner financing_ Ken 1983 CHEVROELT Es- motor, temp. gauge, 2 LEE'S CARPET Free estimates. Call
Shores Estates. tate wagon, 9 passen- locators, trolling motor. CLEANING. For all 753 6450
ger. local owner. excel- turbo prop. ski ladder & your carpet
753-7531.
& upholst30 Years Experience
other extras. Custom ery cleaning. For a free
TRAILER Lot in Keniana lent condition, loaded
ROOFING
made for crappie fish- estimate call 753-5827
Shores, Hamlin. lake ac- Call 753-3683 after 4p.m.
Metal & Shingles.
cess, new septic tank. 1984 CHEVY van, dual ing at factory. 353-1323, Satisfied references.
56 Free Column
never used. water and A/C, color TV., C.B., after 5p.m. 753-5763.
Aluminum & Vinyl
LICENSED Electrician
NEED country homeelectric available. Call couch converts to bed. 1983 RAJA. 260 Mer. for residential and
Siding.
753-6508.
month old female mix
436-2289 after 3 pm.
cruiser 1.0., walk-thru commercial. Heating
estimate
Free
s.
breed dog
1984 OLDS 98 Regency, windshield Call 436- and air condition, gas
medium
size very good nature
4 door, fully equipped, 5356 or 753-1935
Call 759-1600
installation and repair
Call 753-2708 after 4p m
51.000 miles, extra AVTEK motor home, 72 Phone 753-7203.
46. Homes for Sale
sharp. Call 753-4575 Chevy chasis, roof air. LP and natural
gas
2 BR modern frame in after
6p.m.
gas furnace, self- service man with 15 yrs.
country, washer/dryer
1985 CNC S15, $5500. contained. low mileage. experience. Call 527hook-up, carpeted, well
1974 455 Formula. Iiite $5.595. Phone 136.2324.
3959 for installation or
insulated, deep well,
new. 1979 Chrysler New V BOTTOM 14 ' service.
utility shed, new roof &
Yorker, 82800. Honda aluminum boat, with 15 MITCHELL
Paving.
new foundation. Nice
50, $200. 1985 Yamaha 80 h.p. Mariner motor. Commercial
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
for retired couple.
, re4 -wheeler, $750. Piano Hummingbird 200 depth sidential.
Large or
Ready to move in. Must
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
$100. Call 759-9673 or finder, swivel seats. small. 30 years
sell- $12,500. Call 436exOVER
753-6438.
Call 436-5587.
perience. Calis753-1537.
5439.
20 YEARS
'56
CHEVR
OLET.
2
MOBI
LE'HOMt
2 BR, new vinyl siding,
EXPIPIENCt
door, good condition. 53. Services Offered
SOLID WOOD CABINETS&
Specialist Repair and
heat pump/AC. 1 acre
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Call
904-785-25
50.
preventa
tive maintenlot, city water,
Bich • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
65
MUSTA
NG,
runs
ance.
Roofs. floors.
Refinish &
workshop, storage
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
plumbing. wiring. •
building, $29,000. Lynn great, body 8r interior in
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Repair Work
good
condition
.
Call
492hurrican
e straps. 759- • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
Grove 435-4432.
8466 after 5p.m.
Experienced
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By t Sim Our Display
4850.
•
3 BR brick home, large
'77
FORD
LTD
4-dr.
MOODY 'S Mower
& Qualified
living room, dining
Sunbury Circle
409
•
OO•
O OOOOOOOO
OOO
For
more
informat
ion
Repair- pickup and
•••••••• OOOOOOO
room, fireplace, gas
Also For Sale delivery. All work
heat, full basement. For call 7 5 3-2 5 7 7
Depress
7a.m.-8p
ion
.m.
and
guaranteed. Call 753extra income has 1 BR
5668.
Fiesta Glassware,
upstairs apt., outside '78 CHRYSLER
ODD job specialist.
entrance & 2 BR garage LaBaron, needs rear
115 South 13th Street
Oak Furniture
ceiling fans. electrical.
apt. Large backyard. end & 1 t-top. $700. If
Murray. Kentucky 42071'
plumbing, fencing. You
Garden space. 1 / 2 interested call John
502-753-3492
name it, I do it. You
block from hospital. 713 after 5p.m. 489-2406.
79 MALIBU Classic,
buy, I install. You
Elm. Call 1-395-4756.
1-s.•
break, I fix. Call 4363 BR. living room. black, 2 door, sharp car.
2868 evenings.
dining room, kitchen, Call 753-8836.
PAINTING =Paper
bath, utility, upstairs '85 MUSTANG GT, all 2
MEN want to do yard
hanging, commerical or
unfinished on approx 1 power, ps. pb, 20.000 work.
Tree trimming, resident
plus miles. Call
1/2 acre, aluminum
ial, Free esremoval
of
unwante
d timates, Referenc
siding, carport, large 753-M02.
es. 25
trees & shrubbery, mow
years experience,
workshop, fruit trees.
SALES • RENTALS
yards, light hauling 8r
Tremon Farris 759-1987
$25,000. Call after 4p.m. 50. Used Trucks
wood for sale. Free
489-2333.
Chemi
ROOFING. Siding,
cals'Maintenance
1939 CHEVY pickup. 283 estimates. 753-0680
or Concret
NICE, remodeled. 2 engine, straight shift, 759-1683.
e work. Additions. Painting,
story older home on 1 needs paint, $1200.
ALL type masonry
General Carpentry
acre lot within five Phone 435-4366 after work,
block, brick,
P A. Molony
miles of town. Large 5p.m.
753-8626
concrete, driveways,.
Free Estimates
pool and deck with
sidewalks, patios, house
1969
CHEVY
long
wheel
satellite. $31,000. Call
base with completely foundations. new
753-6185.
ALUMINUM
rebuilt 67 283 Sting Ray chimneys or chimney
REMODELED. Good
repair. 25 years exengine
(in
restorin
g
SERVICE CO.
location. Near college
TOMMY SANDERS
process). $500 firm. perience. Free esAluminum and vinyl
and shopping. Large
timates. Call Charles
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE FOR
489-2406.
rooms. Upstairs area
siding. Custom trim
Barnett 753-5476.
1973 INTERNATIONA
for expansion. Central
work.
Referenc
es.
BROW
N & BIGELOW
APPLIANCE
H /A. Carpet. $36.000. dump truck, good con
Call Will Ed Bailey
SERVICE. Kenmore,
dition. $1825 or +best
1004 Main. 759-1265.
753-068
9
Westinghouse.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom. offer. Call 759-1354.
Whirlpool. 23 years
(502) 753-3299
1978 DODGE flat bed, experience.
2 bath, brick home on 15
WILL
dO
concrete work,
Parts and
acres east of Murray. 3/4 ton, dual wheels, service. Bobby Hopper, roofing, siding, carpen
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons excellent condition. Call Bob's Applian
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
ce Ser- try and odd jobs. Call
Super insulated 2 or 3 435 4361 or 759 1099 vice. 202 S. 5th St. A.E. Ballentine
4000 Specialty items to choose from
work.
753-2887.
BR home with passive
Business 753-4872. 436solar green house, 2
1978 FORD van, pb, ps, 5848 (home).
baths, large kitchen &
ac, cruise, 4 captains APPLIANCE repair.
dining area. Also, cenchairs, couch & win- washers- dryerstral heat & air. Nice
dows. 1 owner. Priced refrigerators- ranges.
corner lot. $48,500. 753at $2,200. Call after air cond. George Hodge
0563 Tripp Williams, 5p.m 753-4984.
& Son. 10 Dixieland
Broker & SOLAR
1979 F250 pickup truck, Shopping .Center 753HOME BUILDERS.
H.D. trailer special, 4669.
auto., air & power. APPLIANCE REPAIR:
$2750. Call 753 1746.
Factory authorized for
4 7 . Motorcycles
1 9 8 4 CONVERSION Tappan. Kelvinator and
1983 HONDA Aero
Ford Econoline Van, Brown. Service on gas
Scooter, red, good conloaded, C.B., ladders, and electric ranges.
dition. 1500 miles
racks. Venetian blinds. microwaves. disPhone 1-345-2735.
Mags. 40,000 miles. hwashers. refrigerators, etc. Earl
$9,895. Call 436-5850.
4 9 . Used Cars
1984 NISSAN Kingcab. Lovett, 354-6956 or 7531970 CAMARO Super One owner. 5 speed, ac, 5341
ps, pb, 40,xxx. 753-3387.
Sport, blue. Sharp with
Yearry's Tree
lots of extras. Call 492- '67 CHEVROLET truck,
8466 after 5p.m.
307 motor, pb, ps. Body
& Yard Service
1973 BLUM LaSabre, 2 .& paint fair. Call 489
Free Estimates
door, good gas mileage, 2758 after 6p.m.
Phone 436-2562
new exhaust. $475 or '70 SCOUT 4x4, 3 speed,
best offer. Call 759-1354.
753-0789
very good motor, body
1973 MUSTANG, V-8 & running gear, $1,650.
Experienced
AT. ps pb, good condi- Call after 4p.m
CARPET installation.
tion, $1,000. 753-3648 753 2708.
after 6p.m.
'72 CHEVY van, 6 cyl., 3 professional service
1974 PORI) L.T D. speed, manual trans., Also repairs. SatisfacMechanically sound
good tires, low mileage, tion guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
Call 753-6252
$500 Call 436 2594.
DAI.E S Window
Cleaning Residential,
commercial. one & two
story References. 10,',
Senior Citizen discount.
753-9873 or 436-5836
Thursday, August 28, 6:30 p.m. FENCE
sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs
OR home improvement & repair on interior & exterior Free
estimates Call 762-4782
GENERAL HOM7
REPAIR 15 years experierice Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing. siding NO JOB
TO SMALL Free es*Must be at least 23 years of age
timates. Days 753-6973.
'Must
have no more than 2 moving violation for
nights 474-2276
C;F:NERAL Building
Repair- 20 years ex'Must have good work history
perience Roofing &
painting. indoor & out'Applicants with less than 12 months driving exdoor Odd jobs No job
perience will be considered as a driver trainee
to small 474-8057
Raise money for your favorite
GREENHOUSES and
sun rooms, starting
club of your choice,at the World of
with your patio foundaSound. by purchasing tapes and
tion Enjoy the outside
LP's - and get a percentage off
all year. Custom built
saver homes
each one, to be given to your club.
Contracted or hourly SoA good way to raise money for
lar home builders
Trtpp Williams 753-0563.
your school!

REGISTERED Basset
hound puppies, 8 weeks
old, $125. Call 435-4525.
REGISTERED male
Siberian HuSky, 18
months old, $200. Call
753-2591
41. Public Sales

41. Public Sales

22, 1988

rtealty

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

OrRors

Hubert Coles
Antiques
492-8714

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

43

Specialty Advertising

Truck Drivers

POOLE TRUCK LINE, INC. WILL BE
INTERVIEWING FOR

EXPERIENCED
,LONGHAUL DRIVERS
On

Friday, August 22, 1986
and

Saturday, August 23, 1986
From 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
in
Room No. 101 of the

Auction

At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa
8 good chest type freezers, lots
of furnitum many antiquc pieces
in oak and walnut, lots of collectibles, many boxes of items.
Todd and Cash White, auctioners

HOLIDAY INN in MAYFIELD, KY.

r

ON U. S. Highway 121

ALL APPLICANTS MUST APPLY IN PERSON

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION

Attention!

3 years

Welcome Back, Murray
High and Calloway High!

POOLE OFFERS A VERY
COMPETITIVE PAY AND BENEFITS PACKAGE

energy

Visit Both Stores!
#11 store at 1303 Chestnut ST.
We appreciate your business

WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

Irrigation

(NOW
/tau or,gle,

ROS11141
.11,1.i

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie Tn
Call Colloct
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Fro. f stornat•s

•

An Equal Opportunity Empolyer

I.

.-.
. .,•,
..N110,1••••••••11.•

40.
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Attorneys settle on case explanation in Butcher trial
CHATTANOOGA.
Tenn.(AP)- Attorneys
In the federal fraud trial
of C.H. Butcher Jr. have
settled on how the case
.should be explained to
the jury next week.
Five weeks of

testimony and evidence
have concluded and attorneys dedicated
Thursday's work to a
consideration of the
charges andthe judge's
instruction to the sevenwoman, five-man jury

U.S. District Judge
Thomas A. Higgins
dismissed one mail
fraud count against Butcher and co-defendant
James E. Steiner, pregdent of Southern Industrial Banking Corp.

SIBC's demise.
On Thursday assistant U.S. Attorney Jimmie Baxter conceded
that testimony had
shown one mail fraud
count was in error. A
SLEW financial report
had been delivered by
hand to state officials
rather than mailed.
Baxter said.
Butcher and Steiner
still face 10 counts of
mail fraud, 10 counts of
wire fraud and five
counts of securities
fraud. Convictions on
each count could bring
each man prison terms
of up to 115 years.
Their defense has

when it filed for
bankruptcy in 1983.
The government
originally charged Butcher. 49, and Steiner. 44,
with 26‘counts of mail.
wire arid securities
fraud in connection with

.Man recovers wallet after losing it 37 years ago
EVANSVILLE. Ind.
t AP - William Wayne
Bochert could scarcely
remember he lost a
wallet 37 years ago and
much less remember
what was in it.
But. Bochert happily
clutched the title to his
old 1939 Chevy sedan
Thursday - along with
a faded driver's license.
two black -and-white

.

photographs of an old
girlfriend and a U.S.
Savings Bond that had
been in the wallet.
"Oh my, my, my," the
Corydon. Ky„ man said
over and over as he examined the old
documents presented to
him Thursday by Maj.
T.E. Mendenhall. site
commander at Camp
Pendleton, the National

OBITUARIES
alter Hilliard

Walter Hilliard. 77. of
Rt. 6. Murray, died at
12-10 a-rn, Wednesday
at the Murray-Callaway
County Hospital.
He wag preceded in
death by his wife, Bertha Turnbdw Hilliard
who died Feb. 7. 1983.
He was a member of
the Baptist Church and
a retired railroad
engineer.
._Hilliard is survived by

several nieces and
nephews.
Visitation.willhe from_
6-10 p.m. at the MillerChurchill Funeral
Home.
Services will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
funeral home with the
Rev. Marvin Napier officiating. Oneida White,
organist, will furnish
the music.
Burial will be in
Memorial Gardens.

Delton Roland
Delton Roland. 66, Rt.
8, Murray, died at 1:05
a m. today at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ada Roland.
whom he married July
3, 1948 Mr. Roland. born
Sept. 15. 1919, in Tennessee. was veteran of
World War II during
which he received the
Purple Heart.
He was a member of
C.B. Cates Marine Corp
Leagife:-Paducah,Disabled American
Veterans, and the VFW,

local 1120. in Indianapolis. Ind.
He was preceded in
death by his parents,
Hoyt Roland and Sallie
Carter.

Guard training base in
Virginia Beach, Va.
where Bochert served in
1949.
Bochert was a
20-year-old attending a
training camp at the
military reservation
then when he returned
to , his barracks one
evening to find his
wallet missing.
"It was probably
lifted," he said after
learning the wallet
documents were found
in the attic of a building
undergoing renovations
at the camp.
The wallet was gone.
Whatever cash he had in
it was gone. But
Borhert, -now 57, anticipated a cache of
memories from what
remained. - Mendenhall met
Bochert at Dress
Regional Airport and
fire presented him with
some mementoes from
the National Guard,
such as a framed print,
a T-shirt iron-on and a
mug.
The personal visit was
warranted, Mendenhall
said, because "we occasionally find items on
the post, but this is the
longest time anything
has ever been lost."
Bochert listened
politely to Mendenhaa's
greeting, but anxiously
awaited the brown
envelope containing his
lost possessions.

Other survivors include a god-daughter.
Kathy Perry. and a godgranddaughter. Erica
-Lynn Perry. both of Indianapolis, Ind.
Services will be 1 p.m.
Monday at the MillerChurchill Funeral
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Home.
(API
There_ probably- Burial - will fallow- in
theFort Donelson Na- is not much future for
small congregations,
tional Cemetery.
says an authority on
church trends.
The Rev. Lyle
Schaller of Richmond,
Also surviving are
Ind.. told a United
three sisters. Mrs. Pearl
Methodist conference of
Short. Rt, 2, Murray,
leaders of large conMrs. Ora Nell Mohler,
gregations that young
Columbus. Ohio. and
adults nowadays are
Mrs. Tommy (Anna
choosing big congregaSammons, Las Vegas.
tions for various
Nev.: two brothers,
reasons, including:
Wilson Staples,
- Urbanization that
Haubspadt. Ind.. and
fosters big institutions.
Zack B. Staples. Tuc- School consolidason. Ariz.
tions that accustom peoFuneral services will ple to large institutions.
be at the Locust Grove
People's expectaChurch of the Nazarene tion of a variety
of
at 11 a.m. Friday with church programs
that
the Rev. Ercel Carter only large congregaofficiating.
Burial will follow in
the Kirksey Cemetery.

Small churches threatened
by declining congregations
tions are are able to
provide.
- A tendency among
some people to want to
attend a large church
where they can "get
lost."

Mr. Bryan Staples
Bryan Staples, 89. of
Overland Park. Kan..
formerly of Kirksey.
died Sunday at 10:30
p.m. at St. Joseph
Hospital. Kansas City,
Mo.
His wife, Mrs. Robbie
Watson Staples, died
Nov 3. 1985. A retired
farmer, he was a
member of Locust
Grove Church of the
Nazarene.
Born March 31. 1897.
in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
James Monroe Staples
and Lucy Ora Magness
Staples.
He is survived by one
son. Rob L. Staples and
wife, Marcella.
Overland Park. Kan.:
two granddaughters.
Mrs. Marshall Karen)
Ferrell. Lawton, Okla.
and Mrs. Jerry (Lynda'
Cohagan, Olathe, Kan.;
twogreatgrandchildren, Andrea
Ferrell and Ryan
Ferrell.

"I've got to put my
glasses on to see what
everything is," he said
after the envelope was
handed to him.
The first items he
pulled out were the two
snapshots.
"Oh my goodness
gracious - that's my
old girlfriend!" Bochert
said, blushing.
He still recalled her
name:
"It's Eug.enia
Horstman - she must
be 55 by now. You never
forget your first big
love."
When asked how his
wife would react,
Bochert said. "It's been
too .many years to get
me into trouble."
He then examined the
other papers, including
his car registration, a
yellowing Social Security card and his draft
card.
Pulling out some worn
business cards, Bochert
looked baffled.
"TbiS reallyjogs the
memory," he said.
At the bottom of the
pile was the prize: a $50
U.S. Savings Bond that
Bochert purchased in
June 1949 for $37.50.
-We're going to find
out what that's going to
be worth today, right
after I leave here,' he
said. "It's probably
worth a couple of hundred dollars by now. I
guess."

661.50-64.50

1 ti 2 3 2241 250 Lbs.
1 5 34 2.50 270 1,h..

104.00.64.50
1413.00-64.00

enticing taxpayers to
pay for goals deemed
appropriate for the
public good.
Methods some taxpayers have used La
create losses and
thereby shield income
would be abolished.
Congressional
reformers targeted the
abusive type of tax
shelter that the Internal
Revenue Service has

Three-year-old bids
thousands for ham
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Anna Hitron
receives a lot of spending money for a 3-yearold.
She tends to invest
vast sums in commodities and to do her
shopping at the Kentucky State Fair.
Pointing her finger in
the air with her arm
held high Thursday, Anna committed to spending more than $30,000
for a country ham for
the third straight year.
The Money far the
prize ham at the 23rd
Annual Kentucky Country Ham Breakfast will
go to a charity - of the

child's choice, according to her grandfatherfinancier. Louisville
developer Al Schneider.
Her final bid of
$30,637.50 was $2,150 a
pound - for the
14.25-pound ham. Cured
by Kentucky's Pride
Country Hams Inc. of
Cecilia, the ham won
grand champion honors
at the fair. A ham that
size normally sells for
about $2.25 a pound.
Last year, Anna's bid
of $2,500 a pound on a
18:25-pound him
brought a record
$45,625. In 1984, her final
total was $32,000 on a
20-pounder.

been battling for years.
"Master recordings of
films, or books, exotic
nut plantations, gold
mines in New Jersey
and orange groves in
Alaska. Those things
are dead and gone .and
good. riddance," said
David A. Berenson, adjunct professor
taxation at New York
University.
But less exotic, more
productive ways of
writing off income also
would be wiped out or
sharply curtailed.
"Everyone will have
to rethink their whole investment strategy,"
said John L. Norman
Jr.. national director of
the Pannell Kerr
Forster accounting firm
in Washington. "A lot of
traditional tax shelters

no longer make sense."
Tax sheltering would
be radically transformed because losses from
most "passive" pursuits
could not be deducted
from other income,. including salaries, stock
dividends and bond interest payments.
The bill defines
passive shelters as
limited or general partnerships in which the investor does not actively
participate in
management.
The paNsive loss provision would go into effect gradually and
would be fully phased in
by 1991. Starting in 1987,
the legislation would
permit taxpayers to use
65 percent of the losses
they could deduct under
current law.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!
GM

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Stock Market
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
J('Penney
Penvvalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

higher.
684.50 85.110

NEW YORK (AP People accustomed to
finding ways to shrink
their taxable income
should start changing
their habits.
The landmark tax
legislation expected to
become law this year
marks a retreat from
using the federal tax
code for social and
economic engineering.
So it offers few credits
and deductions aimed at

Industrial Average
-00.56
1881.19
Previous Close
/4 -1
Air Products
333
/
4
American Telephone
23% -lie
Briggs Sz
1
4
34% +/
Chrysler
. 41% -%
29% +/
CSX Corp
3
4
31% .%
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store"
15%B 16A
Exxon
65% +3/s
Ford
62 unc
G.A.F.......33% +/
1
4
General Motors
.7334 -%
GenCorp, Inc.
76%. + 11
/
2
Goodrich............39% upc
Goodyear
341/4 -%

kentuck3 Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Ret Pints %rt. 679 Est. 000 Barrous
&4.1121. I.1111 higher Sews steeds to 1.464
2.20 250 1.1046.
I 33 1-2 2011 220 Lb...

Change coming in public tax habits

OINIR•4 MOTORS CORPORATION

Federal State Market News Ser3ice
August 22. 1986

1 S I

negotiate the sale of investment certificates
while the five securities
fraud counts involve
five specific instances of
alleged misrepresentation of facts in the sale
of investment • certificate's from SIBC.
Butcher, who once
controlled a 23-bank
chain with $1.5 billion in
assets, also faces
federal indictments for
bankruptcy fraud and
money-laundering. He
and Steiner also face a
state indictment alleging they lied to state
regulators abut
Southern Industrial's
financial condition.

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Hog market

Pallbearers will be
Doris Ezzell, Dwight
Watson. Danny Cunningham. Don Hook.
Odell Colson and Jerry
Watson.
Music will be provided by Clarice Norsworthy and Datha McCallon
who will sing a duet.
LaNell Usrey will be the
organ!st

been to blame SIBC's older brother of C.H.
demise on the failure of Butcher Jr. and head of
United American Bank
UAB-Knoxville, was
of Knoxville in sentenced to 20 years in
February 1983. That prison after he pleaded
bank failure - the third guilty to stealing $20
largest on record - million from his own
sparked a one-month, banks.The mail fraud
$22 million run on charges against Butdeposits at SIBC, But- cher and Steiner involve
cher and Steiner have SIBC advertisements in
each said.
the Knoxville NewsProsecutors have 'Sentinel and Oak Ridger
countered that claim
which the government
with evidence they say says intentionally mislshows the men used ed investors about
SIBC as their "personal SIBC's dangerous finanpiggy bank- and as a cial standing.
"dumping ground" for
The wire fraud counts
uncollectible loans at involve television comother Butcher banks.
mercials for SIBC and
Jake Butcher, the the use of telephones to

137% -%
.383/4 +'/2
1
2A
22/
1
2B 22/
521/3 unc
• 641/4 +1/i
33 +
76/
1
2 -1
/
2
52 + 1/4
W/4 +
471/4 +%
31% unc
82/
3
4 unc
441/4 .
/
3
4
46% .%
131/14 +/
1
2
5.93

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

$300
Cash Rebate
on 10-20-30
Series Trucks
Big Pickups & 1 Tons
2 Wheel or 4 Wheel Drive
Through August 22

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
783.2617

641 S. Murray

PURCHASE
AREA

eileAmt
DEALER

,

SON .6
S I 2 2711 4.211 1.toi
1 .4 I 3 31111 450 1,bs.
1 S I 3 430-2401 Lbs.
1 S I 3 03er 500 1.b'..
I % 2 3 31111 500 1.13.4.
&Mrs $43.401-IS.00

netan

952.00.54.00
1.52.011-54.00
6.54.00-54.00
858.00-59.50

as
!'

simMiew.

950.16)52.041

I

area tlartt

Our Open House
Weekend is back again.

Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:

WEEKEND SPECIAL
NO LIMIT

.

Rent 3 Movies Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Friday, Bring Back Monday

VCR Rentals
:995
$125°
Weekend

Per Week

Choose from over 2000
Movies and more arriving daily
Open Till 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

Pork Roost
Southern Fried Chicken
Blockeyed Peas
Turnip Greens
Fancy Macaroni & Cheese
Mexican Style Corn
Green Peas & Carrots
Deep Fried Onion Rings
Deep Fried Okra
Garden Salad w/homemode dressings
Fresh Fruit Bowl
Sliced Peaches
Cottage Cheese
Fresh Vegetable Medley
Creomy Cole Slaw
Homemade Rolls
Strawberry Shortcake
*5.50 Athos& $2.50 0.11drien Undo. 12

Boston Tea Partymin
Holiday Inn

3IC
)77-

Diners Cl u b/Cart Blench
U.S 641 South -Murray
753-091

tell11111111111
1002 Walnut (lust off North 10th) on Cul-de-sac ,-

1 8 mi north of 121 on 1836 Turn right at Col
rlwater Baptist Church Priced in 40 s

701 Goodman

121 North rust beyond Coldwater Turn left into
Bendefueld Come to open house or see video at
office

Looking for a home,Join us this weekend, and ka our LEN
TORY 21' Professionals show you our featured open houses
There's a lot more to see And we have a lot to offer because
we re part of the real estate system the, saills More homes
than any other Call for more detads directions or first stop
by See you there'

egniulYen
41

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Ky 753 1492

Put Number 1 to work for you;
l4'm.4tsIMIU4I5S101STUr01stirii5e00,55?!),

4

•
•'

-.4,o •

T

• '.•••

.r

the
Ledger
84c Times
MENU
SECTION

Hong Kong Restaurant.. pg. 2
Dakota
pg. 3
Lean-To
pg. 4
9th Street House

pg. 5

Happy House

pg 6

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Seven Seas

pg. 7
pg. 8

Golden Corral

pg. 9

Mr. Gatti's

pg. 10

Cypress Springs

pg. 11

Pagliai's

pg. 12

Capt. D's

pg. 13

Lacey's

.vr'd

pg. 14

Arby's

pg. 15

Sue & Charlie's

pg. 16
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Cantonese Cuisine'
.
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6.50

Sweet and Sour Won Ton (Pork)
Sweet and Sour Pork
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Shrimps
Hot and Sour Chicken ..
Orange Chicken
Lemon Chicken
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Fried Shrimp Meat Sauce lobster Style
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Happy Family
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War Sue Duck

Hong Kong Sirloin steak
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7.55

Fried Ham Steak
Chopped Beef Steak
Breaded Veal Cutlets
Roast Chicken or Turkey
Fried Chicken (4)
Pork Chops
Club Steak
Sirloin Steak
T-Bone Steak
Rib Eye

(Saids atilt 646
Shrimp Cocktail
Shrimp Salad
Chef's Salad
Combination Salad
Dinner Salad

sm.ii 2.45

so.n1.45

3.75
3.25
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Kong So Shrimps
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Pork Fried Rice
Chicken Fried Rice
Mushroork Fried Rice
Ham Fried Rice
Shrimp fried Rice
Lobster Fried Rice
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Wonderful Shrimp
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Cashew Nub Shrimps

Bombay Curry Pork
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Cashew Nuts Chicken
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EGG ROLL (1)
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barbecued isml. dwand and shredded cabbage wrapped
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"penal newt roil noodles
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/olden &Own

•

Chicken lives Chow Mein or Chop Suev
Vegetable Chow Mein or Chop Suer
Fine Cot Chow Mein or Chop Sue,
Chicken Chow Mein or Chop Suey
Beef Chow Mein or Chop Suer
Mushroom Chow Mein or Chop saes
Wimp Chow Mein or Chop Suey

Fragrant Pori

Shaft we. hese My. 1•1•01.00001. 11001•00 MOM
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Barbecued Pork with Snow Pea Pods
5.95
Barbecued Pork with Chinese Green(Buck Toy)....5.25
Barbecued Pork with Chinese Vegetables
5.75
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Pork Egg Foo Young
Chicken Egg Foo Young
Beef Egg Foo Young
Mushroom Egg Foo Young
Shrimp Egg Foci Young
Lobster Egg Foci Young

Char Su Ding

14aniarin Cuisine/
Kung Bo Chicken

pied cktv
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Ho Yu Yok Pan

Beef with Chinese Snow Pea Pods

Served with Salad Potato Roll and Coller only
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Fried fillet of Sole
Fried Deep Sea Scallops
Fried Oysters
Fried jumbo Shrimp
Seafood Platter
Broiled Lobster Tail
Lobster Tail and Steak

5.75

1400* due.lone soresesseel anda Cham• We. ulled leader
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Beef Pepper Steak
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Kong Bo Port

Hamburger Sandwich
1.85
Cheeseburger Sandwich
2.05
Denver Sandwich
Bacon and Egg Sandwich .
2.25
Ham and Egg Sandwich
.rine.2.25
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato Sandwich ..e.„ 2.25
Clubhouse Sandwich
2.95
House Special Sandwich
3.25
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6.25

Seafools

5.95
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Chicken lover Sul:mum (hues Mem or Chop Sues, 3.75
Vegetable Subsume Chow Mein or Chop Suey
3.75
Pork Subway,' Chow Mein or Chop Suey
Chicken Subgurn Chow Mein or Chop Suer
Seel Subsume Chow Memo,Chop Sue,

Chow Mein or Chop Suer
Shrsnop Subium Chow Mein or Chop Suer
Mushroom Subsum

4.00
4.25
4.%
4.50
L25

•

CHICKEN WINGS(6)
Tender dweller, wing, marinated Ni our carers %mewl iauce and Prod io•110
id...
, bro..
FRIED WON TON (12)

RUMAKI(8)
(AKA«, lover and water chettnun mapped

WO

1.50
3.25

3.75

bacon and deep hod to•oerrect cnsproess

BARBECUED PORK(12)
su.o. of pore tenderloin 'marinated in our own pertettly seasoned barbecue
B ARBECUED RIBS(6)
tender pork ran marinated in OW men pertectte wasoned barbecue iaoCe
CANTONESE FRIED SHRIMP(6)
brintio throne dipped ,n 0ii vet 4/ h•fil• end tried to•goiden cow
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Cantonese Fried Shrimp
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Fried Won Ton
Barbecued Rib
62.25 Per Person
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APPETIZERS
Potato Skins
Crisp fried skins topped with bacon and cheddar cheese

Monday thru Thursday

Nacho Supreme

11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday thru Sunday
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Nachos

3.95

A basket of nachos with Mexican salsa

1.95

Fried Mushrooms

3.25

Egg Rolls
Chef Salad

Fried crisp and served with our sweet and sour sauce

House Salad
Crisp and filled with whatever is in season

2.95

Chicken Tutees
The best chicken available seasoned and fried and served
with a delicious sauce

$4.75

3.25

Chicken Livers
1.75

California Salad

Hand breaded and deep fried and served with
the perfect sauce

2.96

Shrimp-in-the-Rough

A light refreshing salad of fresh cut fruit with a honey
yognOltiressing served with a scoop of chicken
salad or cottage cheese

4.76

Stuffed with our own chunky homemade chicken salad

2.96

Tomato

$3.25

Topped with spicy chili, cheddar and jack cheese. chopped
tomatoes. jalepenos, and our Mexican salsa

Battered and deep fried to a golden brown

Crisp lettuce topped with potato sticks, bacon, turkey
and ham, cheddar and jack cheese, tomato and
your favorite dressing

PAGE 3

la lb. of the best shrimp available cooked to order in
spices and served hot

9.95

SOUPS

All salad dressings made fresh in our kitchen

Dakota Stone Soup

SPECIALS

House special from our own stock pot. A delicious blend
of vegetables and beef

$1.75

The Day's Soup
Ask your server about our chef's soup of the day

Hot Roast Beef
Done the old-fashioned-way, open faced with mashed potatoes
and cole slaw

1.75

ENTREES
$3.75

Fish Platter
2 pieces of hand cut cod fried to a golden brown and served
with french fries and cols slaw

3.95

Ribeye
9.95

The finest beef charbroiled to perfection

Shrimp Platter
14 shrimp fried to a golden brown and served with french
fries and cols slaw

4.95

Filet Mignon

Hamburger Steak
Trish ground beef charbroiled to your taste and served
with french fries and cols slaw

We cut ours fresh from the heart of the tenderloin daily
and charbroil to your taste
Regular

3.95

SANDWICHES

New York Strip

Large

Charbroiled to your specifications

9.95
11.95
10.95

Hamburgers •
All burgers are hand-formed, fresh ground beef. charbroiled
to your taste and served on a kaiser roll
With cheese

$2.95
3.25

Teriyaki Steak
Sirloin imitated and grilled to your taste

6.95

Tenderloin grilled and served on bed of rice with our
own mushroom gravy

7.95

Chicken Filet
Lightly breaded and deep fried

3.25

Chicken Salad
Try it on a croissant with lettuce and tomato

3.25

Bacon, Lettuce and Tomato
The traditional way

3.25

Grilled Cheese
American or Swiss

Tender flavorful tenderloin and sirlon ground and charbroiled
to order

6.95

Chicken Teriyaki

Grilled and delicious

3.50

•
Grilled rye bread filled with corned beef. swiss cheese
and sauerkraut

3.75

The Dakota Club
A traditional favorite with slices of turkey. bacon, lettuce
and tomato

A reel treat
All sandwiches served with dill pickle, french fries or cole slaw
and your choice of bread

Marinated breast of chicken grilled just right
Served with ham and jack cheese

6.95
7.96

Shrimp Scampi
Sauteed in olive oil and garlic
Served with regular filet

12.96
16.96

3.75

Prime Rib

Catch-of-the-Day
4.26

Friday Night Seafood Buffet Special

•••--1.B
.111••••••-••••••••••••-•••‘••••••••••

Chopped Sirloin

1.95

Ham and Cheese
Reuben

Beef Tips

The beet white fish available broiled with lemon butter

10.96

PAM RIB SPECIAL
Every Friday And Saturday light
All entrees served with tossed salad, potato and our delicious bread

4

4
•

4

•

5.

•
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Located In South
Fulton at
620 Broadway
Across From The
Dairy Queen
(901)479-1557

A La Carte

•

(Create your own combination from this
section)
C
N
•
R
•

•

Tacos and Taquitos
Beef Taco, Hard Sheii
1.50
Beef Taco Soft Shei
Chicken Taco. Hard Shell
1.50
Chicken Taco, Soft Shel,
Beef Taquitos
Chicker Taguitos
.96
Topped with Sour Cream
.20
Topped with Guacamole
With Diced Jalapenos
•
.20

1.50
1.50
95
40

Burritos
Bean Burrito
Smothered Bean Burrito
1.80
Bean and Beef Burrito
Smothered Bean and Beef
2.15
Beet Burrito
Burrito
2.05
Chicken Burrito
Smothered Beef Burrito
2.06
Small Tacoma
Smothered Chicken Burrito
3.40
Burrito Rojo
Large Tacoma
3.40
Small Burrito Supremo
Large Burrito Supremo
3.96
Beef Fajitas
2.93
Topped with Sour Cream
.35
Topped with Guacamole
Extra Cheese
.os
Extra Lettuce and Tomato
With Diced Jalapenos
.36

Mexican Dinners

No Substitutions, Please
One complimentary basket of Chips Et Salsa Crude
served with all Mexican Dinners, or a combmatign of any three A La Carte
items

Fajitas Dinner
Make your own Served with Arroz and Frijoles

Mexican Omelet Dinner

495

396

4.36
4.36
5.20
5.75
.80
.36

Enchiladas,

Enchirotos
Beef Enchilada
Cheese Enchilada

5.96

3.56

3.25
2.50
2.60

Chicken Enchilada
Beef Flautas
Chicken Flautas

2.50
2.50
2.50

Topped with Sour Cream
.35
Topped with Guacamole
With Diced Jalapenos

Served with Frijoles and Arroz

so

.35

Aztec Dinner

8.25

Chalupa Beef Enchilada, Bean Et Beef Chimichangas

Del Rio

Chimichangas

6.50

Small Burrito Supreme, Arroz, Chicken Taquitos

Taco Dinner

Small
Bean Chimichangas
Been Et Beef
Chimichangas
Beef Chimichangas
Chicken Chimichangas

5.95

5 Tacos of your choice

Enchilada Dinner
Choose Beef, Cheese or Chicken
Served with Frijoles and Arroz

2 enchiladas 5.96

San Luis
Beef Et Bean Chimichangas, Beef Taco, Bean Tostado

E.1 Dorado
Pueblo

Small
Smothered Bean
Chimichangas
Smothered Bean Et Beef
Chimichangas
Smothered Beef
Chimichanges
Smothered Chicken
Chimichangas

1.96 2.40
2.15 2.85
2.15 2.96

4.95
4.96

Smothered Tamale, Frijoles, Arroz

Large

1.50 1.96

Topped with Sour Cream
Extra Cheese

.35
.05

Large

3.25 4.46
3.80 4.90
3.96 5.36
3.95 5.36

Topped with Guacamole
With Diced Ja4penos

4.96

Enchirotos, Frijoles, Arroz

Laredo

5.25

San Juan

5.96

Three Beef Tacos. Frijoles, Arroz

San Pedro

Tostados

Bean Tostado
Beef Tostado
Chicken Tostacto

Beef Enchilada, Beef Taco, Bean Tostado

1.50

Cheese Tostado
Guacamole Tostado
Chaiupa (Beans. Beef Sou,
Cream)

2.15
2.15

1.20
2.06
2.16

Topped with Sour Cream
.20
Topped with Guaramole
With Diced Alapenos

6.96

Small Bean Burrito, Cheese Enchilada, Arroz, Beef Taco

.00

.20

San Jose

8.25
Beef Enchilada, Tamale in Sauce Et Cheese, Soft Shell Beef
Taco

San Antonio

Beef Enchilada, Rice Smothered in Red Chili, Chalupa

Veracruz
Small Chicken Burrito, Chicken Flautas, Frijoles, Arroz

La Paz
Santiago

6.25

Chicken Chimichangas. Bed Flautas, Frijoles, Arroz
Cheese Chili Relleno, Rojo. Frijoles. Guacamole Tostad
a

El Paso

Small Smothered Bean Burrito, Beef Enchilada. Beef Taco
Bean Tostada

Monterey

.4

C 14 C 14 44.1
.v 1 k
•, • •

1r04 M ;
Mr.
'
1• • • • •
tr •

Tamales
smoihereo Tamale

6.96

SPentsh Omelet
Mexican Omelet

2.75

Tamale Plain
Tamale in Sauce and Cheese

6.95
6.95

Steak Smothered in Green Chili Et Monterey Jack Chees
e
Served with Frijoles and Arroz

Mexican Chili Dog

6.95

Cheese Enchilada Beef Enchilada, Tamale in Sauce
Et Cheese,
Cheese Tostada

2.96
350

3.96
396

Mexican Sandwich

6.25

Rio Verde

-

Smothered Huevos
In Red Chili
In Green Chili

6.25

Guesadilla, Chicken Enchilada, Frijoles. Arroz

Mexican Hamburger Steak

Huevos

6.25

ot,'

Si

'Leo

2.50
3.26

Fiesta Burger

3.25

Stuffed Peppers
Cheese Chili Relleno

1.95
2.36
2.35

P010

Cluosadiiis
With Diced Jalapenos

35

Side Orders
Sour Cream. 4o,
Afro, iRicel
Frijoi's(Refried BAtingl
Guacamole 140,
iaiajtenos13)

.111

IN.'

110
90
225

80

Corn Tortilla 131

.40
40

Flour TortiHilli
Chili Con Ouese 14 0j

150

Seise Crude 14 or ,
Crop,

1 CO
¶00
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Ninth Street House
• 323 North Ninth
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
442-9019

•et

Also featuring for your evening

'•'- jr4t
644
-c
!ifs.,,•

‘,:l
••••

•t

•

Dinner — Tuesday thru Saturday
Tuesday;Friday 6:00-9:00 (last seating)
Saturday 6:00-9:00 (last seating)
Evening Menus change weekly

3 Course Dinners

$1350

(soup or salad, entree choice, 2 vegetables, rolls
& coffee or tc.1)

5 Course Dinners

(soup, salad, entree choice, 2 vegetables,
rolls, coffee or tea and choice of dessert)

Dinner Entree's include:
Prime Rib
Marinated Lamb Shiskabob
• Fresh Baked Trout with Almonds
• Fresh Grilled Swordfish
Fresh Grilled Shrimp
Chicken Cordon Bleu, plus others(changing weekly)
Delicious Entree's of the evening:
Choice of Salad, all dressings made daily
Fresh Vegetables in season
Homemade Bread
Fresh Desserts prepared daily in our own kitchen,
-including: Homemade Ice Creams

selection, a lighter fare menu including:
(Tuesday thru Friday)

Our Famous California
•
Chicken Salad
Our Pantry Special Salad

Rib Eye Steak Sandwich
with Tossed Salad
8 Oz. Grilled Burger
on Homemade Bun

Curtis' own w/hot sweet mustard and tossed salad or baked potato

Monte Cristo Sandwich
with tossed
salad or fresh fruits Ai melon in season)
'Items above prices for your enloyment

$4-75

Each

Lunches Served
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
*Reservations

•
•

1,1

Suggested*

I

N.

,
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or...41111111111
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We Have A Full Catering Service

r
I

We do Weddings, Parties, Rehersal
Dinners and All Other Occasions
We Open During The Week For
Private Parties At Night
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Bar-B-Q /14
Phone 753-0045

SANDWICHES
Bar-B-Q
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Ham
Ham & Cheese
Chuckwagon
Chicken
Corn Dog

REG.
1.55
.69
.85

LG.
1.85
1.29
1.39
1.29
1.39
1.39

DBL
2.75
1.89
1.99
1.89
1.99

1.69
.69
SIDE ORDERS:
French Fries
Tater Tots
Onion Rings
Mushrooms
Chips
Slaw
Beans

.60
.65
.79
1.09
.40
.45
.45

PLATES:
Bar-B-Q
Chicken Breast
Shrimp & Fries

)
)

3.25
3.25
3.25

• c"--

DRINKS:
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up, Dr. Pepper & Mountain De
w
.55 .60 .70 .89
Tea
.50
.60
Coffee
.50
.60
tCP
Milk
.65
IrBAR-B-Q AVAILABLE BY THE
POUND OR WHOLE SHOULDER

•
•
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Restaurant

Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky.
753-4141
Open 11 a.m. Monday-Friday, 4:00 p.m. Saturday
Create Your Own Platter

Seven Seas Famous Fish Dinners

Choose Two Different Items To Create Your Favorite Combination

Ocean Boneless - North Atlantic Whitefish
Half Order
All You Can Eat
Fresh Farm Raised Catfish
Boneless Fillet, Catfish Steak, Or Fiddler
Half Order
All You Can Eat
North Atlantic Flounder Fillet
Half Order
All You Can Eat

7.95
FRIED SHRIMP
FRIED OYSTERS
CATFISH STEAK
DEVILED CRAB
FROG LEGS

WHITEFISH FILLET
BROILED FLOUNDER
FRIED SCALLOPS
BROILED SCALLOPS
CLAM STRIPS

FIDDLER CATFISH
FRIED FLOUNDER
BOILED SHRIMP
FARM CATFISH FILLET
POPCORN SHRIMP

4.25
5.95

4.60
6.25
4.95
6.95

Land and Sea
Choice Ribeye. 8 oz.
Chopped Sirloin, 8 oz
Fried Frog Legs

6.95
Chicken Breast Strips
4.50
Alaskan Snow Crab Legs
6.95
Rock Lobster Tail
Marinated Chicken Breast
6,50

Steak Combination Platters - Served with an 8 oz. Ribeye Steak
-with Fried Shrimp
9.95
-with Broiled Shrimp
-with Snow Crab Legs
10.95
-with Pock Lobster Tail

5.75
8.95
11.95

Seafood Lovers Favorites
Seafood Platter

995
13.95

Dinners serwect with slaw rolls or hushpuppies and choice of fries baked potato or rice plat Salad bar with dinner
1 35

Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Fried, Boiled Or Broiled
Half Order
Large Order
Popcorn Shrimp
F st-, and

Fridati and Saturdati Seafood Buffet
A Mouth Watering Array Of Seafood Selections Served Fresh From The Gulf.
Includes Salad Bar And All You Can Eat Buffet
Above Buffet With Boiled Shrimp And Snow Crab Legs
,No doggie bags

No sharing of buffet

7 95

Broiled Platter
795
Fish Fillet. Scallops. Broiled Shrimp and Deviled
Crab

Fried Shrimp. Oysters. Scallops Deviled Crab and
Fish Fillet

Fried Oysters
Half Order
Large Order
Deviled Crab
Fried Clam Strips

6 50
7 95
6 25

5 65
695
5 25
4 95

Seafood rjmners served with slaw hushpuppies. and choice of foes baked
potato or rice pilaf
Salad bar with dinner 1 35

10.95
13.95

Sharers will be charged)

Drinks
Sea Sides

Sandwiches
Sandwich

Platter

1 75

2.75
2.90
2.95
2.95

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
King Fish
Chicken Fillet

1.90
1.95
1 95

Salad Bar with Sandwich

Salad Bar
Available After 4 PM

Treat Yourself To Crisp Lettuce, Fresh
Vegetables, A Fantastic Array Of Salad
Fixings, PLUS A Choice Of Delicious
Dressings.
Salad Bar Only
2.95
With Chicken Livers
3.50
Salad Bar With Dinner
1 35
Cole plow
75
Cottage Cheese
75

1.75

Desserts
Banana Pudding
New York Cheesecake
Fresh Fruit Cobbler

Baked Potato
French Fries
Hushpuppies
Rice Pilaf
Chicken Livers

.75
1.25

.95

.95
75
75
75
95

Coffee
Ice Tea
Brewed Sanka
Coke
Diet Coke

met, of

Luncheon Favorites

4.75

.

3.75

Fried Soled Oysters
Fresh Go!' Selects

4.75

3.50

Combination Platter

4.75

Catfish

Fish Fillet Dinner
2 ph of Ocean Boneless

Fried or Broiled
.

Slump Oysters and Catfish Cruet
4.25

.95
1.65
.95
1.65

AVAILABLE UNTIL 4 PM
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Prepared with lighter luncheon appetites in mind

Boneless Fillet
North Atlantic Whitefish

350

Marinated Chicken Breast

3.95

Fresh

3,5

Fresh Fried Shrimp

4.50

Boiled Shrimp

450

Fried Oysters
Fresh Gulf Selects

Shrimp Direct From The Gun

Combination Platter
Fried Shrimp, Fish Fillet and Deviled Crab

450

Popcorn Shrimp

395

Flounder Fillets
Chicken Breast Strips

Planer
.2.10

1 SS.
...

Chicken Met
Chew/bumpy, Y. lb.

315

Salads

Saweeleh

King fish

4 25 ,

Delicious Broiled Or Fried

Sandwiches
Hamburger. Y.

North Atlantic Flounder
Delicious Broiled or Fried

3.50
2 50

3 75

Fresh Fere, Raised Fillets

Fresh Gull Shrimp
Fred Broiled Or holed

Appetizers
Shrimp Cocktail
Oyster Cocktail
Clam Chowder
Cup
Bowl
Seafood Gumbo
Cup
Bowl

Served with French Fries or Rice Pilaf. Slaw and Hushpuppies or Rolls

Fresh Catfish Fillet

3.75

Farm Parted Califs'
,

so
eo
eo
eo

Mr. Pibb
Milk

calla

Senior Citizens Specials
2F

60

Sprite

Lightly Breaded Gull Shrimp

Fresh Catfish Sleek
2 pc of Garen RaiSed

so

Free Refills On Drinks
Except Milk

Thin Cut Tenderloin
of Farm Raised Catfish Fillet
Half Order
4.60
All You Can Eat 6.25
Fresh Catfish Fltiet

60
60

Chef Salad

225.

1.75
1 IPS

2.96

Topped with Belled Shrimp

110

2.90

House Salad

2.71

MOM,lened vr,1*. Si.. aid FRI.C.
,
CMS

ranswec erne ro rump Mew, ham ens chwilee woe 0.111.ardrerry

Greer crentenehon oath choice

or *sewn.
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Making pleasurable dining affordable . .
719 South 12th

SPECIAL
CUTS

FRESH CUT DAILY - NEVER FROZEN
Med.

Med.

5.99

Lg. 6.99
Lg. 7.59

5.79

With Onions & Peppers or Mushroom Gravy
Served with Choice of Baked Potato or Fresh Cut French Fries and Toast.

CHOPPED
SIRLOIN

Golden Fried

CHICKEN FILETS
STEAK & CHICKEN
SHIS-K-BOB

3.79

Above with Onions & Peppers
or Mushroom Gravy

CHOPPED SIRLOIN

3.39

Served With Choice of Baked Potato
Fresh Cut French Fries and Toast

1/4 lb. HAMBURGER

1.79

With Lettuce & Tomato

LUNCHEON SIRLOIN
CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

Steak and
Salad...
Cut Fresh
Daily

SENIOR SPECIALS
60 & over

3.69
3.69

PETITE SIRLOIN, SALAD
BAR & BEVERAGE
CHOPPED SIRLOIN,
SALAD BAR & BEVERAGE

Above Served With Choice of Baked
Potato or French Fries and Toast

POTATO BAR & SALAD BAR 3.59
1/4 lb. HAMBURGER
& SALAD BAR
3.59

4.89
4.29

Above Served with Choice of Baked Potato
or Fresh Cut French Fries and Toast
1/4 lb. HAMB

11 AM - 4 PM Monday - Saturday

URGER, SALAD
BAR & BEVERAGE
3.79

3.79

SOUP & SALAD
BAR
SALAD BAR

3.69

"ALL YOU CAN TO EAT"

SEAFOOD
Service &
Quality
the
Big Difference

Golden Fried

SHRIMP DINNER
STEAK & SHRIMP

4.59
5.69

Double Order

SALAD BAR WITH MEAL

1.49

(Excluding 1/4 lb. Hamburger & Children's Menu)

SOUP OF THE DAY
SOUP & SALAD BAR
REG. GARDEN SALAD
STUFFED POTATO
SALAD BAR &
POTATO BAR

SHRIMP DINNER

7.19

Farm Raised

1.29
3.79
.89
2.19

CATFISH DINNER
CATFISH TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

3.79

FREE BANQUEI
:FACILITIES

A LA CARTE

CHILDREN'S
MENU I! & 1 niter)
DEEP FRIED CORN DOG

4.19

Served With Choice of Baked Potato
or Fresh Cut French Fries and Toast

1/2 lb.

GOURMET HAMBURGER

4.29
5.39
4.99

With Onions, Peppers, Tomatoes
& Mushroom Caps

LUNCH
SPECIALS

DELUXE
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

•

753-3822

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE" STEAKS
SIRLOIN
Reg. 4.59
RIBEYE
Reg. 5.99
FILET MIGNON
Reg. 6.59
THICK CUT SIRLOIN CLUB
SIRLOIN TIPS
Reg. 4.19

PAGE 9

1.49

4.99
5.99

LUNCH SPECIALS

All You Can Eat 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

GIFT CERTIFICATES

with French Fries

CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK '1'.49
GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN FILET
1.49
Served with Choice of Potato & Toast
•f&

CHILD'S SALAD BAR
All You Can Est

1.49

AVAILABLE
TUESDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT

11
,

Se

*%•".'7..-

4

a•
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The best pizza in town.?/oweAt-,)
Twice Risen Dough - Made fresh every day at every Mr. Gatti's
Our Special Sauce - Slowly simmered with nine secret herbs and spices
Unique Smoked Provolone - More expensive than the Mozzarella most others use

TO GO ORDERS 753-6656

804 Chestnut St.

- MR. GATTI'S ORIGINAL -

- GREAT DEEP PAN -

This is the one that built our reputation! A heaping portion of "Gatti's Pride"
goes into every pizza We top off each one with romano and parmesan cheese

To our thick rich crust, we increase the amount of your topping selection
We add diced tomatoes and top it off with romano and parmesan cheese

Small

Individual

Medium

Large

8"
6
1

10"
8
1-2

12"
8
2-3

15"
12
3-4

2.69

3.99

5.99

7.99

Size
Slices
Serves

Small

Large

2-3

3-4

4.79

7.99

A Great Place to Start

CHEESE PIZZA

NOW SELECT FROM THESE FAVORITE TOPPINGS
Pepperoni Sausage

2.89
2.99
3.39
3.39

fib
'

4.99
5.49
5.79
5.49

Burger

Mushroom

Green Olive Black Olive
Jalapeno Anchovy

Green Pepper

ONE TOPPING
TWO TOPPINGS
THREE TOPPINGS
VEGETARIAN

9.29
10.49
10.99
11.29

6.99
7.89
8.69
8.99

Onion

Canadian Bacon

5.59
6.39
6.99
7.29

8.69
9.69
10.89
10.99

7.99

11.69

Mushroom, Green Olive, Black Olive, Onion,
Green Pepper, (Jalapeno upon request)

3.99

5.99

SAMPLER (The Works)

11.99

9.99

Pepperoni, Sausage, Burger, Canadian Bacon, Green Pepper, Jalapeno,
Mushroom, Green Olive, Black Olive, Onion, (except anchovies)

1.25 "EXTRA" TOPPING

1.00

.75

.50

Half again as much

.50

1.25 "EXTRA" CHEESE

1.00

.75

A generous portion of shredded Provolone

HALF 'N HALF

Price of more expensive half
.1

Price of more expensive half

One side this --- One side that

.35

.35

PEPPERUNCINI
5 mild peppers

- DINNER WINNERS SUNDAY NIGHT:
The Family Special

- SANDWICHES -

5.00-900 p.m

10.99

Large Three Topping Pirra
with regular crust
2 fresh saiads, 2-16 or beverages'

MONDAY NIGHT:
Lasagna Dinner Special

••••..

5:00-9:00 p.m.

3.99

Includes Lasagna, garlic bread dresh salad, and
160? beverage'

TUESDAY NIGHT:
SpaGatti Buffet Special

5:00-9:00 p.m.

3.19

HOT ROAST BEEF

iGatti's Style)
2.89
Lean roast beef with lettuce, tomato, mustard anii
mayonnaise It's tasty'

SpaGatti

HOT ROAST BEEF (French

(with Dinner Salad)
Lasagna

Dip)
2.89
Lean roast beef on a French roll served with a cup of piping hot Au ius (beef broth)

SUBMARINE

2.99

A unique combination of tangy salami, summer sausage,
succulent slices of Jubilee ham, big eye Swiss cheese,
shredded lettuce, juice tomato slices, mustard and
mayonnaise

'r,f ,Hrles SpaGatti, garlic bread and a 16 oz beverage'

HOT SUPER SUB

WEDNESDAY NIGHT:
Pizza & Pasta Buffet

Our regular sub, plus some! Ham, salami, summer
sausage, Swiss and American cheese, heated and
topped with sliced ripe olives, lettuce, tomato and
Italian dressing It's big and delicious'

5:00-9:00 p.m.

3.49

•Beverages to choose from Soft Drinks, Iced Tea or
Coffee

HOT HAM & CHEESE
and mayonnaise

All You Can Eat
With Dinner II Trip)
With Buffet

2.99

2.50
.95
.59

- LUNCH BUFFET 3.29
All the pizza. SpaGatti and
Garlic Bread you can eat.
Days A Week
Monday-Saturday 11 s.m.-2 p.m.

Prices do not inciude tax, and 'like inflatoonl. are'subject to
change wrthout notice We accept cash and personal checks
that.ciear our approval process iNo credit cards please')

Sunday 12 p.m.-2 p.m.

I,

2.99

Just right pasta topped with our delicious meat sauce
and served with hot garlic bread Pasta-lively Perfect'

3.69
3.99

Rich and cheesy One bite and you'll start talking with
an Italian accent Served with hot garlic bread

(with Dinner Salad)
Half Order
SpaGatti
Lasagna
Hot Garlic Bread

4.49
1.55
2.10
.69

- BEVERAGES -

2.89

Big eye Swiss cheese melted over plenty of lean ham
on a hot French roll with lettuce, tomato, mustard

- SALAD BAR -

•

- PASTA -

COCA COLA
DIET COKE
MR. PIBB
SPRITE
MELLO YELLO
SOFT DRINK REFILLS
PITCHER OF
SOFT DRINK
ICED TEA (free refill)
COFFEE free refill)
MILK

16-oz. 20-oz.
Regular
Large
.59
.69
.59
.69
.69
.59
.59
.69
.69
.59
.251whal ban, '
2.09
.49
.49
.49

11
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Ahoti Mate! For Qood Food
Drop Anchor at

Cypress Springs
Restaurant - Motel - Boat Dock
New Concord, Ky.
ILIE.E.C.E.WE.E.E.E.E.E.E1E-EVEVEEEVE. ENEE.E.E.IFEE.
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.
0
1
600
IP
m0000coc.30. DINNERS 0.0.0.
16°
60 FRESH CATFISH FILLETS (BONELESS)
0.4with white beans) .5.95
0
FRESH CATFISH STEAKS (with white beans)
10
LARGE ORDER 1 lb of fish
aP
4.95
O.
SMALL ORDER '6 lb of fish
4.25
IF
01
21 GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP
-5.25
0
0
DEVILED CRABS
2
0
4.95
tO,
GOLDEN FRIED SCALLOPS
10
6.95
oil
FRIED OYSTERS
595
0
FRIED CLAM STRIPS
sIO
4.95
0
SEAFOOD PLATTER (Shrimp. Scallops. Oysters. Crab and Fish)
.7.95
0
0
All the above served with French fries slaw, hushpupp
ies.
0
onion rings, and raw onion
400
600
oP
10

60
60
60
60
60
oo,
60
00
60
o0
101
se.
IP
1101
101

BROASTED CHICKEN isc"x
CHICKEN DINNER (4 pc.)
3.95
CHICKEN DINNER (2 pc.)
3.45
CHICKEN DINNER WHITE MEAT (4 pc)(2 breasts and 2
wingS)4.95
CHICKEN DINNER WHITE MEAT (2 Pc)(1 breast
and 1 wing) 4.25
All broasted chicken served with broasted potatoes slaw
rolls and honey

CHICKEN FILLETS (Boneless)
(with French fries, onion rings, slaw, rolls and honey)

HAMBURGER STEAK (8 oz

3.95

COUNTRY HAM STEAK

7.25

steak)
(with French fries onion rings, slaw and rolls)

(dinner salad, French fries, onion rings, rolls and honey)

PEPPERONI OR SAUSAGE PIZZA (9 inch)
DINNERS SERVED AS LISTED ALL CHANGES EXTRA

seeimeesc
110

III
10
se,
IF

400

401
sP

60
/0
goo
01

4.95

SANDWICHES

HAMBURGER
CHEESEBURGER
CHUCK WAGON
FISH SANDWICH
"••••°"'sw
PECAN PIE

.95

1.75
1.95

1.95
• 1.95

so
or
go

---- BREAKFAST ...00000000.
NO
BREAKFAST SERVED AFTER 11 00 A M

BACON OR SAUSAGE AND ONE EGG
BACON OR SAUSAGE AND TWO EGGS
COUNTRY HAM AND ONE EGG

DESSERTS •••••••••••.
CHEESE CAKE 1.25

.0

3.45
3.95
1.95

COUNTRY HAM AND TWO EGGS
TWO EGGS (any style)
All the above served with hash browns toast ac

3 PANCAKES with BACON OR SAUSAGE
3 PANCAKES with COUNTRY HAM
3 PANCAKES
TOAST AND JELLY
HONEY BUNS

2.75
3.95
1.95
.75
.85
.50

ORANGE or TOMATO JUICE

BEVERAGES
COFFEE
De-Catteinated COFFEE
HOT TEA
ICED TEA
HOT CHOCOLATE

.50 MILK
.50 PEPSI
.65 DIET PEPSI
.65 MT. DEW
7-Up
.65 DR. PEPPE
R

.50 & .75
.65
.65
.65
.65
.65

ascorscoosessoo SALADS
°°'
DINNER SALADS
CHEF'S SALADS . . .
(Fresh vegetables, tomatoes, country ham and cheese with your
choice
of dressing )

DRESSINGS -

CORNDOG
s.L.T
GRILLED CHEESE
COUNTRY HAM

2.25
2.75

1.35
3.95

Red French. Thousand Island Italian and Blue Cheese

••
go

••••••••c SIDE ORDERS •••••••••
FRENCH FRIES
.75
BROASTED POTATOES .75
ONION RINGS .... 1.15
HUSHPUPPIES
.95
VEGETABLE STICKS
.75

BEANS (small bowl)
BEANS (large bowl)
COLE SLAW
SLICED TOMATOES

Et.

.75

1.50
.75
.60

"wkxVi

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owners: Louie and Sue Willams

Off Hwy. 121 South (Approx. 15 miles South of Murray)

436-5496

II•

_

t

•
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Welcome to Pagliai's- home of"the best pizza in the state of
Kentucky."
We're glad your're here and hope you enjoy all the special
things we do
just for you. We chop only the freshest vegetables, grind our own
cheese
and make our crust fresh every day - so you can enjoy the finest
and Italian food_in_63e area. Enjoy the decor, enjoy the food - pizza
we have something to suit everyone.

0

510 Main St.
Murray

753-2975

PIZZA - the food that made us famous
NEW YORK STYLE

thin crust

2.60
.55
.55

Choose from any of these toppings:
GREEN OLIVE
MUSHROOM
ANCHOVIES
PEPPERONI
ONION
HAM

SAUSAGE
BEEF
BLACK OLIVES
GREEN PEPPERS

sausage, onions, green peppers No substitutes. please )

12 inch

14 inch

3.85
.70
1.05

5.20
.85
1.50

6.90
.95
1.75

PINEAPPLE
JALAPENO PEPPERS

3.70

5.25

6.90

8.80
8.80

PAGLIAI'S HAWAIIAN SPECIAL
ham, pineapple, and mushrooms

3.70

5.25

6.90

PAGLIAI'S SPECIAL

4.80

6.65

8.60 10.70

VEGETARIAN SPECIAL
onions, green olives,

4.45

6.25

8.20 10.15

LE ROY SPECIAL

5.35

7.35

9.45 11.65

EVERYTHING

7.00

9.45 12.00 14.50

black olives, mushrooms, green peppers

sausage. pepperoni, beef, canadian bacon, mushrooms

Spaghetti

2.95
3.95

with meat sauce

with meat balls
Extra meat balls add $1.00. Mushrooms or extra sauce add .45C
Small Portion with meat sauce

1.85

with meat balls
Extra meat balls add .50¢. Mushrooms or
extra sauce add .25¢

2.35

Lasagna

4.25
2.85

Small Portion

sausage, pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, green peppers(No subs. please.)

.5

10 inch

CANADIAN BACON

HOUSE SPECIAL

-

when pizza doesn't hit the spot

8 inch

CHEESE ONLY
EACH EXTRA TOPPING
DOUBLE CHEESE(EXTRA)

Miscellaneous Items

Spaghetti & Lasagna served with garlic bread

Chili
1 75
Homemade Vegetable &
Beef Soup
1.00
Nacho's tortilla chips, cheese, chili 2.10
Extra Cheese or chili add .35C

Chip's & Ranch Dressing
Dakota Pie •
Fruit Pies

1.00
1 55
90

Whip Cream added upon request. No Charge.

except the Jalapeno peppers, anchovies and pineapple. 10 toppings for the price
of eight

Side Orders

CHICAGO STYLE
with

thick crust
a different type of dough, double cheese. & lots 'a sauce

CHEESE ONLY
HOUSE SPECIAL
PAGLIAI'S HAWAIIAN SPECIAL
PAGLIAI'S SPECIAL
VEGETARIAN SPECIAL
LE ROY SPECIAL
EVERYTHING

3.10 4.90 6.65 8.60
4.20 6.30 8.35 10.50
4.20 6.30 8.35 10.50
5.30 7.70 10.05 12.40
4.95 7.25 9.55 11.80
5.85 8.40 10.90 13.35
7.50 10.50 13.45 16.20

except the jalapeno peppers, anchovies & pineapple. 10 toppings
for the price of eight
we use real Mozzarella Cheese
a

AU sandwiches served with dill spear and potato Aipa
SMALL

Cheese hot on sesame seed bun
Poor Boy ham & cheese & salami garnished

with
tomato sauce & Russian Dressing....
Roast Beef hot with Mozzarelta,Cheese .
Reuben corn beef. Swiss cheese. & kraut hot on rye ..

Meatball with

Mozzarella Cheese & spaghetti sauce

Pimento Cheese or Grilled Cheese
Chicken, Ham or Tuna Salad
Plain or toasted on choice of white, wheat, or rye bread

1.75
1.95
2.05
2.05
1.85
1.50
1.50

75
.75
.55
.95
.35
30
65

Salads

Dinner Salad

Pagliai's Chef Salad

.95
2.35

Crisp lettuce, ham, cheese, tomatoes, radishes
& carrots
Extra ham or cheese add .35e
Deessings: French. Thousand Island, Russian,
Bleu Cheese. Italian. Ranch. and House

Taco Salad

Sandwiches
Ham &

Jalapeno Peppers
Pepperoncini's
Garlic Bread
Cottage Cheese
Chip's
Pickle's
Cup of Ranch Dressing

2.50

Tortilla chips, salad. Cheddar cheese, chili. tomato
L:xtra cheese or chili add .355
LARGE

2.80
3.10
3.40
3.10
3.10

Beverages
Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke, Mr.
Pibb, Mellow Yellow, Sprite
12 oz
.45 22 oz. (all you can drink, keep the cup).....69
Coffee
.45
Iced or Hot Tea
.45
Milk
.45 .65

Lemonade
Hot Chocolate

.35
.45

1N
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Captain D's®

'I
0

CHILDREN'S MENU
THE SCHOONER
1

great little seafood place®

BONELESS FISH FILLET, FRENCH FRIES HUSH PUPPY

THE TRAWLER

3 GOLDEN BROWN FRIED SHRIMP FRENCH FRIES
HUSH PUPPY

THE- CAPTAIN'S MATE
CAPTAIN'S BURGER FRENCH
FRIES

OUR SPECIALITIES
FISH 'N CHIPS
3 GOLDEN BROWN FISH FILLETS,
FRENCH FRIES SOUTHERN STYLE HUSH PUPPIE
S

TWO PIECE FISH DINNER
2 GOLDE

N BROWN BONELESS FISH FILLETS,
COLE SLAW, FRENCH FRIES, SOUTHERN STYLE HUSH
PUPPIES

GOOD FOOD
HONEST VALUE

OUR FAVORITES
BOAT OF SHRIMP
16 PEEL

N EAT CHILLED BOILED SHRIMP, AND HUSH PUPPIES

•
•

FISH 'N FRIES
2 BONELE

SS FISH FILLETS, FRENCH FRIES AND HUSH PUPPIES

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383
TRY OUR DRIVE-THRU

•

•
•

COMPLETE DINNERS
ALL DINNERS SERVED WITH FRENC

•
•
A

H FRIES, COLE SLAW,
SOUTHERN STYLE HUSHPUPPIES AND OUR OWN SEAFOOD
SAUCES.
WHITE BEANS, GREEN BEANS OR TOSSED SALAD MAY BE
SUBSTITUTED FOR FRIES OR SLAW IN ANY DINNER

SANDWICHES
GIANT FISH SANDWICH
GOLDEN BROW

•
•

FISH DINNER

N FISH FILLETS, TARTAR SAUCE ON A
TOASTED BUN

GIANT FISH SANDWICH PLATTER
OUR GIANT FISH SANDWICH, FRENC
H FRIES AND COLE SLAW

3 GOLDEN BROWN BONELESS FISH FILLETS

•

JUMBO FISH DINNER
4 GOLDEN

•

BROWN BONELESS FISH FILLETS

REGULAR FISH SANDWICH
1 BONELESS FISH

FILLET, SERVED ON TOASTED SESAME
SEED BUN, TOPPED WITH TARTAR SAUCE
& LETTUCE

COUNTRY-STYLE FISH DINNER
BONELESS FISH FILLETS

REGULAR FISH SANDWICH PLATTER
1 BONELESS FISH FILLET, SERVED ON

FISH 'N CHICKEN DINNER
2 FISH FILLETS AND BONELE

•
•
•

BREADED IN OUR OWN SPECIAL RECIPE

4

SS CHICKEN FILLETS

TOASTED SESAM
SEED BUN, TOPPED WITH TARTAR SAUCE & LETTUC E
E,
SERVED WITH FRENCH FRIES, AND COLE SLAW

SHRIMP DINNER

-

6 GOLDEN BROWN FRIED SHRIMP

CLUB SANDWICH
1 BONELE

SEAFOOD DINNER

SS FISH FILLET, SERVED ON TOASTED SESAME SEED
BUN
TOPPED WITH OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE,
LETTUCE, TOMATO, BACON AND CHEESE

A DELICIOUS TREAT OF 2 FRIED SHRIMP, 1 CRAB

2 FISH

•
• —

CLAM DINNER

0
••

GOLDEN FRIED CLAMS

CLUB SANDWICH PLATTER
1 BONELESS FISH

•

BONELESS FILET OF CHICKEN DINNER
BONELESS FILLETS WITH SWEET N SOUR

FILLET, SERVED ON TOASTED SESAME SEED
BUN
TOPPED WITH OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE, LETTUC
E,
BACON AND CHEESE SERVED WITH FRENCH FRIES TOMATO,
AND COLE SLAW

s

SAUCE

BOILED SHRIMP DINNER
16 PEEL N

CAPTAIN'S DOUBLE BURGER
2 BEEF PATTIES, CHEESE, MUSTA

EAT CHILLED. BOILED SHRIMP

RD, CATSUP, PICKLES, AND ONIONS

STUFFED CRAB DINNER

CAPTAIN'S DOUBLE BURGER PLATTER

• STUFFED CRABS

CAPTAIN'S DOUBLE BURGER SERVED WITH
FRENCH FRIES AND COLE SLAW

STUFFED CRAB 'N
IMP DINNER
„.?. STUFFED CRABS 3 GOLDEN BROWSHR
N SHRIMP
STUFFED CRAB 'N FISH DINNER

CAPTAIN'S BURGER
CAPTAIN'S CHEESEBURGER

2 STUFFED CRABS, 1 BONELESS FISH FILLET

FISH 'N SHRIMP DINNER
2 BONELE
FISH
SS

FISH 'N BITE SIZE SHRIMP DINNER
2 BONELESS FISH FILLETS,

FAMILY TAKE HOME PACKS
SEAFOOD FEAST(.w,no 5-6)
12 Fish Fillets

Cole Slow
Hush Puppies

6 Shrimp
12 Fish Fillets
8 Hush Puppies

•

Cole Slow
French F nes

BITE SIZE SHRIMP DINNER

GENEROUS PORTION OF TENDER BITE SIZE SHRIMP

CATFISH DINNER

GENEROUS PORTION OF BONELESS CATFISH ROLLED IN OUR
OWN
SPECIAL RECIPE

A

CAPTAINS COUNTRY DINNER
GENEROUS PORTION OF

THIFT PACK (serves 3-4)
8 Fish Fillets
8 Hush Puppies

BONELESS FISH FILLETS
ROLLED IN CXJR OWN SPECIAL RECIPE AND SERVED WITH
WHITE OR GREEN BEANS OKRA HUSHPUPPIES AND COLES
LAW
•

Cole Slow
French Fries

—_ •
•

f

/Awl/ le

•

f

GENEROUS PORTION OF TENDER BITE SIZE SHRIMP

French Fries

- CAPTAIN'S VALUE PACK owves 4 or revere)

•
•
•

FILLETS, 3 GOLDEN BROWN SHRIMP

1100•••Mik•*•••WIN••••••••••%y
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We'd Like To Welcome You To

acey's
Benton's Newest Restaurant
Only a fifteen minute drive from Murray

Breakfast S ecial
1 Egg, Bacon or Sausage
Gravy & Homemade Biscuits
Coffee

Country Ham Steak
2 Eggs, Gravy & Biscuits

$1.85

Only

f2.99

Only
Satyr ay & Sunday

Friday Night Seafood Buffet

*Fresh Oysters
*Fiddler Catfish
*Fried Oysters
*Salad Bar

*Boiled Shrimp
*Fish Nuggets
*Fried Shrimp
*Dessert

*Frog Legs
*Clam Strips
*Several Vegetables

oniy$8.99
Homecooked Plate Lunches Daily
Your Choice of:
*1 Meat (11 to choose from)
*3 Vegetables (Over 14 to choose from) *Rolls

$2.99.

Only

Up

acey's

Open 7 Days A Week
Monday-Saturday
4 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Sunday
5 a.m.-3 p.m.

Family Restaurant
4

319 N. Main
Benton, Ky.
.•

sit

........
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507 N. 12th,
Murray
753-8841
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CREAMY SHAKES
Chocolate
Jamocha
Strawberry
Vanilla

.89
.89
.89
.89

DESSERTS
Apple Turnover
Cherry Turnover
Chocolate Chip Cookies

.69
.69
.49

1.49
1.89
1.89
.99
1.89
1.79
1.89
1.59
1.79
1.89
1.89
1.69
2.09

MENU SUPPLEMENTS
Small Fries
.55
Large Fries
.69
Potato Cakes
.59
Salad Plate
1.59

rs
)
•
Arbgs

qw

Or.

BEVERAGES
MENU ITEM
Regular Roast Beef
Super
Beef'n Cheddar
Junior
Chicken Breast
King
Bac'n Cheddar Deluxe
Ham'n Cheese
French Dip
Roast Beef Deluxe
Turkey Deluxe
Fish Sandwich
Adventure Meal

PAGE 15

Featuring
Arby's Roast Beef
Sandwich

Cola
Diet Cola
7-Up/Sprite
Dr. Pep/Dr. Nehi
Root Beer
Orange
Iced Tea
Small
Medium
.55
.65
Coffee
Milk

Large
.70
.35-.49
.45

BREAKFAST
Cinnamon Nut Danish
.69
French Toastix
.99
Croissant
.99
Egg Croissant
1.29
Egg/Meat Croissant
1.49
Egg Biscuit
.79
Egg Biscuit With Meat Sandwich.99
Breakfast Platter
1.89
Egg-Any Style. Choice of Meat & Biscuit

Breakfast Served With Homemade Biscuits
6 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

4

•
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"Try One Of Our Famous Fish Dinners"
APPETIZERS
JUMBO SHRIMP- COCKTAIL (served with tangy sauce from our original recipe)

4.75

COLD FRUIT COCKTAIL CUP

1.25
Small 404 - Large 60C

TOMATO JUICE WITH LEMON

DINNERS
FISH DINNER "ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT"
Slaw, French Fries, Hushpuppies, Tartar Sauce

6.25

HALF ORDER FISH

4.95
Slaw, French Fries, Hushpuppies, Tartar Sauce

ASSORTED SEA FOOD PLATTER
Shrimp, Scallops, Oysters, Fish, Deviled Crab, Slaw, French Fries, Hushpuppies
U. S. CHOICE T-BONE STEAK .. 18 OZ.
Combination Salad, French Fries, Hot Rolls

Aurora Road
Aurora, Ky.
474-2202

8.95
12.95
7.95

RIB EYE STEAK...8 oz.
Combination Salad, French Fries, Hot Rolls

CHILDREN'S PLATE
Under 12 Years Old
Choice of
BONELESS CHICKEN BREAST,
HAMBURGER PATTIE, or 1 PIECE OF FISH
Salad, French Fries, Hot Rolls or Hushpuppies
$2.25

LARGE, TENDER SEA SCALLOPS
Slaw, French Fries, Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce, Hushpuppies

4.75

BONELESS FRIED CHICKEN BREAST
Combination Salad, French Fried Potatoes, Hot Rolls

4 75

KENTUCKY HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY HAM STEAK
Combination Salad, French Fried Potatoes, Hot Rolls

7.75

GOLDEN FRENCH FRIED JUMBO SHRIMP
Slaw, French Fries, Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce, Hushpuppies

7.25

EXTRA SELECT FRIED OYSTERS
Slaw, French Fries, Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce, Hushpuppies

4.75

HAMBURGER STEAK (Ground from U.S. Choice Beef)
Combination Salad, French Fried Potatoes, Hot Rolls

4.50

[Above Salads Are Served With Meal - Others SI3c Extra]
q.

SALADS
HEAD LETTUCE
LETTUCE AND TOMATO
POTATO SALAD
SLAW

.95
1.50
.95

SHRIMP SALAD
COMBINATION
PINEAPPLE AND CHEESE
.9S

4.95
1.50
1.95

SANDWICHES
FRIED COUNTRY HAM
FISH (with slaw & hushpuppies)

1.75
2.25

HAMBURGER
CHEESEBURGER

1.25
1.35

"YOUR CHOICE OF DRESSINGS"
CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH
On Bun Served MIA
Poen° Soled
DELUXE COMBINATION SALAD
Bacon Sib and Cheese Topped
Met Your Favor%) Drafting

$35

$415

BEVERAGES
COFFEE
MILK
SO
BUTTERMILK
.50
ICED TEA
ICED COFFEE
BREWED SANKA COFFEE
.50
COCA-COLA,DIET COKE.SPRITE.ORANGE .401.S0

EXTRAS
FRENCH FRIED ONIONS (added dehght to your meal)
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
SMALL WHOLE POTATOES BROWNED IN BUTTER
HUSHPUPPIES

2.25
.9S
.95
120

TAKE OUT ORDERS
All Menu nem Prepared Ti Take
Out At Ni Extra Merge

"Our Delicious Hushpuppies Are Made From Sue's Own Secret Recipe"

.50
.50
.50

